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PREFACE 

This dissertation was produced in accordance with guidelines which permit the inclusion as part 

of the dissertation the text of an original paper or papers submitted for publication. The 

dissertation must still conform to all other requirements explained in the “Guide for the 

Preparation of Masters Theses and Doctoral Dissertations at The University of Texas at Dallas.” 

It must include a comprehensive abstract, a full introduction and literature review, and a final 

conclusion. Additional material (procedural and design data as well as descriptions of 

equipment) must be provided in sufficient detail to allow a clear and precise judgment to be 

made of the importance and originality of the research reported.  

It is acceptable for this dissertation to include as chapters authentic copies of papers already 

published, provided these meet type size, margin, and legibility requirements. In such cases, 

connecting texts which provide logical bridges between different manuscripts are mandatory. 

Where the student is not the sole author of a manuscript, the student is required to make an 

explicit statement in the introductory material to that manuscript describing the student’s 

contribution to the work and acknowledging the contribution of the other author(s). The 

signature of the Supervising Committee which precedes all other material in the dissertation 

attests to the accuracy of this statement.   
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 Supervising Professors:   Dr Yves Chabal 
  Dr Olivier Pluchery 
 
 
 
Functionalization of oxide-free silicon and silicon oxide surfaces is important for a number of 

applications. In this work, organic monolayers are grafted (GOM) on oxide-free silicon surfaces 

using thermal and ultraviolet-activated hydrosilylation of hydrogen-terminated silicon surfaces, 

primarily using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

for characterization. The resulting amine-terminated GOM have been used for depositing 

nanoparticles, selecting the end group for two very specific applications: single electron devices 

and nano-quantum-dot (NQD) enhanced Si photovoltaic cells.  

To perform single-electron transport measurements, colloidal gold nanoparticles have been 

deposited on amine-functionalized silicon surfaces and tunneling measurements performed with 

a scanning tunneling microscope in an ultra-high vacuum chamber. Using a double-barrier 

tunneling junction (with the GOM as the first barrier and the vacuum between the scanning tip 



 

x 

and the gold nanoparticle as the second one), single-electron transport was observed at 30K 

through a Coulomb staircase phenomenon. The critical parameters were identified to improve 

reproducibility. Finally, recently developed advanced modeling, based on traditional “orthodox” 

theory, was optimized to account for the observations (e.g. I-V dependence on band bending). 

This work provides a basis for the development of single-electron transistors that are compatible 

with current silicon based technology.  

To enhance standard silicon-based solar cells, GOM is also needed to graft strongly absorbing II-

VI NQDs and optimize their energy transfer to the silicon substrate. Recent photoluminescence 

spectroscopy has demonstrated that energy transfer occurs through both radiative and non-

radiative mechanisms between NQDs and the substrate. With grafting technology, the aim was to 

optimize absorption, as probed by photoluminescence, in two ways. First, silicon nanopillars 

were fabricated to increase the surface area, with a careful investigation of the attachment of the 

NQDs to the walls of the nanopillars. Second, multilayers were deposited, using a diamine linker 

between layers. In the case of bilayers of NQDs with a size gradient, the PL measurements 

confirm directed energy transfer from the top to the second layer and then to the substrate. These 

two approaches are shown to increase the efficiency of energy transfer of current Si solar cells, 

and will require more work to implement in actual device fabrication.  
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2 

 

0.1 General introduction 

 

Understanding of Silicon substrate properties and optimization of its application have 

been leading research topic these past 50 years. As the main substrate used in microelectronic 

industry, there has been a growing interest in a better understanding of the physics involved in 

past, present and future silicon based technologies. As a topic of interest in this thesis, we study 

some phenomena occurring at its interface, i.e. the geometric frontier, with other materials. In the 

framework of electric transport, the interface plays a crucial role for charge exchange. The 

fabrication of perfect interface (i.e. flat and defect-free) has always been a challenge in 

semiconductor industry. In the case of monocrystalline silicon, defects can be due to 

contamination, uncontrolled oxidation or defects in the crystallographic structure. A lot of 

devices rely on the electronic transport through an interface; this is why their performances can 

be hindered when there is a creation of charge traps that can capture electrons, surface dipoles 

that can induce a localized electric field or parasitic resistance and capacitance.  

 

One of the reasons why silicon is a widely used material is the quality and the stability of 

its oxide: SiO2, when thermally grown in a controlled atmosphere, has excellent dielectric 

properties and a low amount of defects compared to other mainstream semiconductors’ oxides1. 

However, the attachment of a molecular layer on top of it (i.e. silicon oxide functionalization) 

often leads to surfaces that are unstable and lack in reproducibility2,3. The reason is the 

amorphous nature of SiO2 and because of the relative instability of Si-O-R liaison. This is why 

oxide free silicon functionalization has been considered as an alternative path. Ever since the 
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discovery of hydrogenated silicon (111) obtained after hydrofluoric acid and ammonium fluoride 

treatment in 19894, silicon functionalization has known an ever growing interest from the 

scientific community. The evaluation of the amount of defects on a treated Si(111) surface was 

shown to be consistent with the amount of defects due to the miscut of the sample5. That is to say 

that the defects observed are on the steps of the silicon and a part from that, the resulting surface 

is atomically flat and provides an ideal starting surface for further modifications. Contrary to 

amorphous silicon oxide, whose surface is usually atomically rough, oxide free silicon benefits 

from its crystallographic nature. Its functionalization leads to an ordered molecular layer that 

provides control over electronic properties and the morphology of the insulating layer. Several 

functionalization techniques have been investigated in order to provide defects-free and stable 

grafted organic monolayers (GOMs) on silicon. The main approach consists in replacing the H 

termination of the hydrogenated silicon with another molecule. Several routes have been 

explored to do so, such as thermal activation6,7,8 UV activation9,10, electrochemical activation11,12, 

and chlorination8,13. In the Laboratory for Surface and Nanostructure Modification (LSNM), we 

are able to fabricate an oxide-free passivated silicon surface prepared with thermal or UV 

hydrosilylation that shows outstanding chemical stability (i.e., the molecule remains stable with 

time in air and after all additional chemical steps to graft nanoparticles7,14,15) and provides a 

protection of the underlying silicon bulk16,17 (i.e. prevents contamination and oxidation). The 

functionality of the surface can also be tuned by changing the GOM termination to promote 

grafting of nanoparticles on the surface.  
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In this work, we take advantage of the properties of these surfaces to investigate two 

main areas, reflected in the two main parts of the thesis. The first one is a collaboration between 

Yves Chabal at the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) and Olivier Pluchery from the Institute 

for NanoScience in Paris (INSP) focused on single electron transport using Coulomb blockade. 

The second project is a collaboration between Yves Chabal’s group in Material Science with 

Anton Malko’s group in Physics at UT Dallas focused on energy transfer mechanism from 

Nanoquantum dots (NQDs) to silicon for photovoltaic (PV) cells applications.  

 

0.2  Oxide-free silicon functionalization for single electron transport  

 

This thesis is a co-tutelle between UTD and the university Pierre et Marie Curie (UPMC). 

INSP is an important laboratory of UPMC, with expertise in solid state physics and physical 

chemistry. INSP comprises 82 researchers, 38 technical staff and 47 PhD and post-docs. This is 

the result of the agreement between the two universities to propose a joint program that fulfills 

the requirements for a doctoral degree for each doctoral school. This international collaboration 

started with the idea of using the knowledge on silicon surfaces available in the American 

laboratory in combination with the fundamental physics knowledge and the state of the art 

equipment for which the French laboratory is renowned for. The schedule of my thesis was set 

according to this project: I spent two year and a half in Dallas in Yves Chabal’s lab and after that 

I spent one year and a half in Paris in INSP (with some travelling exchange in between).  
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There is no other field that has known more progress than electronic and computer 

science these past few decades. From the ENIAC, sixty years ago, to nowadays, the same 

operation can be done one million times faster, cost 100 000 times lower in term of energy and 

10 000 lower in term of price and weight. Today, CMOS (complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor) technology is used by most semiconductor companies. This is why a lot of 

efforts have been done on performance optimization and in the MOSFET (metal oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistor) integration and miniaturization these past thirty years. 

However we have reached a point in term of miniaturization where difficulties not only come 

from fabrication processes but also from new phenomena that render the technology less viable 

(heating, leaking…). This is why a call for alternative technologies has been launched. Single 

electron transport is a phenomenon that attracts a strong interest from the research community as 

well as the industry community because of its promising outcome in the field of SCs. The ability 

to control the amount of electron being stored in a three dimension confinement (such as a 

nanoparticle) can be taken advantage of in multiple applications such as single electron transistor 

(SET), memory cells, single electron detection and so on. Minimal current consumption and 

further reduction of transistor size are the two major expectations from this technology. 

Observation of single electron transport can be achieved with the fabrication of two insulating 

barriers in series through which electrons are going to tunnel. To make such structure, we 

fabricate in Dallas passivated oxide free silicon samples and ship them in Paris to characterize 

them using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The architecture of the investigated system 

is shown in figure 0.1 and is called a double barrier tunneling junction (DBTJ). It is formed by 

the positioning of a tip on a gold nanoparticle (AuNP) grafted on a silicon surface passivated 
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with a GOM. The two tunneling barriers of this structure are 1- the vacuum gap between the 

STM tip and the AuNP and 2- the insulating GOM. The quality and the stability of the GOM are 

critical parameters of this work because of the extreme sensitivity of this phenomenon: it has 

three main purposes: 

- It passivates the silicon bulk to avoid its oxidation. Uncontrolled oxidation of silicon -or 

“native” oxides- generates electrical traps that negatively affect electronic device 

performance18. 

- It provides an active termination (an amine group -NH2) that allows the stable and 

accurate grafting of AuNP on the surface. 

- It is used as an insulator with a tailored and reproducible thickness between the AuNP 

and the silicon bulk. 

 

 

Figure 0.1: three dimensional view of the double barrier tunneling junction used in order to 
observe single electron transport. The inset shows a sweep of voltage done on the AuNP and its 
derivative. Each peak on the derivative corresponds to an additional electron tunneling in the 
AuNP. From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
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The topic of this project is to investigate the feasibility and the reliability of such 

architecture for single electron transport. CHAPTER 1 will focus on the state of the art and the 

expertise available in UTD in terms of oxide free silicon and SiO2 functionalization. This 

knowledge will be applied in the fabrication of the GOM. CHAPTER 2 will give a theoretical 

input on the phenomena that allow single electron transport: Coulomb blockade effect. 

Consequences of this phenomenon and specificity of our architecture will be discussed and a 

short state of the art of the technology will be exposed. CHAPTER 4 is an overview of the 

experimental techniques employed in this thesis. We will identify what are the advantages of the 

selected techniques in the framework of this project. The fabrication of our architecture will be 

detailed in CHAPTER 5 (published in Langmuir).We are going to show preliminary results that 

are going to be used as proof of concept. CHAPTER 6 (submitted in Nanotechnology) will 

focus on the parameters that affect the reproducibility of our results. To have a better idea of the 

viability of this technology we will show a study which results in an optimized protocol for 

reliable observation of single electron transport. CHAPTER 7 will be mainly focused on the 

interpretation of obtained data. We are going to used simulation software and correlate simulated 

results with experimental data. Specificity of our structure as discussed in CHAPTER 2 will be 

considered in this study. 

 

0.3 Oxide free silicon functionalization for NQDs based solar cells 
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This collaboration takes advantage of the ability to chemically modify silicon surfaces 

developed in Yves Chabal’s lab and the capability to probe NQDs energy transfer by time 

resolved photoluminescence in Anton Malko’s group. The latter group possesses the equipment 

for sample characterization and an extensive knowledge of quantum photonics, and collaborates 

with Yuri Garstein for theoretical interpretation. 

 

It was in the 1970s that the world realized that their energy resources (fossil fuels and 

fissile uranium) were not limitless. Ever since, people have taken notice of the inevitable 

shortage of traditional resources and looked for alternative ways to produce the energy needed 

for the society. Solar cells technology research has benefited from this realization and great 

progresses have been made. The amount of energy provided by the sun in only one second is 

estimated to be around 1017 Joules/sec.m2 (1000 Watts m-2). According to G.W. Crabtree, the sun 

provides us in 1.5 days the equivalent energy of the world recoverable resources in oil. In one 

hour it provides an energy equivalent to what all humans combined use in one year19. The first 

generation of solar cells is based on monocrystalline silicon and represents 85% of the overall 

market19. They still dominate the market because they are durable and have relatively high 

efficiency, in contrast to more recent technologies that have not been successful yet into entering 

the market despites higher efficiency. However, Si-based cells are still expensive to make 

because they require high quality monocrystalline Si, which represents 70% of the total 

manufacturing cost20. More recent thin film silicon solar cells are cheaper to make but they suffer 

from insufficient light absorption (i.e. poor efficiency). In this work, we are investigating the use 

of highly absorbing quantum dots to enhance the efficiency of Si-based solar cells. 
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As stated earlier, GOMs help maintain the quality and enhance the stability of oxide-free 

silicon surfaces. They can provide an excellent interface between the silicon bulk and another 

component, such as quantum dots. In PV structures, the energy transfer is a critical parameter 

that influences the performance of a device: a defect-free interface will optimize this energy 

transfer. In order to enhance the absorption of silicon, we attach NQDs on top of a functionalized 

surface as shown in Figure 0.2 so that most of their energy (produced by photon absorption)  can 

be transferred into the silicon substrate, without substantial loss in interface states thanks to the 

high quality of the Si/GOM interface, resulting in an enhanced overall light absorption. Once 

NQDs are excited by an incoming light, they can transfer their energy to the bulk either through 

radiative decay (radiative energy transfer, RET) or non-radiative decay (non-radiative energy 

transfer, NRET; or Förster resonant energy transfer, FRET). In summary, the GOM fulfills 

several critical requirements for this project: 

- It protects the silicon surface by avoiding charge traps associated with oxidation. 

- It remains stable and therefore protects the Si during all chemical steps needed for NQDs 

attachment on the surface. 

- It provides a well-defined separation distance between the NQDs and the surface, i.e. 

afford good control over the distance between the NQDs and the substrate. 
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Figure 0.2: Sketch of the hybrid device, showing schematically the different energy transfer 
mechanisms from NQDs to Si. From Nimmo et al. ACS Nano (2013). 
 

This part of the work, focused on enhancing the efficiency of NQDs-based solar cells, is 

based on the ability to functionalize both oxide-free silicon and SiO2 surfaces, as presented in 

CHAPTER 1. The basic theory behind our approach is discussed in CHAPTER 3, which is 

helpful to understand the physical phenomena probed experimentally. The basic energy transfer 

between NQDs and silicon substrate has been observed and explained for flat surfaces in our lab 

as briefly summarized in this chapter21. The experimental characterization methods are also 

presented in CHAPTER 4 with a brief discussion of relative advantages of each technique. Two 

approaches are considered for the optimization of quantum dots-based solar cells. The first one is 

silicon patterning by formation of Si nanopillars with tailorable shapes, as discussed in 

CHAPTER 8 (the last part is published in Applied Physics Letters). The second is multilayer 

stacking by use of chemical linker, as discussed in CHAPTER 9. CHAPTER 10 (published in 

Advanced Functional Materials) constitutes an extension of CHAPTER 9 by describing a 

method for directed energy transfer from NQDs with increasing size (i.e. decreasing energy) all 

the way to the Silicon substrate using bilayers of NQDs with a size-gradient.  
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SILICON FUNCTIONALIZATION 
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1.1 Introduction 

 

Silicon is one of the best studied materials, not only for its bulk properties but also for its 

surface quality thanks to the low density of electronic surface states at the Si/oxide interface. 

Therefore, even though germanium has better intrinsic electrical properties (e.g. carrier 

mobility), it has not been adopted because its oxide is unstable oxide (GeO2 is water soluble at 

standard temperature and pressure). The Si/oxide interface is of great interest in the framework 

of PV cells, sensors, transistors, and so on… Silicon oxide interfaces can also be stabilized and 

functionalized using chemical compounds. Another method to get a stabilized interface is to 

directly graft molecule on an oxide-free silicon surface. Such layers are usually obtained by wet 

chemistry and are sometimes called self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or grafted organic 

monolayers (GOMs). Since the molecular layer is chemically grafted on our surface and not self-

assembled in the strict sense, we adopt the second term in this thesis, in which different kinds of 

GOMs are used on both oxidized and oxide-free silicon surfaces.  

 

1.2 Functionalization of silicon oxide surfaces 

 

Silicon is well known for the quality and the stability of its oxide. When properly grown 

silicon oxide is a stable dielectric that has very few defects and so is well suited for electronics 

application. We first review the different types of oxide encountered in this work and describe 

how these can be functionalized. 
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1.2.1 Different types of silicon oxide 

 

Silicon dioxide can be encountered in many forms, crystalline or amorphous. In this 

thesis, we encounter primarily two types of amorphous SiO2. These differ in the way they were 

formed, which affects their electrical properties: 

 

“Native” oxide 

 

Pristine silicon surface in unstable in air: if not protected with a GOM or kept in Ultra 

High Vacuum (UHV), the surface oxidizes, forming a thin layer of SiO2 on the surface. Because 

it is a spontaneous reaction in an uncontrolled environment, the quality of this oxide is ill-

defined. This type of oxide is typically ~2nm thick and not homogeneous.  It may also have 

defects and contamination coming from the ambient air, which means that it is not suited for 

most electronic devices application18. Prior to the deposition of another material or the growth of 

another oxide, one often removes this “native” oxide first. 

 

Thermal oxide 

 

Thermal oxide is obtained by putting a cleaned sample in a furnace with a controlled 

atmosphere of oxygen (O2). This type of oxide is obtained in the UTD cleanroom and the 

equipment is operated by the cleanroom staff. The growth temperature is typically 900°C in a 
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horizontal diffusion tube (see Figure 1.1). The oxidation of the silicon occurs at the interface of 

the silicon and the SiO2 through oxygen diffusion. High temperature is required to enhance the 

diffusion, as at room temperature the oxide cannot be thicker than 2nm. Thermally grown oxides, 

with a post-anneal in an inert gas, are of high quality with an excellent Si/SiO2 interface (low 

density of interface traps), compared to SiO2 deposited with other techniques like evaporation or 

sputtering. It can be used as a protective layer, as a dielectric or as a substrate. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Horizontal diffusion tube for silicon wafer oxidation 
 

Thermal silicon oxides are terminated with hydroxyl groups albeit with a variable density 

because of the amorphous nature of these oxides as shown in Figure 1.222. It is however possible 

to use a piranha cleaning solution (H2O2/H2SO4; 2/3; v/v) to eliminates hydrocarbons and metal 

ions contamination, and increase the density of hydroxyl groups on the SiO2 surface14,23,24. 
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Figure 1.2: A model of native oxide growth in ultrapure water. From Morata et al. Journal of 
Applied Physics (1990). 
 

1.2.2 Different types of molecules used 

 

Glass or oxidized silicon are cheap flat substrates that can have excellent dielectric and 

optical properties  For that reasons, silicon oxide functionalization is a natural topic that has been 

thoroughly studied for different applications like biosensors23 or solar cells development21. Since 

the pioneering work of Sagiv et al. in the 1980s25,26,27, two main types of molecules have been 

traditionally used. Silanization of organic chains with silane termination on SiO2 surface is the 

most common28,29 and it is the one used in this thesis. The attachment is made through the 

formation of a Si-O-Si bond between the silanol group and the surface. The reaction is performed 

in two steps: first there is the hydrolysis of the alkoxy group to form a hydroxysilane; this 

product is then covalently adsorbed on the surface30. The presence of water is needed for the first 

step to occur, but to avoid unwanted polymerization, it is best to perform the attachment in a 
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water free environment and rely only on the water previously physisorbed on the hydrophilic 

sample2. A serious problem is the reproducibility of results because of the variable –OH 

termination and water concentration on the surface where the reaction takes place31,32. This is 

why usually a prior cleaning with a piranha solution is performed. To functionalize SiO2 

surfaces, four silane molecules have been used in this work: 

- 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) a short molecule with an amine termination at 

the other end, used for nanoparticle attachment7,23. 

- 11-aminoundecyltriethoxysilane (AUTES). This longer chain molecule typically leads to 

a better ordered monolayer and it is more stable as shown in Figure 1.323. 

- 11-mercaptoundecyltrimethoxysilane (MUTS). This molecule has the same chain length 

as AUTES but with a thiol terminal group that has a special affinity with gold and ZnS 

and allows effective attachment of nanoparticles33,34. 

- triethoxysilyl undecanal (C11-Ald). This is a similar molecule than AUTES, but with an 

aldehyde termination. 

The experimental protocol is the same for all these molecules and is described in the beginning 

of CHAPTER 9. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic figure highlighting the different configurations of APTES and AUTES 
attachment to the surface. While AUTES is mainly attached to the silicon oxide surface and can 
polymerize in a 2 dimensional direction, APTES molecules form a 3 dimensional attachment due 
to the 3-D polymerization. Such arrangement enables water molecules to reach the interface and 
can lead to (molecule) Si–O---Si–O (SiO2) bond breakage i.e. APTES layer removal. Seitz et al., 
J. Mater. Chem., 2011. 
 

For completeness, phosphonate molecules need to be mentioned because, although they 

are not used in our work, they can be effectively grafted on silicon oxide. The grafting technique 

was developed by Hanson et al. in 20033 and recently optimized in Yves Chabal’s group by 

Vega et al. in 201235. They can be grafted on a SiO2 surface with a method called: “tethering by 

aggregation and growth” or T-BAG. Initially the molecules are physisorbed, forming an ordered 

array because of the interaction between phosphonate headgroups. A bond is then formed with 

the substrate after a long annealing (~2 days, 140°C). However, the GOM layer is not very stable 

because the Si-O-P bond is relatively weak and can be easily hydrolyzed especially in basic and 

neutral solutions. 
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1.3 Oxide-free silicon surface functionalization 

 

Oxide-free silicon surface functionalization technology was developed in light of the 

previously mentioned issues regarding oxidized silicon. Most of the chemical routes involve the 

covalent attachment of molecules to hydrogen terminated Si surfaces. Comprehensive reviews 

have been done on this topic by Thissen et al. in 201215 and De Benedetti et al. in 201336. The 

following provides only a brief overview. 

 

1.3.1 Oxide-free silicon surfaces 

Hydrogen terminated silicon surfaces 

 

Oxide-free Si functionalization takes advantage of the relatively easy chemical process 

(i.e. HF etching) that removes surface oxide and leads to hydrogen termination. Specifically, a 

aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid (1-40%) efficiently removes the oxide. For a long time it 

was thought that the resulting surface was F-terminated37 because F was detected with x-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), but it has been shown using infrared spectroscopy in 1990 

that it is H-terminated instead5. The etching mechanism is shown in Figure 1.438. Even if the 

strength of  the Si-F (~5eV) bond is higher than the one of the Si-H bond (~3.5eV), the Si-F bond 

is highly polarized, weakening the underlying Si-Si bond (because of the eletronegativity of the 

neighboring bonded fluorine atom) and leading to the removal of the surface Si atom in the form 

of SiFX (mainly SiF4 or H2SiF6) molecules. The resulting surface is then H-terminated and is 

stable because the underlying Si-Si is less polarized. Figure 1.539 shows that the removal of the 
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Si-F is only possible if the surface is rough (Figure 1.5a). If the surface is smooth, the Si-Si 

bond under the Si-F is protected because of the steric hindrance of neighboring atoms (Figure 

1.5b).  

 

Figure 1.4: Mechanism leading to the formation of H-terminated Si surface by HF etching: The 
last step of oxygen removal from SiO2 involves HF attack of the Si-O bond, with removal of OH 
as H2O and termination of the surface Si atom with fluorine. Further attack of the polarized  
Siδ--Siδ+ leads to H-termination. From Ubara et al. Solid State Communications (1984). 
 

 

Figure 1.5: Mechanism of HF attack on (a) an atomically rough, partially F-terminated surface, 
and (b) an atomically flat, partially F-terminated surface. From Michalak et al. Nat Mater 
(2010). 
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Atomically smooth Si(111)surfaces 

 

Using an HF solution removes the oxide and H-terminates the silicon surface, but the 

resulting oxide-free surface is atomically rough because the initial interface between the silicon 

and the native SiO2 is rough. An atomically rough surface is characterized by several hydrides: 

monohydride, dihydride and –rarely- trihydride5,4,40,41. With a basic solution of HF, however, it 

has been shown that an atomically flat Si(111) surface can be obtained by removing most of the 

defect on the (111) face because of preferential etching (through slow reoxidation/removal of 

defect Si atoms), leading to ideal monohydride termination5.  Practically, 40% NH4F solution 

with a pH equal to 8 is optimum. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is used 

characterize the treated sample, exhibiting a single stretch mode at 2083.7cm-1 with a very 

narrow Full width at half maximum (FWHM <1cm-1),  characteristic of a high quality 

monohydride surface termination42. FTIR results are displayed in Figure 1.643. 

 

Figure 1.6: FTIR Spectra and STM images of surfaces obtained by (a) low pH etching (HF, 
pH<3) leading to rough inhomogeneous surfaces with mono- and dihydride terminated silicon 
species, and (b) high pH etching (NH4F/HF buffer system, pH>8) leading to ideally H-
terminated homogenous and atomically flat silicon surface. From M. A. Hines, Annu. Rev. Phys. 
Chem. (2003). 
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One of the main advantages of this process is that an ideal Si(111) hydrogen-terminated 

surface is a remarkably stable surface. It can remain stable indefinitely when kept in controlled 

atmosphere at room temperature. Controlled atmosphere means ultra-pure gases, including water 

vapor and oxygen (e.g. water or oxygen can only induce oxidation at high temperature, 

>300K44). Initial stages of oxidation are usually caused by free radicals and Ozone (O3) found in 

air (the concentration can vary from one place to another). Some initial surface degradation can 

occur right after exposition to air that can only detected by charge recombination techniques45. 

However, initial detectable oxidation (with FTIR or XPS, see CHAPTER 4) of an ideal surface 

only starts to appear after a few hours depending on the air composition. 

 

1.3.2 Functionalization methods 

 

Because of their remarkable stability, the atomically flat oxide-free silicon surfaces 

cannot easily be chemically modified. There have been several techniques that have been 

developed for that purpose, as describe in the section. 

 

Hydrosilylation 

 

Linford et al. proposed in 1993 a novel method that enabled the hydrosilylation of a 

hydrogen terminated silicon surface. The product of such reaction was the covalent attachment of 

an alkyl group on a Si(111) surface though a Si-C bond6,46. This achievement offered surface 

scientists a way to protect a silicon surface with a stable molecular layer with a density close to 
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that of crystalline hydrocarbons (~90%)6. This reaction can be done using a wide variety of 

activation: thermally17,24, catalytically47,48, photochemically8,49 or radically46. The reaction is as 

follow: 

                     —      Eq 1.1 
 

The radical R can be a long carbon chain terminated with an active group on top, as long as it 

does not affect the hydrosilylation itself16,17. Several processes, like the one involved in this 

thesis rely on the attachment of a protected group (like a protected carboxylic acid: an ester) 

which is then “deprotected” after the grafting on the surface7,16. Two techniques have been used 

in this thesis: thermal hydrosilylation and UV-activated hydrosilylation. The first one, which 

relies on elevated temperatures to start the hydrosilylation reaction, has been extensively used 

and reported in the literature mainly because of its relative ease of use. Contrary to lots of other 

techniques it does not require catalytic compounds that can oxidize and contaminate the surface. 

The experimental protocol is presented in CHAPTER 5. UV activated hydrosilylation is only 

slightly more complicated, involving the formation of a radical because the energy of the 

incoming light (~200-300nm so ~4-6eV) is higher than the energy of the Si-H bound (~3.5eV). 

The silyl radical created can then react with the alkene of the molecule inducing the formation of 

a Si-C bond. This technique has the advantage over the thermal one that it allows the attachment 

of smaller molecules that would evaporate during thermal hydrosililation. On the other hand, 

smaller molecules are prone to polymerization, so dilution, or introduction of inhibitors 

compounds is sometime needed. Chidsey et al. first reported the use of UV-initiated 

hydrosilylation to graft 1-pentene on a oxide free Si(111) surface in 199346. Possible mechanisms 

are shown in Figure 1.7 and the experimental protocol is shown in CHAPTER 6. 
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Figure 1.7: Proposed mechanisms for thermal and radical initiated hydrosilylation. From W. J. 
I. De Benedetti et al. Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology A (2013). 
 

Quantities that are often associated with the overall quality of the resulting GOM, such as 

coverage, density or level of substrate oxidation, need to be monitored using several techniques 

such as contact measurement50, FTIR17,24, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)7,16 or 

ellipsometry50 in order to investigate the impact of each parameter. The difficulty in this task is 

that several physical factors can have an effect on the initial GOM quality such as doping level, 

miscut of the sample or preparation condition15,36. Unfortunately, this initial quality controls the 

ability to deposit an additional layer on top a GOM without damaging, which is really important 

for semiconductor industry. Encouraging results come from recent work that has shown that 

atomically flat, H-terminated Si(111) surfaces, passivated with a GOM, can withstand the 

deposition of several nm of Al2O3 deposited with atomic layer deposition. Furthermore, such a 

hybrid heterostructure is characterized by a very low surface defect density (D~1011/cm2)51, 

which is actually comparable with the interface between Si(111) and a thermally grown SiO2. 
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Halogenation for Grignard functionalization. 

 

Complementing thermal and photo-initiated hydrosilylation, the use of Grignard reagents 

is also attractive, particularly to graft small hydrocarbons to silicon.  The technique was first 

implemented for surfaces by Nate Lewis et al. at Caltech in 199652. The process is based on the 

reaction between halogenated silicon and organo-magnesium compounds of the form R-MgX - 

with X being a halogen (usually Cl or Br) - which leads to the formation of a Si-R bond leaving 

MgX2 as a side product as shown in Figure 1.8. The initial halogenation step, e.g. chlorination 

using PCl5, can replace 99% Si-H with the corresponding Si-X termination, with only a relatively 

low concentration of chemical defects arising from minority reaction with the solvent53. IR 

absorption measurements after the two-step process confirms that nearly 95% of the surface is 

covered by Si-R, as determined in the case of R=methyl radical54. With bigger molecules, the 

coverage is similar as the one encountered with hydrosilylation (~50%)54. 

 

 

Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of Grignard functionalization on halogen-terminated 
Si(111) surfaces. From W. J. I. De Benedetti et al. Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology A 
(2013). 
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Nanopatterning with methanol 

 

Oxide-free H-terminated Si(111) surfaces can also be modified with alcohols, leading to 

the formation of alkoxy termination.  Usually oxidation occurs with the process55, but is has been 

shown by Michalak et al. in 2010 that immersion of monohydride-terminated Si(111) surfaces in 

an anhydrous solution of methanol at 65°C yields a well-ordered methoxy nanopattern, with no 

detectable oxidation on the resulting surface39. The reaction is highly dependent on the 

temperature of the solution: coverage of 1/3 of the surface is obtained at 65°C and 2/3 at 120°C. 

The reaction mechanism is still under study15 buts presumed to be as shown in Figure 1.9, with 

methoxy attachment and molecular hydrogen release. The reaction is highly dependent on the 

chemical potential of the methanol and local hydrogen concentration, potentially allowing the 

back reaction, hence the establishment of a dynamic equilibrium. 

 

Figure 1.9: Representation of the reaction mechanism leading to methoxy grafting of H-
terminated Si(111) surfaces. From P. Thissen et al. Prog. Surf. Sci. (2012). 
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The methoxy surface can be further processed by replacing the –OCH3 group with 

fluorine in a 49% HF solution. The Si-F bond can then be transformed into Si-OH by placing the 

sample in ultrapure water as depicted in Figure 1.10. The resulting nanopatterned Si-OH surface 

is ideal to explore surface chemistry.  

 

Figure 1.10: Selective chemistry on nanopatterned, methoxy-terminated Si(111) surfaces, 
leading to OH-terminated, oxide-free Si(111) surfaces. From Michalak et al., Nat. Mater. 
(2010).  
 

1.4 Conclusion 

 

All these examples show the potential of oxide-free silicon functionalization, which 

permits the preparation of well-controlled, defect-free and reproducible surfaces that can be used 

to explore new surface chemistry. UV and thermal hydrosilylation are proven and reliable 
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techniques that have been selected in this work. Two molecules have been considered: the long 

chain ethyl undecylenate (SiC11) and the short chain ethyl 6-heptenoate (SiC7). These two esters, 

once attached, can be deprotected into a carboxylic acid that can then be used for the attachment 

of a di-amine7,16. This last step provides an amine termination to the GOM, which is ideal for 

nanoparticle attachment7,16. Experimental processes are described in detail in CHAPTER 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

GRAFTED ORGANIC MONOLAYER ON OXIDE-FREE SILICON FOR SINGLE 

ELECTRON TRANSPORT 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

In 1965, the president of Intel, Gordon Moore made a simple observation that, since then, 

has been known under the name of Moore’s law:  the number of transistors on a chip doubles 

approximately every 18 months.  This law has been accurately describing the progress made in 

the SC industry these past few decades effectively bringing an exponential growth of computers 

performances in shorts periods of time. This law has also been used in research and development 

in order to foresee and plan future technology in a wide variety of technological fields (camera, 

sensors, memory and so on). This observation is an interesting tool that can describe 

technological progresses made in this field at the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 

21st. But one may wonder whether such trend can be sustained for much longer. Two main issues 

are being considered: 

- The smaller a transistor is, the more expensive it becomes to build it. Will there be a market 

for the latest transistor technology knowing that a corollary of the Moore’s law states that 

equipment used in SC industry quadruple in price every four years (Rock’s law). 

- Decreasing transistors in size eventually leads to new technological challenges. Some effects 

are being enhanced at extremely small scale (heat generation, charge leaking…), making 

them not compatible with today’s technology. 

In the framework of these challenges, new technologies have been considered in order to 

eventually replace existing ones. One of these technologies is the single-electron electronic. 

Under this self-explanatory name is an electrical phenomenon that occurs in the nanometer scale 

which, under certain circumstances, allows us to have a degree of control over the number of 
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electrons stored in a nanoparticle: Coulomb blockade. This phenomenon is the cornerstone that 

leads to the apparition of a new type of transistor: single electron transistor (SET) which standard 

schematic is based on Field Effect Transistor and shown in Figure 2.1. The current between the 

source and the drain can be set by the amount of supplemental free electrons stored in the 

nanoparticle. This number can be set from zero to one depending on the voltage bias applied on 

the gate as shown by the IDS-VG curve. When varying the voltage between the source and the 

drain, we obtain a current flowing through the device that is made of events where a discrete 

number of electrons cross the nanoparticle simultaneously (from 1 to an integer n). It will be 

discussed in the following section. Expected advantages of such technology are a decrease in the 

current consumption with the use of minimal number of charge carrier, and the decrease of 

transistor size (minimal heat being generated). Moreover it opens new paradigms for designing a 

new kind of electronics intrinsically based on logic electronics and no longer on analogic signals. 

This might prove a decisive advantage to implement directly logic electronics in the basic device 

of a microprocessor56,57. An example of single charge memory was demonstrated in 200958 

where the authors embedded gold nanoparticles inside a thin layer of HfO2. For example an exact 

model for a single-electron transistor was developed within the circuit simulation package SPICE 

and made possible to study how to integrate this new device in more complex circuitry59. 
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.  

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a single electron transistor with its Id-Vg characteristic curve. 
 

As we will see later in this chapter, in order to observe single electron phenomena at 

room temperature, dimension of the device must be in the order of a few nanometers. In theory 

capacitance of the storage nanoparticle must not be higher than 3aF, which roughly corresponds 

to nanoparticle smaller than 53nm (practically speaking, nanoparticle size should be 10 times 

smaller). This means that only a handful of type of fabrication techniques can be considered for 

such small dimensions, where the control of the morphology has to be achieved at a nanometer 

scale: 

- new generation lithography, such as extreme UV60, X-ray61, E-beam62, ion beam63  or 

nanoimprint64. 

- direct etching techniques with STM65 or AFM. 

- self assembly techniques16. 

In order to effectively develop this technology in large scale, a lot of challenges have to be 

overcome. Prediction and control of the behavior of manufactured devices require a deep 

understanding of the physics governing the flow of electrons. Also, Fabrication techniques have 
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to be optimized in order to provide a cheap and reliable way to build reproducible and stable 

devices. Indeed, today it is still difficult and costly to build sub-100nm structure. In order to 

tackle some of these challenges, organic materials have been considered as promising 

alternatives to standard inorganic structures. As shown in CHAPTER 1, oxide free silicon 

functionalization can provide a controlled and defect free interface between the silicon bulk and 

the organic layer. This is possible thanks to the chemical process that controls the fabrication of 

atomically flat silicon (111). We will demonstrate that the interface obtained using 

hydrosilylation can be used for cutting-edge nanoelectronics such as Coulomb blockade. We take 

advantage of the possibility to use a GOM to passivate and protect the silicon surface and to 

attach a gold nanoparticle with the help of an anchoring group (NH2). The GOM is also used for 

its dielectric properties to create a tunneling junction: this is why we need to assess some of its 

electrical properties in order to effectively propose a simulation model that can be used to 

describe and predict the behavior of our system. In order to build our structure, only self 

assembled techniques are being used: we wish to investigate the feasibility for cheap chemical 

process to compete with costly sub-100nm technology. 

 

2.2 Coulomb blockade and Coulomb staircase for single electron transistor 

2.2.1 Orthodox theory 

 

Before going any further, we must go over the phenomenon on which is based the single 

electron transport: Coulomb blockade. In usual current flux occurring in metallic wires, the 
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discrete nature of electrons is masked. But in some structure, such as tunneling junctions, it can 

be unraveled. The tunneling junction is an insulating barrier between two conducting contacts 

that charges can cross thanks to the tunnel effect. From an electric standpoint, and in static, a 

tunneling junction can be electrically modeled as a capacitance C and a resistance R in parallel as 

seen in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2: Equivalent electronic circuit of a tunneling junction with the schematic of a double 
barrier tunneling junction. 
 

When two of these tunneling junctions are placed in series we create the architecture of a 

physical island in which electrons can be stored. Usually, the island is a metallic nanoparticle 
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where electrons can be confined, but can also be small capacitances that are sometime the results 

of unwanted contamination or defects66. The equivalent electronic schematic of the system is 

shown in Figure 2.2. If voltage is applied on such structure, it is possible to lower the barrier and 

introduce a new electron in the island. The energy needed to add an extra electron in the island is 

directly related to the capacitances of the two tunneling junctions: The crossing of an electron 

through J1 or J2 is only possible if the energy provided by the source is higher than the 

electrostatic energy. The work of the voltage source W must be compared with the electrostatic 

energy in the capacitances Ep. 

 

From the circuit we have the following equations: 

 
 
 

 
 
       
            
            
           
        

       
               

               
  Eq 2.1 

 
With Ceq = C1 + C2    

We can then deduce the electrostatic potential in the capacitances 

   
  

 

   
 
  

 

   
 
    

 

 
 
    

 

 
 

   
 

    
      

         Eq 2.2 

 
Let’s consider now the work: 

                                                      

Looking at Figure 2.3, we now have two cases: 
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Figure 2.3: Junctions J1 and J2 forming a DBTJ. n is the total number of electrons in the island. 
n1 is the number of electron stored in the positive plate of the first capacitor and similarly for n2. 
 

Case 1: When one electron goes out of the nanoparticle through J2 (i.e.           

   ): 

In that case J1 is equivalent to a capacitor and J2 is equivalent to a resistor which gives us a 

change in voltage             so 

     
 

   
    

  

   
 Eq 2.3 

 
The voltage source compensates by applying ΔQ1: it applies the necessary charge on J1’s left 

plate corresponding to a positive current I. So, for n2 electrons, we have the work given by the 

voltage source: 

    
  

   
    Eq 2.4 

 
Case 2: When one electron goes in the nanoparticle through J1 (i.e.              ): 

In that case J1 is equivalent to a resistor and J2 is equivalent to a capacitor. Using the same 

approach we get for n1 introduced electrons: 

     
  

   
    Eq 2.5 
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Combining Eq 2.4 and Eq 2.5, we end up having in the end: 

   
 

    
      

                   
 

   
            Eq 2.6 

 
A transition is then possible if      i.e.            

This gives us: 

1st junction   
                        

 

    
               

                        
 

    
               

  Eq 2.7 

2nd junction  
                        

 

    
               

                        
 

    
               

  Eq 2.8 

 
Effectively giving us as threshold voltages: 

 
 
 

 
 
                       

                       

                       

                       

  Eq 2.9 

 

So, if we consider that         and that there is initially no free electron in the gold 

nanoparticle (n=0), we have no energy transfer unless:  

        
 

  
 

This correspond to the energy 

     
  

   
 Eq 2.10 

 
This is the energy needed for an electron to enter or leave the island. Now we can use Eq 2.10 to 

determine which are the conditions of observation. For the phenomena to occur at room 
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temperature, the energy from the medium must be lower that the needed electrostatic energy. To 

avoid any spontaneous transfer of electron we need: 

  

  
       

  

  
       Eq 2.11 

 
 

With kBT= 0.0256eV this leads to a capacitance of the order of 10-18 F (aF).  

Let’s now consider the link between capacitance and the dimensions of the nanoparticle. We can 

either use the equation for the self capacitance of the nanoparticle (Eq 2.12) or the capacitance 

between the nanoparticle and the bulk (here we consider they are both plane surfaces, Eq 2.13) 

to give an order of magnitude: 

       Eq 2.12 
 

where ε is the permittivity of the medium around the nanoparticle. Taking ε= 8.854.10-12 F.m-1 

(permittivity of the vacuum) the diameter is then:  d~10-8m. 

    
  

 
    

  

 
 Eq 2.13 

 
where ε is the permittivity of the medium between the susbtrate and the nanoparticle and h, the 

distance between the nanoparticle and the substrate. For h~2nm, which is the typical thickness of 

a GOM, we obtain the same order of magnitude: d~10-8m. We can conclude that the nanoparticle 

must have a diameter in the order of magnitude of several nanometers for room temperature 

observation. But practically speaking it is easier to observe single electron transport at very low 

temperature. Experiments show that even at low temperature, small nanoparticles with a 

diameter between 5-10 nm are usually considered for better results67.  
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 Another condition must be fulfilled: for the charge to be well defined, it must remain on 

the island long enough. That is to say the controlled charge that goes through the junction must 

be higher than the charge leakage. By looking back at the RC schematic in Figure 2.2 we can 

determine that the charging time depends on the time constant of the junction. Combining the 

Heisenberg uncertainty principle        and the Eq 2.10, we can obtain 

  
 

  
 Eq 2.14 

 

This gives us a condition on the value of the tunnel resistances of the barriers:       . 

 

Figure 2.4: Band diagram of a symmetrical DBTJ with different applied voltage  
 

Once we apply a voltage on the DBTJ we lower the barrier and allow electrons to go 

through the junctions as shown in Figure 2.4. There can be two cases occurring. If the DBTJ is 

symmetric (i.e. with equivalent tunnel resistance and capacitance for both junctions), then once 

an electron has enough energy to go through one barrier, it has enough energy to go through the 

other one. In that case, there is no discrete number of electron in the nanoparticle and the I-V 
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curves shows a non conducting behavior when the voltage is under the threshold voltage 

(Coulomb blockade), and a linear curve once the threshold is reached (see Figure 2.5a). 

However, in the case of an asymmetric DBTJ (e.g.       and      ), once an electron is 

introduced in the island, it doesn’t have enough energy to go through the other one and is 

effectively “trapped” in the nanoparticle for a specific time. If the electron tunnel through the 

other barrier it is replaced by another one immediately leading to a constant current for a given 

number of electron. If the voltage is increased, additional electrons can be introduced in the 

island: the I-V curve ends up having a staircase shape where each step corresponds to an 

additional electron being introduced in the island (Coulomb staircase) as shown in Figure 2.5b. 

in Figure 2.5b we can also see the influence of temperature that smooth the steps because of 

spontaneous transport of electrons68. 
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Figure 2.5: Characteristic I-V curve when the DBTJ is symmetric (a) and when the two junctions 
are different (b): Calculated I-V characteristic for two ultrasmall-capacitance tunnel junctions 
in series driven by an external voltage source when C1 < C2 and R1 << R2. The steps are 
ΔV=e/C2 =32 mV wide and have a height of ΔI =e/R2(C1+C2)=10.67 µA. The parameters are 
R1=25Ω, R2=2500Ω, C1=0.001fF, C2=0.005fF, and T=10 K. Inset: The temperature dependence 
of the voltage steps. The steps and the voltage offset are no longer visible when kT is on the 
order of e2/2C2. The temperatures are T =40 K (squares) and 80 K (crosses). From Mullen et al. 
Phys. Rev. B (1988). 
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2.2.2 Single electron transistor (SET) 

 

In order to fabricate a SET, an additional contact has to be made: the gate contact can be 

modeled as an additional capacitance on which a voltage can be applied. The equivalent 

electronic circuit is shown in Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the single electron transistor 
 

In this case, we can go back to Eq 2.7 and Eq 2.8 and adjust them with the addition of the new 

capacitance Cg and the new voltage Vg 

       
 

    
                       Eq 2.15 

 
       

 

    
                   Eq 2.16 
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It is hard to evaluate the influence of Vg on the circuit using these equations. So we will consider 

two different conditions in order to extract what is called, the stability diagram. The first 

condition is when we have the variation of energy being equal to zero. Eq 2.15 and Eq 2.16 give 

us: 

 
        

        
    

                      

                  
  Eq 2.17 

 

This equation leads to         curves for every value of n which are all parallels lines for the 

same type of transfer (n2±1 or n1±1) shown in Figure 2.7. When we consider the transfer through 

the two junctions we have curves that form parallelograms (or diamond). 

 

Figure 2.7: Parallel lines corresponding to the variation of energy being equal to zero 
 

We also need to identify when the current doesn’t go through. So we must consider when 

ΔE>0. So we obtain 
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  Eq 2.18 

 

This effectively shows that the zones that are in light blue in Figure 2.8 are the zone where no 

current pass through (Coulomb blockade). There is a threshold value for V above which there 

cannot be any Coulomb blockade whatever Vg is. 

 

Figure 2.8: Stability diagram or Coulomb diamond of the single electron transistor 
 

When V=0 we can vary Vg and obtain the Ids/Vg curve shown in Figure 2.1. This can be 

identified on the stability diagram when V=0: each peak corresponds to the current going 

through at equidistant point when two “diamond” touch (red arrows in Figure 2.8). 
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2.2.3 Experimental studies 

 

The first experimental single electron transistor was made by Fulton and Dolan in 198769. 

The principle was based on a relatively simple technique that uses a mask done with e-beam 

lithography through which they evaporated aluminum from two angles. A lot of successful 

experiments have been done since then, producing single electron transistors with various 

architecture and materials. In the late nineties a lot of progresses were made in the fabrication of 

sub 10nm devices70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77 as summarized in Table 2.1. 

 

Materials  
Island/barrier 

Fabrication method Highest 
ΔEc(meV) 

year ref 

Al/AlOx Evaporation through an e-beam-formed mask 23 1996 71 
CdSe/organics Nanocrystal binding to prepatterned Au electrodes 60 1997 72 
Al/AlOx Evaporation on a Si3N4 membrane with a nm-scale 

orifice 
92 1997 73 

Ti/Si Metal deposition on prepatterned silicon substrate 120 1997 74 
Carboran 
molecule 

E-beam patterned, thin-film gate: STM electrode 130 1996 75 

Si/SiO2 E-beam patterning + oxidation of a SIMOX layer 150 1996 76 
Nb/NbOx Anodic oxidation using scanning probe 1000 1998 77 
 

Table 2.1: Some High-ΔEc Single-Electron Transistors. From Likharev et al., Proceedings of the 
IEEE (1999). 
 

Most of them were based on inorganic materials and were not capable of producing 

reliable and reproducible single electron transistor that were compatible with standards of 

fabrication. This is why new approaches are being investigated. As seen earlier, new techniques 

have been developed in chemistry for providing new tools that can be used in this framework. 
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Organic monolayers, because of their potential stability, their size, their versatility and their 

insulating properties can be used in order to provide another degree of control on the fabrication 

of single electron transistor. A lot of work has been done along that path. A DBTJ was fabricated 

using gold nanoparticles and amino-based organic layer on gold by Jacobsen et al.78 using an 

STM. I-V characteristics were acquired using scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). Step-like 

behaviors were not clearly obtained in ambient condition leading up to the conclusion that using 

an STM induces a lot of surface modification (rearrangement, chemical reaction, drift) that 

hinders reproducibility of results. More recent work used gold nanoparticle on nanogap 

fabricated using a GOM79 and had experimental observation of size dependence of Coulomb 

staircase shape. A recent work shows Coulomb staircase behaviors in a vertically engineered 

silicon nanopillar80. This demonstrates that silicon can be used as the island for electron storage 

as well as the contacts (source, drain and gate). The same conclusion can be obtained from a 

study from Tan et al. reporting SET behavior using silicon nanocrystal films that were 

selectively oxidized at the grains boundary to create DBTJs81. The first CMOS-compatible SET 

was built by Ray et al. in 200882. The fabrication of the device relies on the heavy use of 

lithography and the attachment of a gold nanoparticle on a manufactured pillar (see Figure 2.9). 

It is an impressive achievement with clear Coulomb staircases and Coulomb diamond but they 

do not use a silicon electrode but chromium ones. The yield remains however too low for (1%) 

for any industrial application yet. 
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Figure 2.9: The single-electron device architecture. The source and drain electrodes are 
vertically and self-aligned so that the source-drain gap is defined by controlling the dielectric 
thickness. The top left depicts an equivalent circuit representation of the single-electron 
transport inside the dashed box. From Ray et al. Nature Nanotechnology (2008). 
 

2.3 Case of an electrode being a semiconductor 

 

In the orthodox approach being discussed in the first part of this chapter, the system is 

considered to be made of inorganic dielectrics and metals. But in this thesis, we wish to use the 

silicon bulk as one of the electrode. Therefore we need to identify the differences induced by the 

use of a SC instead of an ideal metal.  

 

Using a SC as one of the contact has an influence on the DBTJ: several factors have to be 

taken into account for a good characterization and understanding of the system. Due to the 

formation of a depletion region of a SC, an additional insulating distance must be considered: the 
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electron have to tunnel through a longer distance to reach the nanoparticle. Also, in the 

theoretical approach, we must consider that the surface potential of the bulk has an influence on 

the voltage effectively applied on the tunneling junction. The charging state of the SC surface 

(inversion, accumulation or depletion), depends on the applied voltage, and has a great influence 

on its surface potential. Of course, this is dependent on the doping level of the substrate as well 

as the electrical properties and homogeneity of the GOM. Depending on the nature of the GOM 

various effects arise, such as formation of molecular dipoles that have an influence on transport83 

or Fermi level pinning84.  

 

Some works have already been published and investigate some of the issues that are the 

consequences of the use of SC instead of metal in a DBTJ. Feenstra et al. explored the effect of 

the dopant type and doping level on the voltage drop across the substrate and calculated the band 

bending induced by the very close vicinity of the metallic tip of the STM tip. This voltage drop is 

linked to the band bending at the surface of the SC and Feenstra proposed in 1987 a graph 

showing this effect for p- an n-doped GaAs(110)85. It is displayed in Figure 2.10. For example, 

when a bias of +2V is applied on the sample relative to the tip, the potential drop across the 

depletion region (noted band bending S) reaches 1.5 V for the n-doped GaAs. The potential drop 

across the tip-vacuum-GaAs junction is therefore reduced to 0.5 V. We will tackle this issue for 

the more complex geometry of our DBTJ in CHAPTER 7.  
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Figure 2.10: Band bending as a function of sample voltage for n- and p- type GaAs with a 
doping of 1018 cm-3. The quantity plotted is computed using numerical integration of Poisson’s 
equation through the space-charge region that forms in the GaAs. A metal probe tip, biased at 0 
V, is placed 9 Å from the surface. Feenstra and al. Am. Vac. Soc. (1987).  
 

2.4 Specificity of using an organic dielectric 

2.4.1 Electronic transport in molecules 

 

Using a GOM as one of the tunneling junction can have some effect on the overall system 

compared to using a regular inorganic dielectric like Al2O3 or SiO2. In order to explore this 

phenomenon, we need to identify the different electronic transport mechanism occurring in a 

molecular junction. We can consider four fundamental conduction mechanisms which are 

summarized in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2: Possible conduction mechanisms. Here, J is the current density, V is the bias voltage, 
φB is the barrier height, d is the barrier length and T the temperature. From Cuevas and Scheer, 
Molecular Electronics, World Scientific (2010). 
 

Coherent transport 

 

A strict definition of coherent transport (or tunneling), is a transport regime where the 

information of the phase of the wavefunction of conduction electrons is preserved through the 

molecular junction. However, when people mention coherent tunneling through a potential 

barrier they usually refer to the first two mechanisms in Table 2.2, Direct Tunneling and Fowler-

Nordheim Tunneling. The first one refers to what happen when dealing with low bias (when the 

voltage is much smaller than the barrier height), and the latter is when the applied voltage is 
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larger than the average barrier’s height. I-V curves of both regimes are not dependent on the 

temperature of the medium.  

 

Thermionic emission 

 

When electrons are excited they can go over a potential barrier. This is a different 

conduction mechanism than tunneling and it is called thermionic emission. Since it depends on 

the excitation of the incoming electrons, this is very dependent on the temperature and it can 

become a dominant transport mechanism when the potential barrier is small. Electrons cross the 

barrier elastically and their wavefunction phase is preserved, so strictly speaking, it can be 

considered as a coherent mechanism.  

 

Hopping conduction 

 

This mechanism is an incoherent transport mechanism based on the successive hopping 

of electrons between different localized points within a molecule. This means that this transport 

is usually dominant in long molecule (e.g. DNA) because the conductance decays linearly with 

the length of the conducting wire as opposed to coherent mechanism transport where it decays 

exponentially86,87. This is also a process that is highly dependent on the temperature88. 

 

In the framework of this thesis, we wish to observe the single electron transport at low 

temperature in order to avoid temperature dependent conduction mechanism. We also use low 

voltage bias, ensuring that coherent direct tunneling transport is the dominant conduction 
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mechanism. This is consistent with what can be found in the literature87,89,90. However, it should 

be noted that this is a simplifying approach as other mechanisms can be considered but it is a 

good first introduction. Other possible transport mechanism (that shouldn’t apply to our system 

because of the very low temperature) such as thermal transport or vibrationally-induced inelastic 

current are developed in the book  Molecular Electronics: An Introduction to Theory and 

Experiment86.     

 

2.4.2 Metal anchoring contact, the role of the GOM termination 

 

When building a molecular-metal junction, one must consider the end group of the 

molecular junction that will bear the functionalities of the interface. Choosing the correct 

terminal moiety is a compromise between the functionality of this group and the constraints set 

by its chemical reactivity. In the framework of this project, we aim at attaching gold 

nanoparticles to a GOM. Only a few terminations can firmly attach AuNP, and among them we 

have decided to consider thiol and amine moieties. But other parameters must be considered 

when an anchor is chosen. They highly depend on the desired functionality of the system. 

Indeed, if the goal is to maximize conductivity, then the strength of the metal-molecule coupling 

must be optimized91, the stability and robustness of the junction also have to be considered as 

well as the variability of the bonding between the anchor group and the metal which can be an 

issue for reproducibility of experimental results. 
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Some studies have been done in regards of the adaptability of thiol-gold bonding for 

electrical measurements. It has been determined that the variability in the bonding tends to be 

harmful for the reliability of these measurements, especially on single molecules92. Amine group 

has been identified as a viable alternative by Venkataraman et al.92: when they conducted 

experiment regarding the measurement of molecular conductance, the variability of the results 

with an amine group was much lower than those with thiol groups. Another group, Tao et al. 

have compared conductivity of thiol, amine and carboxylic acid (COOH) groups90 and concluded 

that they were independent of temperature and that the decay with the tunneling length was 

under the form:             L is the molecule length and β the attenuation factor. Typically, 

β’s value ranges from 0.2-0.4 Å−1 for conjugated molecules to 0.8-1.2 Å−1 for aromatic 

compounds87. These results suggest a coherent tunneling mechanism. The exponential factor A is 

experimentally highly dependent on the nature of the anchoring group. In their study they 

demonstrated that it varies in the following order: SH > NH2 > COOH. It was attributed to the 

coupling strength of each group with gold. For our study, we have decided to use an amine group 

since it provides more reproducible results than the thiol group even if thiol seems to provide a 

higher electron conductance. The coupling strength is also lower for amine, but it has been 

shown to be enough for a good attachment of colloidal AuNP7. 

 

2.4.3 Effective electron mass 

 

Most experimental I-V characteristics of a molecule or a molecular layer can be fitted 

using a standard double polynomial curve. It is then easy to superpose a fit and experimental data 
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without offering a model consistent with the experimental condition: Some works have done 

so89, the extracted parameters were very different from those predicted by theory, like the barrier 

height. That’s why some interpretation work must be done: some additional effects have to be 

taken into account, such as effect of electron effective mass. when Akkerman et al. were able to 

determine the effective mass of electron in their molecular layer by including in their Au-alkane 

model an image charge effect93. Basically they considered a single effective mass and a barrier 

height. The barrier height obtained were in the order of 4-5eV, which is not dependent on the 

length of the molecules, and an effective mass of 0.28m. These results were in agreement with 

theoretical predictions94. For more information about the determination of the effective electron 

mass, please refer to CHAPTER 7. 

 

2.4.4 How to more accurately model a molecular junction 

 

In the framework of our project, we use an organic layer as one of the junction of the 

DBTJ. We wish to consider modeling tools introduced by the book Molecular Electronics: An 

Introduction to Theory and Experiment86 in order to understand the behavior of our GOM when 

dealing with small voltage bias like it is the case with Coulomb staircase. One could argue that 

modeling a molecular junction as a single barrier is not accurate enough. At least a double barrier 

junction seems appropriate as a molecular junction has two interfaces.  
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Figure 2.11: (a) Level scheme of a molecular junction. (b) Same junction when the transport is 
dominated by one level in the molecular layer MO. 

 

We have then a band diagram which resembles the one displayed in Figure 2.11a. The 

molecular junction is a series of discrete levels (here only Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital, 

HOMO and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital, LUMO are represented) whereas the metal 

possess a continuum of states that is filled up to the Fermi energy of the metal. When one level 

(HOMO or LUMO, at a level MO) is close to the Fermi level of the metal, it will dominate the 

transport at certain voltage range. In that case Figure 2.11b gives a good idea of the resulting 

case. The energy level of the molecule depends on the voltage applied on the system and should 

be noted MO(V).  Other important parameters are scattering rates ΓR and ΓL of respectively the 

right and left barriers. They depend on the nature and quality of the bonding of the molecular 

with each electrode. This regime correspond to the resonant tunneling model where the I-V 

characteristic is shown in Figure 2.12 when the system is symmetric (i.e., the scattering rates are 

equals)86. Once a voltage threshold is reached (MO(V)), the dominant transport is a coherent 

tunneling through the LUMO or the HOMO that is characterized by a peak in the conductance. 

After the peak the current saturate as shown in Figure 2.13 and we reach another plateau86. 
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Figure 2.12: (a) Current vs. bias voltage in the resonant tunneling model for a level position MO 
= 1 eV (measured with respect to the Fermi energy of the electrodes) and at room temperature 
(kBT = 0.025 eV). The different curves correspond to different values of the scattering rates that 
are assumed to be equal for both interfaces. (b) The corresponding differential conductance G = 
dI/dV normalized by G0 = 2e2/h. Cuevas and Scheer, Molecular Electronics, World Scientific 
(2010). 
 

 

Figure 2.13: Voltage dependence of the level alignment at zero bias (a), in a resonant situation 
(b) and at large bias (c) when the current saturates. 
 

But the double junction still behaves like a regular tunneling junction as shown in Figure 

2.14 when dealing with small bias. 
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Figure 2.14: The same as in Figure 2.12 for low bias (|eV| < MO(V)). Cuevas and Scheer, 
Molecular Electronics, World Scientific (2010). 
 

 The molecular junctions involved in this thesis are not symmetrical. Even if we replace 

the silicon bulk with a metallic contact (gold), one of the contacts, is a plane surface, the other 

one is a gold nanoparticle. Moreover the anchoring group is an amine, and the junction between 

the GOM and the bulk is made through a Si-C bond. We can then consider that our molecular 

junction is asymmetrical and we must look into how this model can take that into account. If ΓL 

and ΓR are different then, there can be a voltage drop that will have an influence on the level of 

the GOM. In the book Molecular Electronics: An Introduction to Theory and Experiment 86, they 

model this variation to the form: MO(v) = MO + (eV/2) (ΓL - ΓR) / (ΓL + ΓR). This expression is 

based on the fact the energy level will shift toward the electrode where the rate is higher. The I-V 

curve is then dramatically changed and is displayed in Figure 2.15. We can qualitatively 

understand it by seeing that, for example, if ΓL << ΓR we have a shift of the energy level of  

–eV/2. The junction will then follow the chemical potential of the right electrode and the peak 
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corresponding to the resonant condition can only be observed in positive bias: the current is then 

really low for negative bias. 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Current-voltage characteristics in the resonant tunneling model for an asymmetric 
situation for MO = 1 eV, ΓR = 20 meV and at room temperature (kBT = 25meV). The different 
curves correspond to different values of the left scattering rate. The inset shows very asymmetric 
situations where the scattering rates have been interchanged. Cuevas and Scheer, Molecular 
Electronics, World Scientific (2010). 
 

Experimental results usually evaluate bandgap of alkyl based GOM to be in the order of 

6-8eV. This is a relatively high value: this means that HOMO and LUMO of our GOM are far 

apart and that the voltage bias has to be in the order of 3-4V for the conduction to be dominated 

by either the HOMO or the HOMO. Therefore it is expected that our GOM should behave like a 

regular dielectric and can be modeled as a regular tunnel junction. However, experimental 

characterization must be done to confirm it (see CHAPTER 7). 
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2.5 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter we introduced the concept of Coulomb blockade and Coulomb staircase 

and showed the potential of such technology to replace current transistor technology (such as 

current consumption and size). We have studied this phenomenon using self assembly techniques 

on functionalized silicon. We have shown that using a SC bulk as one of the electrodes introduce 

new effects like band bending that affect the resulting behavior of our system. The use of a 

molecular layer also introduces new parameters that can be difficult to control and model. 

However, all parameters cannot be taken into account because of the complexity of such models. 

Akkerman et al. showed that, with molecular electronic, it is really difficult to obtain 

experimental data that are consistent with an accurate simulation and that are reproducible87 so 

we are going to address this issue in the next chapters. That’s why some work has been done to 

study reproducibility of our results. CHAPTER 5 is going to focus on the experimental protocol 

involved in the fabrication of the architecture and the results obtained as a proof of concept. 

CHAPTER 6 is mainly going to focus on parameters that affect the reproducibility of said 

results and CHAPTER 7 is providing simulation tools that offers good model for our 

architecture with an opening toward working devices. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

NANOQUANTUM DOTS ON SILICON FOR HYBRID SOLAR CELLS 
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3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Overview of solar cell technology 

 

In light of recent challenges regarding the need to find new ways of harvesting energy in 

a non-polluting way, solar cells technologies have received a lot of media attention. A lot of 

work has been done to create environmentally and economically sustainable solar cells. A wide 

variety of technologies have been investigated, from the fabrication of expensive but very 

efficient devices (e.g. for space applications) to inexpensive but much less efficient devices (for 

low-end applications). Conversion of energy in solar cells usually occurs in two steps. Light is 

first absorbed in a material, creating electron-hole pairs. The electrons and holes are then 

separated and collected at the anode for electrons and the cathode for holes, creating a current. In 

Figure 3.1 this process is pictured for different types of solar cells technologies in use today.  

Most technologies rely on a P/N junction to create a natural field without external bias: charges 

are created in the depletion region when excited by an incoming light and the current is extracted 

to the contacts by the built-in electric field. The first silicon solar cell was reported by Chapin et 

al. in 1954 with a reported efficiency of 6% which was six times higher than the best previous 

attempt. The solar cell efficiency is defined as the ratio of the electrical output of the device to 

the incident energy from the sunlight. It is basically the percentage of the solar energy that is 

converted into electrical energy. It is obtain with the equation: 

  
  

   
 Eq 3.1 
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where Pm is the cell power output in watts, E the input light flux (in W.m-2) and Ac the surface 

area of the solar cell (in m2). Figure 3.2 summarizes the progress made over the past decades. It 

gives a good overview of the recent trends in PV cells technologies. Notable examples of 

technologies are: 

- Silicon is the most prevalent material used. Either as a monocrystalline bulk (most efficient 

see Figure 3.1a), or as polycrystalline or amorphous (Figure 3.1c) thin films (cheaper and 

potentially flexible). The theoretical maximum efficiency of Silicon solar cell cannot exceed 

~31%.  

- A way to go over the 31% efficiency limit is to use more than one SC by stacking several 

SCs with different bandgaps for an optimized absorption. Such multijunctions are the most 

expensive and efficient solar cells. They are located in the top part of Figure 3.2. 

- Organic photovoltaic cells (OPV) are located at the low end of Figure 3.2. They are usually 

flexible cells based on organic SCs. They are cheap but have low efficiency and limited 

durability. 

- Dye sensitized solar cells (Figure 3.1g-h). The light is absorbed in dye molecules 

transferring an electron from ground state to excited state through contacts that involve a 

molecular electron acceptor at the anode and a molecular electron donor at the cathode. 

Despite much work to optimize such promising structures, their efficiency is still lower than 

traditional Si solar cells, although the cost could be lower. 
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Figure 3.1: (a) Structure of typical crystalline silicon solar cell. The bulk is usually a thick p-
type base where most of the incident light is absorbed. (b) Gallium arsenide heterojunction that 
works similarly to silicon bulk solar cells. (c) Silicon amorphous solar cell based on a p-i-n 
junction. (d)-(e) solar cells based on compounds SCs. (d) contacts can be arranged on the same 
side, the n-type bulk silicon is usually thinner than in (a) for charges extraction, so to make up 
for the lack of absorption, it is usually patterned. (g)-(h) dye sensitized cells that rely on energy 
transfer from molecular based electron acceptor and donor for charge extraction. From the book 
“Solar cells: materials Manufacture and operation by McEvoy et al. (2013)95. 
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Figure 3.2: Reported timeline of solar cell energy conversion efficiencies. From National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory,USA (2014). 
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3.1.2 Hybrid nanoquantum dot technology 

 

Still currently at the lowest end in Figure 3.2 (i.e. low efficiency), there is a new 

emerging technology that is showing promising results: nanoquantum dots (NQDs) solar cells. 

They are based on the same principle as dye sensitized solar cells (Figure 3.1g and Figure 3.1h) 

but with inorganic compounds (NQDs) as electron donors and acceptors. The quantum dots 

bandgap can be tuned in order to cover a wide range of energy level96, which is done by 

changing the NQDs size. Originally the goal was to replace the thick bulk with NQDs as an 

absorbing PV material. For instance, Ip et al. proposed in 2012 a device with a thick film of 

NQDs embedded between a metallic contact (MoOx/au/Ag) and a transparent conducting contact 

(FTO)97. The reported efficiency was 7%. This has been surpassed in 2014 by Chuang et al. who 

used passivating ligand (ethylenedithiol) on the NQDs while removing the MoOx interfacial 

layer, and achieved an efficiency of 8.6%98. This efficiency is still quite low compared to 

inorganic crystalline devices because of the poor interface quality, carrier transport and 

collection efficiency.  Figure 3.3a shows that charges have a high chance of recombination 

before reaching contacts. 

 

We follow another approach: we use a combination of the strongly absorbing inorganic 

NQDs grated onto high mobility SC layers (e.g. Si). Such devices rely on the energy transfer 

(instead of charge transfer) across the interface from the NQDs to the SC bulk where the 

separation and transport of charge carriers occurs as shown in Figure 3.3. Doing so requires the 

presence of a passivating layer between the NQDs and the SC that also plays a role for the 
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quality of the interface. This is done in order to avoid energy loss phenomena such as charge 

trapping and recombination. Another advantage of this technology is the fact that NQDs that 

active and chemically stable in the near infrared region (NIR) can be used, which is a region 

where silicon absorption is low. Grafting NQDs will then effectively enhance the absorption of 

the overall structure, which is usually one of the drawbacks of silicon thin films solar cells 

compared to monocrystalline bulk silicon solar cells. This thesis describes how we use our 

knowledge to prepare well-controlled GOM on Si(111) surfaces to attach NQDs. We then 

optimize solar cells efficiency with silicon patterning and multilayer grafting. In this chapter, we 

provide the basics of energy transfer between NQDs and an acceptor. We also review some of 

the progress that has previously been made in our lab identify and quantify these processes 

experimentally. 

 

Figure 3.3: (a) Schematics of a typical organic (NC/polymer) solar cell. Upon exciton break-up 
at the interface, electrons and holes travel through separate charge transfer mechanism. 
Recombination and charge trapping are hindering cell efficiency. (b) Schematics of the proposed 
energy transfer based device that avoids the influence of the interface and directly delivers 
electron-hole pairs into the high mobility SC layer. 
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3.2 Properties of Nanoquantum dots 

3.2.1 What is a Nanoquantum dots? 

 

NQDs are crystalline nanoparticle made of a semiconductor that can exhibit some 

quantum mechanical properties (see Figure 3.4). Their small size (nanometer scale) leads to 

three-dimensional confinement of excitons, which gives them discrete properties (they are 

sometimes referred as “artificial atoms”). These specific properties are closely related to their 

size and shape: for instance, the bandgap of a NQD can be tuned depending on its size. It 

determines the wavelength of the emitted light when the quantum dot is photoexcited. The 

frequency of the emitted light decreases (i.e. shifts from blue to red) when the size of the NQD 

increases (see Figure 3.4). NQDs can be manufactured with a wide variety of sizes which gives 

control over their optical properties without changing the underlying material or the 

deposition/grafting techniques96. For NQDs made using wet chemistry, simple parameters like 

temperature or reaction time can be used to tailor their final sizes. NQDs used in this thesis have 

a SC core made of cadmium selenide (CdSe) and are usually protected by a zinc sulfide (ZnS) 

layer. Typically, organic capping and ligands surround the NQDs, which helps tune their 

chemical properties such as solubility in different solvent (see Figure 3.4). Some large CdSeTe 

NQDs have also been synthesized, which is useful for higher wavelength emission. 
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Figure 3.4: Scheme of a CdSe NQD with a visual representation of emission wavelength size 
dependence. Different NQD solutions are excited with a UV light. 
 

3.2.2 Energy transfer 

 

The excitation of NQDs by photons or electrons generates excitons in its core (i.e., 

electron-hole pairs). Such e-h pairs in excited NQDs can decay by capture by surface traps, 

radiative decay, or by energy transfer into a substrated through radiative and non-radiative 

energy transfer mechanisms (RET and NRET), creating e-h pairs in the substrate. NRET is also 

referred to as Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) and only involve dipole-dipole coupling. 

These different decay mechanisms are discussed in more detail below by focusing on the nature 

of the substrate and its role as an acceptor, the actual non-radiative energy transfer and the 

coupling that exists between NQDs within a layer or layers.  
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Role of an acceptor 

 

Once excited by a source, isolated NQDs will transfer all their energy through radiation 

that can be picked up by a detector (see Figure 3.5a), assuming there are no surface or bulk traps 

for the emitted radiation. When NQDs are far enough from each other (> several times their 

diameters), they do not affect with their local decay mechanism (i.e., there is no energy diffusion 

from dot to dot). As the concentration of isolated NQDs increases, so does the 

photoluminescence (PL) intensity. This is because there is no acceptor to “harvest” the energy. 

Once an acceptor is brought in close proximity of NQDs, the PL count drastically decreases (see 

Figure 3.5b) because there are new decay channels: (i) absorption of emitted radiation by the 

substrate (RET), and (ii) excitation of image dipoles in the substrate leading to dipole-dipole 

energy transfer (i.e., non-radiative energy transfer) NRET. In our case, the acceptor substrate is 

silicon. 

 

Figure 3.5: Visual representation of NQDs decay without (a) and with an acceptor (b). Without 
an acceptor the decay is mostly radiative. With an acceptor, the decay is a combination of 
radiative decay, RET and NRET. 
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Non-radiative energy transfer 

 

NRET involves the direct interaction of oscillating dipolar field generated in the NQDs by 

photon absorption with the dipolar field of the dipole within the SC substrate induced by image 

charge 99,100. This is basically the non-radiative transfer of an electron-hole pair from a donor to 

an acceptor through dipole-dipole interaction as shown in Figure 3.6. The dipole coupling is 

much shorter range than any radiative coupling, even when only nearfields are involved. This is 

why NRET is a faster process than regular RET (i.e. characterized by faster decay times). The 

transfer rate is strongly dependent on the distance between the acceptor and the donor, although, 

in contrast to dot-to-dot dependence of ~1/d6, it is ~1/d3 for dot-to-substrate, when the substrate 

is three-dimensional (see Figure 3.7). If the NQD is further away from the acceptor, RET 

dominates because its distance dependence is weaker than ~1/d3. This process has first been 

discovered and explored in the case of molecular systems101,102. The case of hybrid organic-

inorganic system has been considered more recently, especially by Agranovich et al.103 who 

suggested the exploitation of NRET based architecture for light emitting devices. As an inverse 

process than for solar cells, the SC bulk would be used to excite NQDs through NRET which 

would in turn emit light.  
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of NRET. The NQD is excited by a source (a) which leads to the 
formation of an exciton (b). The electron-hole pair is transferred to the neighboring acceptor 
because of a dipole-dipole electrostatic interaction (c) where it can be separated and harvested 
in the form of a current (d). 
 

 

Figure 3.7: Transfer rate dependence on acceptor/donor distance. Different NQD/acceptor 
distances have been evaluated (a) and their PL at the NQDs wavelength measured with respect 
to time (b). Decay time has been extracted and a relation between decay time and distance has 
been determined (c). 
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Inter-dot energy transfer 

 

We have seen that NQDs can transfer their energy non-radiatively to an acceptor such as 

a SC bulk. But the acceptor can also be another NQD assuming that its absorption wavelength is 

equal or longer than the one of the donor. This means that the donor is able to provide enough 

energy for the acceptor to be excited. This phenomenon needs to be taken into account and 

managed in any system with close NQD packing. Practically, colloidal solutions of NQDs have a 

range of sizes of nanoparticle, with a size distribution (usually 5-10%). The smallest NQDs in 

the solution (highest energy) can transfer their energy to larger NQDs in the solution (lower 

energy), but the opposite is not possible (see Figure 3.8a). Because of this, and the fact that 

NRET between two NQDs is a fast process, there is a difference in the decay time when looking 

at the PL at slightly different wavelengths. When the distance between NQDs is close enough for 

inter-dot energy transfer to occur, the highest energy NQDs transfer their energy to lowest 

energy NQDs, resulting in a shorter decay time of the shortest wavelengths. Lower energy NQDs 

have a longer decay time because energy cannot be transferred into other NQDs, and they feature 

an initial rise in the PL count because of the energy received from the other NQDs (this is 

however difficult to observe). If the decay time remains approximately constant over the band 

spectral range (low dispersion), the inter-dot energy transfer is negligible, i.e. the NQDs are not 

“talking” to each other (see Figure 3.8b and c). In summary, the wavelength dependence of PL 

decay can be used to estimate the average distance between NQDs in monolayers 104,105. 
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Figure 3.8: Visual representation of inter-dot energy transfer. (a) In a NQD colloidal solution 
there is a size distribution, in this case we have NQDs with a wavelength of 555 (A), 565 (B) and 
575 (C). NRET can only be done from NQDs of higher energy to lower energy. (b) In the case of 
a dense layer, NQDs “talk” to each other and they have a different decay time. (c) If the density 
is lower, NQDs are far enough to not interact with each other. 
 

 This phenomenon can be used to channel the energy transfer from higher to lower 

energy all the way to the substrate. To do so, one must be able to fabricate multilayers of NQDs 

where each layer is made of a different type of quantum dots. The top layer should have the 

highest energy NDQs and the bottom layer the lowest energy NDQs (i.e. the gradient is from 

smallest to biggest diameters). In this way, the energy is transferred from the top layer to the 

substrate through NRET as pictured in Figure 3.9. This promising structure for NQDs solar 

cells106, is the topic of CHAPTER 10.  
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of a multilayer channel of quantum dots. Energy is transferred from the 
top layer all the way the acceptor substrate. 
 

3.3 Experimental progress toward NQDs based solar cells 

 

This section summarizes the experimental progress made to graft NDQs and uncover the 

fundamental energy transfer mechanisms, taking advantage of well controlled GOMs. 

 

3.3.1 Grafting of NQDs on planar surfaces 

 

Following the work of Nguyen et al., a GOM was used to graft monolayers of NQDs on a 

Si/SiO2 substrates21. As pictured on Figure 3.10a, three cases were investigated:  

- NQDs directly grafted on an oxide-free silicon substrate (d=0). 

- NQDs grafted on a 4.7nm thick thermally grown oxide layer (d=4.7nm). 

- NQDs grafted on a pure glass sample (d~ ∞). 

Pure glass sample is a material with “no acceptor” for the NQDs to transfer their energy into. 

Silicon, on the other hand, is an acceptor in which electron-hole pairs can be excited. The goal of 
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this study is to derive experimental evidence of NRET and RET processes from the 

NQDs/acceptor distance d, and to estimate the resulting efficiency. The selected NQDs have an 

emission wavelength of 565nm, which corresponds to a region where the Si absorption is rather 

low as seen in Figure 3.10b. This work takes advantage of the quality and stability of GOMs on 

oxide-free silicon, with a density of defects and charge traps at the interface that is low enough to 

unravel the intrinsic energy transfer mechanisms. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: (a) Sketch of the hybrid device, showing schematically the NRET from NQDs to Si. 
Thickness of SiO2 is presented for three situations: d=0 (no oxide, NQDs grafted on Si), d=4.7 
nm and d=∞ (NQDs are grafted on pure glass) and (b) PL and absorption spectra of NQDs 
(dashed and solid lines) and absorption spectrum of Si (monotonous curve plotted against right 
axis). From Nguyen et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. (2011). 
 

Molecules used to graft these layers are AUTES for SiO2 surface and SiC11 for oxide free 

surface. AUTES is an amine terminated silane (the silane allows grafting on SiO2) and SiC11 is 

an amine terminated molecule that has been attached on oxide-free silicon through thermal 

hydrosilylation. These two molecules were briefly introduced in the CHAPTER 2. After 

attachment of NQDs, atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization was performed and inter-
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dot effect monitored using PL measurements (see Figure 3.11). Only a small difference in decay 

time was measured for dense layer so it was assumed that Inter-dot energy transfer was 

negligible for both dense monolayers and sub-monolayers. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: AFM images of sub-monolayers of NQDs grafted on SiO2 / Si (panel a) and pure Si 
(panel b), same for dense layers on panels (c) and (d). PL dynamics at various spectral positions 
within the imhomogeniously broadened spectrum for sublayer (e) and dense layer (f) on SiO2 / 
Si. From Nguyen et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. (2011). 
 

PL lifetimes of each architectures (d=0, 4.7nm or ∞) have been compared in order to 

assess contribution of NRET and RET in the NQDs decay. There is a clear dependence of the PL 

dynamics on separation distance, with the fastest relaxation when d=0 (pure Si) as expected. The 

slowest one (pure glass, d~∞) is used as a reference to compare the two others, because it is 

assumed that there is no energy transfer into the substrate in this case, only into space (natural 

radiative decay). With an acceptor substrate, varying d is supposed to have an influence on the 
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decay dynamics. This is shown in the inset of Figure 3.12b: that displays the calculated variation 

of purely radiative decay time τrad (compared to τ0, in vacuum) as a function of the SiO2 

thickness d. This graph shows that the decay time should be 2.5 faster on silicon that on glass. 

However, the experimental results presented in Figure 3.12a show a ratio of τglass/τSiO2=3.8 for 

d=4.7nm and τglass/τSi=7.5 for d=0. The difference is explained with the occurrence of NRET. 

Figure 3.12b shows the calculated total width Γ/Γglass with Γ=ℏ/τ for a dipole situated at a 

distance z from the SiO2 layer (z is taking into account the size of the GOM and the NQDs’ 

sizes) as a function of d. different Silicon absorption are being considered from Im(ε)=0 (purely 

radiative) to  Im(ε)=0.4 (NRET is taken more and more into account). Points A and B 

correspond to experimental results for respectively d=0 and d=4.7nm and can only be fitted in 

the model if NRET is taken into account. The obtained silicon absorption Im(ε)=0.4 is in good 

agreement with published data107. Using the Figure 3.12b inset and the measured τglass=12.8ns 

we assume that for d=0, τrad~12.8/2.5=5.1ns. We also have τSi=1.7ns and 1/τSi=1/τrad+1/τNRET, 

which gives us τNRET~2.5ns. A quantum efficiency for NRET can then be extracted 

ENRET=100*τSi/τNRET~65%. It is important to note that a substantial amount of light emitted by the 

NQDs can be absorbed by the silicon (RET).  
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Figure 3.12: (a) PL dynamics of dense NQD layers deposited on different substrates; (b) 
calculations of the total width Γ, with NRET included for various values of ε” (dashed line for 
ε”=0, solid lines are in the increasing order for ε”=0.2; 0.3; 0.4). Solid dots show experimental 
values for ΓSi/Γglass (dot A) and for ΓSiO2/Γglass (dot B). Inset: variation in purely radiative 
lifetimes as a function of the thickness d of the SiO2 layer above Si surface. From Nguyen et al. 
Appl. Phys. Lett. (2011). 
 

3.3.2 NQDs with silicon absorption 

 

Another study, for which I performed all the experiments (except PL measurements), was 

to obtain spectroscopic evidence for energy transfer mechanisms between NQDs and a silicon 

substrate108. This has been done with the grafting of NQDs with a wide range of emission 

wavelengths going from visible 545nm to NIR 800nm. The experimental protocol was as 

follows: all the CdSe/ZnS (from 545 to 605nm) and CdSeTe/ZnS (705 and 800nm) NQDs were 

grafted on three different substrates. 

- Directly on bare silicon using SiC11 molecule as mentioned earlier 
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- On a thin SiO2 layer (10nm) using an AUTES molecule. 

- On a thick SiO2 layer (2µm) that is assumed to behave as a pure glass sample (no 

acceptor). This last sample as also been functionalized with AUTES and used as a 

reference. 

PL measurements have been performed on each sample after AFM characterization in order to 

estimate the density of the investigated layers (see Figure 3.13). Note that only sub-monolayers 

are used in this study, with negligible inter-dot energy transfer. 

 

 

Figure 3.13: (a) PL emission spectra of different NQDs emitting from 545 to 800 nm as grafted 
on SiO2. NQDs on Si exhibit the same PL profile. (b) AFM image of a sample with NQD-705 
grafted on the Si surface. (c) AFM depth profiling extracted from (b) that indicates the 
preferential positioning of ellipsoidal NQDs with their longer axis parallel to the surface. From 
Nimmo et al. ACS Nano (2013). 
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Theoretical model developed by Gartstein et al. detailed in this paper predict that NRET 

is a dominant mechanism at short distance, but once the NQD is situated more than 6nm away 

from the acceptor, NRET become less important as shown in Figure 3.14. Panels (a) and (b) 

show the different mechanisms involved in the total decay rate (ΓSi) and their contributions as a 

function of NQDs emission wavelength at different distances (4 and 6nm). Mechanisms 

mentioned are NRET (ΓNRET), RET to the silicon (ΓRET) and unabsorbed radiative decay (Γv). It 

shows that radiative decay (Γv) is suppressed when the distance is very small and that NRET and 

RET are responsible for most of the decay. If NRET dominates in the middle of the visible 

range, it is predicted to be on par with RET in the NIR as shown in panel (c). But when the 

distance is greater than 6nm, the NRET contribution decreases and the energy transfer to silicon 

is mainly due to RET. The two mechanisms have very different distance dependences. Panel (d) 

shows the efficiency of energy transfer to the silicon substrate: ETOTAL=100*(ΓRET+ΓNRET)/ΓSi 

which is high when NRET is still dominating but reduced when the NQDs are located further 

from the surface.  
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Figure 3.14: Theoretical results illustrating modification of the decay time as a function of 
vacuum wavelength for a randomly oriented electric dipole transition in the vicinity of the Si 
substrate. Panels (a) and (b) display the total decay rate and its contributions from different 
channels in terms of the vacuum rate: (a) for distance z = 4 nm and (b) z = 6 nm from the 
substrate. (c) Ratio of contributions from NRET and RET for a series of indicated distances from 
the substrate. (d) Corresponding total efficiencies of energy transfer into the substrate for 
distances shown in panel c and, in addition, for larger separations as indicated. From Nimmo et 
al. ACS Nano (2013). 
 

When the NQDs are situated at a distance larger than 6nm, NRET becomes a negligible 

process and transfer from NQDs to silicon is mainly due to NRET. In the following experimental 

work, NQDs are situated at more than 10nm from the silicon bulk: this means that NRET is 

negligible. Results are shown in Figure 3.15 and decay time can be extracted with exponential 

fits. RET contribution is estimated from sample with a 10nm SiO2 layer and compared to NRET 

contribution which is estimated on bare silicon samples (where both RET and NRET occur). 

Contribution of NRET and RET in the overall energy transfer is then plotted in Figure 3.16 with 

ENRET=100*ΓNRET/ΓSi and ERET=100*ΓRET/ΓSi. We can see that experimental data confirm the fact 

that NRET is a dominant mechanism in the middle of the visible range, but toward the NIR, RET 

and NRET contributions become comparable. 
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Figure 3.15: (a-f) PL dynamics for nanocrystals emitting at different wavelengths spanning the 
range from (a) 545 nm to (f) 800 nm. Shown on the panels are the respective PL measurement 
wavelengths. The horizontal scale (time) for each panel is normalized to the specific NQD 
lifetime (from double exponential fits) as measured on glass, τG, indicated on the panels, and 
extends to tmax = 3τG. Green traces (top) show measured NQD PL decays on reference glass 
substrates, red traces (bottom) on bulk Si substrates, and light blue traces (middle) on Si 
substrates with a d = 10 nm thick interfacial SiO2 spacer. Black curves on the top of the traces 
show the fits used to extract the lifetime values. A relative slowdown of the PL decays on Si 
substrates toward longer emission wavelengths is clearly visible. From Nimmo et al. ACS Nano 
(2013). 
 

 

Figure 3.16: Total ET efficiency Etotal shown by black squares along with separate contributions 
ENRET from NRET (red circles) and ERET from RET (blue triangles). The efficiencies were 
estimated the same way as in part 3.3.1. From Nimmo et al. ACS Nano (2013). 
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3.4 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter we gave a brief overview of the status of solar cell technology. We 

introduced solar cells enhanced with Quantum dots. This is an emerging technology and, before 

being able to make a working device, we wish to explore and understand mechanisms that are 

involved. This allows us to identify the goals that need to be achieved in order to optimize the 

proposed structures. This chapter summarized the basic mechanisms and described recent 

experimental support of the theoretical work of Gartstein et al.109 These tools are useful to 

understand the different optimization ways studied in this thesis: CHAPTER 8 focuses on the 

optimization of PL generation through silicon patterning and CHAPTER 9 provides 

experimental evidence for optimization through multilayer grafting. CHAPTER 10 uses the 

structure developed in CHAPTER 9 to study energy transfer in gradient multilayer nanofilms. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
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This chapter provides an overview of the experimental techniques and procedures that 

have been used in this work. I have performed all measurements with these characterization 

techniques unless stated otherwise. 

 

4.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is a characterization tool that can identify 

chemical bonding in materials or at surfaces by direct excitation of the normal modes with an 

infrared light. All the spectra in this thesis were taken in a transmission mode, which means that 

the exciting infrared beam goes through the whole sample at a specific incidence angle. In order 

to analyze the bonding present on the surface of the sample as unambiguously as possible, both 

sides are polished and treated in the same way. FTIR was primarily used to investigate the 

presence and the quality of the GOM on a surface by cleaning and functionalizing both sides at 

the same time and under the same conditions (i.e. in the same solutions). The basic apparatus of a 

FTIR is shown in Figure 4.1 It consists of an interferometer (Michelson) that allows the 

detection of all the wavelengths as a function of the moving mirror displacement (i.e. path 

difference in the two beams) as an interferogram. This interferogram is then digitized, apodized, 

and Fourier transformed to extract the spectrum of the transmitted broadband radiation. Each 

bond on the surface has a series of resonant frequencies at their respective normal modes and the 

transmitted light is absorbed accordingly. These frequencies are characteristic of the type of 

bond. For instance, for di-hydrides, there are bending (scissoring, rocking, twisting and wagging) 

or stretching (asymmetric or symmetric) vibrations. 
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the IR beam path through the Michelson interferometer. 
 

In contrast to most techniques, infrared absorption spectra require a reference spectrum. 

Sometimes such a reference is the transmission in the absence of sample. However, in most 

cases, the reference is the same sample without the specific species under study.  For instance, to 

study the surface of oxide-free silicon, the initial reference is the previously oxidized surface. 

Similarly, to investigate a GOM obtained by modifying a H-terminated Si surface, the reference 

is the H-terminated surface. The absorbance is defined as follows110: 

           Eq 4.1 
 

where T is the transmittance and defined as 

   
         

  
 Eq 4.2 
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This is the ratio of the intensity of the beam transmitted through the sample (Imeasured) to the 

intensity of the beam without the sample (I0). So when we reference a signal 2 with a signal 1, 

we obtain: 

                                     Eq 4.3 
 

This gives us 

        
           

           
 Eq 4.4 

 

From this technique it is possible to have a qualitative idea of how the surface changed between 

the two spectra. A negative peak in a spectrum indicates the loss of a specific bond on the 

surface, from either bond breaking or reaction. Positive peaks are associated with the formation 

of a bond. It is then possible to deduce the chemical nature of compounds on the surface at each 

step of an investigated process. Specifically it is possible to detect the apparition of oxidation on 

a silicon substrate (TO and LO mode at 1080 and 1240 cm-1), which is an important measure of 

quality of the GOM grafting process. In situ real-time measurements can also reveal the 

mechanism of some reactions. FTIR also have a quantitative aspect: it is possible to measure the 

integrated area of absorption bands and relate it to the concentration (or coverage) of a species at 

the surface. Such a correlation assumes that the dynamic dipole moment of the species is not 

changed and that the overall screening of the mode remains constant, which is a fair 

approximation in most cases. For instance, it is possible to check how many Si-H bonds remain 

on the surface after a functionalization. The ratio of the two peaks (before and after 

functionalization) gives a good estimation of the coverage of the molecular layer. All data in this 

thesis have been acquired using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer with a DTGS detector located 
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inside a Mbraun Glove box with a dry N2 environment for the sample to remain stable 

throughout the whole measurement. Measurements, as mentioned before, were taken in 

transmission mode with an incidence angle of 74°. Samples investigated have to be double side 

polished so that the light is not scattered and to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio.  

 

4.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

 

 XPS is a characterization tool that relies on the interaction of X-rays with core electrons 

of elements in materials. The electrons excited/generated by the X-rays (called photoelectrons) 

are then collected. Their binding energy is then deduced from their kinetic energy (see Figure 

4.2). From the binding energy, one can extract information about the nature of the investigated 

elements. Because of the low escape depth of photoelectrons (≤10nm), this technique is very 

surface sensitive. It is a good complement for a FTIR study because it is sensitive to elements 

that are difficult to detect with FTIR, such as heavy atoms (e.g. metals) since their vibrations are 

below 400 cm-1 (lower limit of the FTIR spectral range with standard KBr beam splitters).  

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the photoemission process occurring in XPS measurements. 
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The X-ray source excites the core electrons with an energy hv which is enough for them to 

escape the atom. Their kinetic energy EKE is then measured with a detector and then the binding 

energy EB can be deduced using the following equation: 

            Eq 4.5 
 

where φ is the work function of the material. The detection is made using a hemisphere detector 

that filters incoming electron for a specific kinetic energy and counts them. The electrons are 

accelerated with an electric field into a curved trajectory and only the one with the selected 

kinetic energy reach the detector. The others hit the walls (bottom or the top) of the hemisphere 

if their energy is too high or too low, respectively. Each kinetic energy is then investigated and a 

spectrum can then be obtained when plotting the count of electron for each pass energy. Kinetic 

energy can also be altered if there is an accumulation of charge at the surface of the sample (i.e. 

an additional field due to charging). In the case of surface charging (typically positive), an 

electron beam is used to neutralize the surface charges when dealing for instance with non-

conducting samples. The binding energy can also vary depending on the chemical environment 

of the investigated elements, which makes it possible to extract chemical bonding information 

from subtle but detectable core level shifts. For instance, deconvolution of the carbon 1s core 

level peak, it is possible to distinguish carbon atoms in a C-C and C-O bonding configurations, 

which is important when identification of a specific molecule is needed. Another useful example 

is the detection of the presence of native oxide on a surface: the Si2p peak corresponding to the 

amorphous Si-O liaisons is detected at 103eV, which is easily distinguishable from the regular 

Si2p peak for elemental silicon (99eV). XPS is also a quantitative method: the peaks ratio can be 

used to estimate the amount of each element on the surface. This is useful to determine the ratio 
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of bonding present in one molecule (e.g. how many C-C bonds are present, compared to C-O 

bonds), which provide information for a molecule or material. An estimation of a GOM coverage 

can be done using this technique. In this work, XPS analysis was performed with a Quantum 

2000 Scanning ESCA Microprobe (Physical Electronics, USA) spectrometer equipped with a 

concentric hemispherical analyzer under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (10−10 mbar) and a 

monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1.5keV, filament current 20mA). Spectra were recorded at 

a 45° takeoff angle with respect to the surface. A sample area of 100μm × 100μm was analyzed 

with a pass energy of 46.95eV for survey and 11.75eV for detailed elemental scans. 

 

 

4.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 

 

STM-VT from Omicron, acquired in 2008, equipped with cooling (40K) and heating (up 

to 500°C) capabilities. The instrument is shared between 5 regular users. Our group had access to 

the instrument 2 months per year. 

 

4.3.1 Imaging 

 

STM has been used in the single electron transport project as a way to investigate 

electronic properties of our system. But at first it is essential as it provides a topographic image 

of our sample. It relies on the interaction of an atomic sharp tip with a conducting sample. The 
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tip scans a reduced portion of the sample, typically 50x50nm², and probes the surface by 

applying a bias voltage and measuring the resulting tunneling current. The distance between the 

tip and the sample is roughly 5-10 Å, but this distance remains unknown because it depends on 

the current setpoint, on the voltage and on the nature of the investigated material. Actually the 

detected current is given by: 
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 Eq 4.6 

Where W is the work function (energy barrier), e is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, h 

is the Planck’s constant, Vbias is the applied voltage, d is the tip-sample distance and A is a 

constant (unknown). From this formula, it can be deduced that the tunneling current reduces by a 

factor 10 for every 0.1 nm increase in d if we have W = 4 eV (metal). This means that over a 

typical atomic diameter of e.g. 0.3 nm, the tunneling current changes by a factor 1000! This is 

what makes the STM so sensitive.  The tunneling current depends so strongly on the distance 

that it is dominated by the contribution flowing between the last atom of the tip and the nearest 

atom in the sample! A raster scan of the surface is done with a feedback system to keep the 

current constant (i.e. also a constant distance between the tip and the sample if the sample as a 

homogeneous conductivity). The obtained image is not a topographic image per se: more 

accurately it is a convolution of topography and electronic density image. Also, it only works if 

the scanned material is conductive. A change in conductivity on the surface can induce change in 

observed topography, even if there is no actual topographic change. That’s why STM is not the 

best tool to accurately measure the size of AuNP on a GOM, from the equation given above (Eq 

4.6) we can estimate that the accuracy of the topography obtained with STM is about 0.5 nm. 
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Images depend on the voltage bias: when a positive bias is applied on the tip (relative to the 

grounded sample) electrons tunnel from the filled states of the sample to the empty states of the 

tip: the image will depend on the superposition of filled states on the surface and empty state on 

the tip. If a negative bias is applied, electron from filled states of the tip tunnel to the empty 

states of the sample. STM measurements were taken using an Omicron VT-STM under UHV 

conditions. The chamber pressure was typically on the order of 10-10 - 10-11 mbar. We usually use 

a voltage bias of VSTM = 1.5 V and a current setpoint (current measured and set constant through 

adjusting the tip position with a feedback system) Isetpoint = 40pA. 

 

4.3.2 Fabrication of STM tip 

 

STM tips were prepared electrochemically using the etching reaction of potassium 

hydroxide on a tungsten wire. With the application of a voltage, the reaction is as follows111: 

-Cathode (metal ring immersed on KOH):  6 H2O + 6e-  3H2 (g) + 6OH- Eq 4.7 
 

-Anode (tungsten wire):  W(s) + 8 OH-  WO4
2- + 4H2O + 6e- Eq 4.8 
 

The tungsten wire is etched by the solution and more efficiency close to the solution surface. The 

weight of the immersed part of the tip eventually tears off the etched metallic wires and this 

maximizes the chance to obtain a tip with only a couple of atoms at its apex. At this stage, the 

current drops and the voltage is automatically cut. The extremity of the wire is then gently rinsed 

in alcohol and water. The obtain tungsten tip is extremely sharp and can then be entered in the 

UHV chamber where it is going to be “degassed” by heating it up for half an hour. The tip is 
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then “flashed” which effectively remove the tungsten oxide. This last step increases the quality 

of the measurement. 

 

4.3.3 Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) 

 

A special operation mode provided by an STM is the STS: it is used in order to obtain 

electrical measurement on a designated part of a sample. In many single electron experiments, a 

STM tip is used as one of the electrode of a DBTJ78,112,113,114,115 which has the advantage of 

allowing the characterization of a relatively large number of different devices. STS works as 

follows: the user set a position on a previously obtained image and the tip is positioning on top of 

the desired location. Once stabilized, the feedback loop is opened (no more control of tip-sample 

distance) and a voltage sweep is done: the resulting current is acquired. The time taken by one 

sweep is about the raster time (typically 5ms) x the number of points (typically 250) and it is 

possible to average over series of several measurements. Usually averaging is not carried out 

over more than 20 sweeps. Actually STS conditions can vary during this acquisition due to a 

mechanical drift, or a change of temperature, a contamination or reaction on the surface 

(especially with the GOM). A thermal drift can be very important (10th of nanometer per 

seconds) when we decrease the temperature to 40K, this is why we need to wait 2-3h for it to 

reach lower and more stable values (<1nm/s) which can be roughly compensated by the STM. 

Using this technique, it is possible to observe Coulomb staircase as described in CHAPTER 2 

by looking at the I/V curve. Another factor that must be considered is the noise of the system. 

The signal to noise ratio must be high enough to be able to detect single electron transport (i.e. 
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the current noise must be lower than 2-3pA). In our case we usually perform STS at very low 

temperature (~30K). The sample can be cooled down with a cold finger in contact with liquid 

helium. The liquid helium is pumped and the system is given time to stabilize (several hours) to 

avoid thermal drift of piezoresistors.  

 
 

4.3.4 Other modifications 

 

In order to do experimental prototypes of SET using an STM, it is critical to add another 

contact on the system. We have modified the STM (see Figure 4.3) to be able to apply a gate 

voltage on devices with an external DC voltage box. The added system didn’t introduce any 

additional noise and the atomic resolution usually obtained on a flashed Si(111) sample with 7x7 

reconstruction was preserved. 

 

Figure 4.3: 3D sketch of the modified STM heads with the sample holder and the additional 
contact. The additional contact is connected to a DC voltage box that can deliver up to 12V. 
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4.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

 

AFM is a technique that we have used in order to monitor coverage and density of 

nanoparticles grafted on a GOM. Contrary to our STM, the AFM used allows measurement in air 

which makes it an easier way to characterize the topology of our sample. Apart from the density, 

AFM images provide a good estimation of the size distribution of the grafted nanoparticles when 

looking at the Z axis. This is assuming that the density is low enough for the tip to effectively go 

all the way to the substrate in between two particles. Measurements are taken in tapping mode: 

the tip is oscillating at a frequency close to its resonance frequency. The frequency of the 

oscillations will vary depending on the topology of the sample because of the interaction 

between the tip and the surface. A reflected laser on the cantilever (see Figure 4.4) is going to 

allow the detection of this change in frequency with the help of a four quadrant photodetector. 

With a feedback system, the height of the tip is constantly readjusted so that the oscillation and 

the tip height remain constant. AFM provide an exceptionally good resolution in the Z axis (sub 

nanometer), and can then give a very good estimation of features’ height. That’s why it is an 

interesting tool for the determination of AuNPs or NQDs size. However, its lateral resolution is 

limited by the tip radius which is usually in the order of magnitude of 10nm. Features usually 

appear larger than they actually are. A lateral resolution of tens of nanometers is usually 

achieved. Another advantage of AFM compared to STM for a quick characterization is the fact 

that it does not require the substrate to be conductive. In our case, this means that, if we wish to 

characterize size distribution and coverage, we do not need to go through the long process of 

making an oxide free GOM. A simple organic layer on native oxide is enough for a proper 
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characterization. AFM gives also a good idea of nanoparticles stability on the surface: if the 

AuNP or NQDs are not strongly attached, AFM tip is going to drag the nanoparticles on the 

surface. AFM was performed with a Digital Instrument DI-3000 or a Multimode-8 instrument 

from Veeco and images were processed with the software WSxM. Another type of measurement 

have also been done, but not by me, in Salmeron’s et al. laboratory in Berkeley. They have 

access to a conducting AFM that allows voltage sweep with the tip directly in contact of the 

GOM in UHV. This can be used to extract the HOMO-LUMO of the GOM. 

 

Figure 4.4: Simplified schematic of an AFM on tapping mode. 
 

4.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

 

SEM was used for the project on the NQDs-based solar cells. For instance, it was used to 

examine structures such as nanopillars developed to enhance absorption in Si solar cells116,117,118. 
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Other microscopy methods like AFM or STM are not as appropriate to examine such patterned 

surfaces when features heights are in the order of several micrometers. SEM provides an 

efficient and easy way to look at patterns and therefore feedback for our fabrication method. 

 

SEM is based in part on the excitation of secondary electrons by a primary high-energy 

electron beam which is focused on the surface. The beam is then rasterized on a wanted area and 

information is extracted from the byproducts of the reaction of the electrons on the surface. 

Several byproducts are possible and are pictured in Figure 4.5. 

- Secondary electrons are electrons that are ejected from the atoms at the surface (usually 

from the conduction band) after a collision with incident electrons. They have a low energy 

(~50eV) so they have a low escape depth and are harvested with the help of an electric field. 

They provide good information about the topology of the sample with a good lateral 

resolution (up to several nanometers). 

- Backscattered electrons are incident electron that have been scattered in a direction close to 

their incident one after a quasi-elastic interaction with the atom nucleus. In that case they lose 

a very small amount of energy so they have a high kinetic energy. This is why they have a 

longer penetration depth and do not provide a good resolution (up to tens of micrometers). 

However they depend on the nature of the nucleus so they can provide qualitative 

information about the nature of the sample. 

- Auger electrons can also be formed after the removal of a core electron in an atom. They are 

a possible byproduct of the relaxation of the atom (transfer of an electron from an outer 

shell). These are dependent on the nature of the atom and can be harvested to identify 
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compounds on the sample. They have low energy, so they essentially provide information 

about compounds situated at or near the surface.  

- Emission of X-rays is another byproduct of relaxation of an ionized atom. It can be detected 

to have information about the nature of the bulk of the sample. Additional equipment is 

required for this technique (Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis or EDAX). 

In our case, we only used the SEM for the topological information it can provide. Therefore only 

the technique based on the detection of secondary electrons is considered in this thesis. One of 

the advantage of SEM is also the fact that sample can be tilted so the sample can be seen from 

different angle. For silicon patterning studies, we often cut samples in half so that samples can be 

seen from the side. This is referred to as “cross section view” or “side-view”. SEM has a good 

enough resolution to allow us to estimate coverage of NQDs after their attachments on plane and 

patterned silicon surfaces. Oxide surfaces were not looked at with SEM because the sample 

needs to be conductive in order to avoid charging effect. A usual way to look at insulating 

sample is to evaporate a thin gold layer on top: but that will not work with very small features. A 

Zeiss Supra40 instrument located in a cleanroom was usually used and operated at 20-30kV. In 

this thesis, it is sometimes specified that a low resolution JEOL Tabletop SEM is used instead: 

this equipment has a low working voltage (up to 5kV) and a low resolution (200nm). 
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Figure 4.5: Possible byproduct of the interaction of the electron beam with the sample.  
 

4.6 Photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL) 

 

PL measurements have been performed in Anton Malko’s laboratory by his students, not 

by me. PL is used for the NQDs-based solar cells project in order to monitor NQDs deposition 

and emission. NQDs are excited with a monochromatic source and their luminescence detected 

at longer wavelengths. In principle, the PL intensity scales with the NQDs coverage, although 

the absolute PL intensity is very sensitive on alignment and is also affected by other decay 

processes, hence the error bars substantial.  When processes other than radiative decay occur, it 

is best to measure the normalized PL time dependence in order to extract the decay time at a 

specific wavelength. The decay time is extracted using exponential fits of the measured time 

resolved intensities. It provides information on the nature of the decay mechanism. Indeed, decay 
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time can vary from a few femtoseconds for emission involving free carrier plasma in inorganic 

semiconductors119 up to milliseconds for phosphorescent processes (sometimes even more). A 

typical, microscope-based µPL system designed for high collection efficiency is used. The 

samples are mounted on the microscope table and excited by 50 ps laser pulses at 405 nm with a 

2.5 MHz repetition rate using a Picoquant diode laser (focused through a numerical aperture = 

0.6 objective). NQD emission is collected by a sensitive photon detector (MicroPhoton Devices) 

after passing through a spectrometer for wavelength-dependent PL lifetime analysis. µPL decays 

were collected via time-correlated single photon counting performed on board of Pico300E 

photon counting hardware (PicoQuant GmbH). The overall time resolution was less than 50ps.  

 

4.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

 

TEM measurements were performed in the “Laboratoire de Reactivite de Surfaces” in 

Paris by people other than me. TEM is a technique in which an electron beam is focused on a 

very thin sample. It differs from SEM on the fact that the detected electron are not “reflected” on 

the surface but transmitted through it and detected behind it. Therefore the investigated sample 

needs to be extremely thin (~50nm). This is a very powerful technique that can potentially 

provide sub-atomic resolution (because of the small de Broglie wavelength of electrons) but 

usually requires a long and demanding sample preparation. In our case we used TEM to study 

the crystallinity of AuNPs. Our use of it is therefore much simpler: we drop cast a solution of 

AuNPs on a TEM grid and place the grid in the instrument. With proper orientation of the NQDs 

with respect to the electron beam, it is possible to determine whether a nanoparticle is 
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monocrystalline, polycrystalline or amorphous. However, since control of the orientation of the 

deposited AuNP is difficult, it is impossible to be sure if an AuNP appear amorphous because of 

its non-crystalline nature or because of the fact that its crystallographic plan are not aligned with 

the electron beam. TEM images are collected with a JEOL 2010 microscope operating at 200 kV 

equipped with a charge-coupled device camera. Particle size measurements are performed by 

“particle ImageJ” (Image processing and analysis in Java, Open source). The limit of size 

detection is about 1 nm. 

 

4.8 Other techniques 

 

Very basic spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements have been performed in order to 

estimate the thickness of organic layers, using a “De Cauchy” layer modeling with a HORIBA 

Jobin Yvon ellipsometer (iHR320). UV-Absorption measurements were also performed, but not 

by me, in order to quantitatively monitor the amount of NQDs grafted on a surface. Also, an 

extensive amount of deposition and etching techniques in a cleanroom environment have been 

used in this thesis for silicon patterning which are more detailed in CHAPTER 8. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

GOLD NANOPARTICLES ON OXIDE-FREE SILICON−MOLECULE INTERFACE 

FOR SINGLE ELECTRON TRANSPORT 
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This chapter is a direct reproduction of a study that has been published in the Langmuir journal 

in 201316: 

Caillard, Louis, Oliver Seitz, Philip M. Campbell, Rachel P. Doherty, Anne-Félicie Lamic-

Humblot, Emmanuelle Lacaze, Yves J. Chabal, and Olivier Pluchery. “Gold Nanoparticles on 

Oxide-Free Silicon–Molecule Interface for Single Electron Transport.” Langmuir 29, no. 16 

(April 23, 2013): 5066–73. 

 
This work focuses essentially on the fabrication of the architecture introduced in the general 

introduction. Preliminary STS results serve as proof of concept of the observation of single 

electron transport using our system. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 
This chapter shows that a Grafted Organic Monolayer on Si(111) as described in 

CHAPTER 2, is not only a extremely well controlled layer but can also serve as a functional 

layer. A functional organic layer should also be able to carry out electrical functions such as 

driving charges with a high mobility, storing electrons in a memory device120, or controlling their 

flow in a transistor121,122. However, this requires a high degree of morphologic organization close 

to what is achieved in a silicon crystal. If not, the memory will leak and exhibit a poor retention 

time, the electrons will be trapped123, or the Fermi level will be pinned in a noncontrollable 

way84. Therefore, it is crucial to succeed in assembling molecules on silicon with atomic 

precision. Here we start with the most straightforward functionality and we aim at achieving an 

ultrathin insulating layer, with homogeneous quality. We describe a chemical route for building 
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two different organic monolayers grafted on silicon. In order to probe the electrical quality of the 

organic layer, gold nanoparticles (AuNP) from colloidal solutions are covalently attached on top 

of the monolayer. The whole process is achieved by wet chemistry. It preserves an oxide-free 

silicon substrate that remains stable under ambient conditions. This architecture serves as a first 

tunnel junction (silicon/organic layer/AuNP junction) and is completed by a second tunnel 

junction established with an STM tip (AuNP/vacuum/tip junction). Such a double barrier tunnel 

junction (DBTJ) exhibits an electric behavior characterized by Coulomb blockade which is 

detectable at 40 K in UHV. This work focuses on the fabrication and initial electrical 

characterization of this double barrier tunnel junction. Coulomb blockade is a typical single 

charge phenomenon where electrons can be controlled one by one by adjusting the potential 

applied to the DBTJ. It is based on the fact that the system is mostly capacitive and the value of 

the capacitance is roughly proportional to the nanoparticle diameter. The electrostatic energy 

needed to add one more electron to the nanoparticle (called the island) is expressed as e2/2C, 

where e is the unit charge and C the capacitance. For very small nanoparticles this energy 

becomes larger than kT and the electrostatic energy overcomes the thermal noise, so that the 

electron flux can be controlled by an external applied potential. At room temperature, this 

condition is fulfilled for nanoparticles smaller than 5 nm. In order to observe single electron 

phenomena, the targeted device is the DBTJ. Given that the tunnel current depends exponentially 

on the barrier thickness, an accurate control of the samples geometry is necessary. Moreover, the 

typical thickness of such junctions lies between 0.8 and 2 nm, which requires that the tunnel 

barrier thickness must be controlled at the atomic level. Such a control can best be achieved with 

self-assembled monolayers. Highly ordered monolayers on silicon have been explored for 
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decades, particularly after the discovery of a process to form atomically flat hydrogen-terminated 

silicon surfaces in 19895. As explained previously in CHAPTER 1 this H−Si(111)-(1 × 1) 

surface can be modified following many chemical routes124 for replacing the terminal hydrogen 

by other molecules: thermal activation6,7,8,125, UV activation8,10,9,126, electrochemical 

activation11,12, and chlorination8,13,127. More recently, some of these groups started investigating 

the electrical quality of these organic layers in order to integrate them within future functional 

architectures128,129. The monolayer is probed either globally, with the mercury drop method14,130, 

with electrochemistry126, by depositing an oxide layer51 or a metallic electrode, or sometimes 

local probes such as Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) or conductive AFM are used9. 

From these studies, it appears that the Si−organics interface can be made with a notably low 

amount of surface defects, in line with expectations based on the H−Si(111) interface14,17,51. 

Interestingly silicon surfaces functionalized with organics are usually much more stable against 

oxidation123 (e.g., up to 1 month) than H − Si(111) surfaces, which is encouraging for 

implementing a robust functional molecular passivation of silicon surfaces. 

 

5.2 Experimental method 

5.2.1 Preparation of Highly Ordered Monolayers on Si(111).  

 

Samples of 5 × 12 mm2 were cut from n-doped silicon (111) wafers with different level 

of resistivity. Resistivity of either 0.03 Ω·cm (~1.1018 cm−3), 7 Ω·cm (~6.1014 cm−3) have been 

tested. Float zone (FZ) grown samples were chosen in order to minimize the amount of oxygen 
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and allow an accurate monitoring of potential surface oxidation with FTIR7,131,127. It should be 

noted that the chemistry described here works equally well with Czochralski grown wafers but 

depends on the level of doping9. Functional organic monolayers were prepared within four steps 

(see Figure 5.1). In step 1, samples were initially cleaned in a piranha solution at 80 °C (3:1 

H2SO4 98%: H2O2 30%) and copiously rinsed with ultrapure water (18 MΩ·cm, Millipore). 

Atomically flat, hydrogen-terminated Si(111)-(1 × 1) surfaces were prepared by oxide removal 

in a concentrated HF solution for 30 sec, followed by a 150 sec immersion in 40% NH4F solution 

and thorough rinsing in deionized water9,5,132. Caution is recommended because the piranha 

solution reacts strongly with organics, and the HF solution is extremely harmful. Both solutions 

should be handled with due protection: goggles and suitable gloves. Starting from a set of two 

different hydrogen-terminated Si(111)-(1 × 1) surfaces, step 2 consists of covalently attaching 

the organic layer by direct thermal hydrosilylation with either a long alkyl chain of 11 carbon 

atoms (SiC11 samples) or a shorter chain with 7 carbon atoms (SiC7 samples). 

 

Figure 5.1: The four steps for preparing the two kinds of the grafted organic monolayer 
considered in this study. From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
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SiC11. 10-Carboxydecyl organic monolayers were grafted on the hydrogenated silicon via 

direct thermal hydrosilylation of ethyl undecylenate. The neat alkene was outgassed three times 

by freezing it using liquid nitrogen under low vacuum (10−2 Torr) in a Schlenk tube. It was then 

heated up to 200 °C under continuous argon bubbling when inserting the freshly prepared H-

terminated silicon sample. Grafting was performed for 4 h.  

SiC7. 6-Carboxydecyl organic monolayers were grafted on the hydrogenated silicon via 

direct thermal hydrosilylation of ethyl 6-heptenoate diluted (1:1) in mesitylene following the 

same procedure described above. Notable differences are the use of a lower vacuum during the 

outgassing step (10 Torr) with liquid N2, and thermal hydrosilylation is performed at 170°C. 

Both modifications are done to avoid evaporation of the molecule and most of the solvent during 

the preparation and the reaction. At the end of this second step both organic monolayers are 

terminated with a protected carboxylic acid. 

 

At the end of this second step both organic monolayers are terminated with a protected 

carboxylic acid. In step 3, the functionalized surfaces were sonicated in ethyl acetate and rinsed 

in boiling dichloromethane (40 °C). The carboxylic acids groups were then deprotected by using 

potassium tert-butoxide in DMSO (for 90 s and then rinsed thoroughly with DMSO) and by 

finally using an acid solution (HCl) to protonate the active group. Finally, step 4 is the 

transformation of the functional headgroup into succinimidyl ester-terminated. This was 

performed by reaction with an aqueous solution of N-ethyl-N′-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)-

carbodiimide (EDC) and 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid (MES). After a few minutes in EDC 

solution, 1 mL of ethylenediamine is added to the solution for 1 h 30 min at room temperature. 
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Finally, the surface was rinsed with ultrapure water. During the last step, one amine group of the 

ethylenediamine molecule (H2N−CH2−CH2−NH2) reacts with the activated ester, leading to the 

attachment of the molecule via an amide bond (−(C=O)−NH−CH2−CH2−NH2). It is very 

unlikely that the ethylenediamine binds in a bridging configuration through its two amine ends 

because the molecule length (2.99 Å) is shorter than the typical distance between two COOH 

groups estimated from the Si−Si distance. Therefore, at the end of step 4, the resulting surface 

presents amine groups on top of the layer24,133,17. 

 

5.2.2 Attachment of gold nanoparticles 

 

Two different methods were used to prepare colloidal gold nanoparticles (AuNP):  

 

Turkevich AuNP.  

 

The citrate reduction method for synthesizing gold nanoparticles in water was pioneered 

by Turkevich et al. in 1951134 and modified by Frens in 1973135. It remains one of the most 

popular methods for producing spherical monodisperse gold nanoparticles. An aqueous solution 

of HAuCl4 (20 mL, 0.25 mM) was boiled under refluxing conditions and vigorous stirring. 

Sodium citrate was quickly added (1 mL, 18 mM), and the solution color changed from faintly 

yellowish to clear gray, purple, and finally dark purple within 2−3 min. The resulting AuNP have 

a diameter of typically 15 nm as already established136,137 and demonstrated below by AFM. In 

this reaction, citrate first acts as a reducing agent and tends to adsorb onto the metallic gold 
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clusters, slowing down their growth and resulting in size regulation. Moreover, citrate ions are 

negatively charged such that the nanoparticles repel each other138,139.  

 

Ascorbic Acid Nanoparticles (asc-AuNP).  

 

The asc-AuNP were synthesized following a method described elsewhere140. Typically, 

200 μL of an aqueous solution of HAuCl4+3H2O (10 g. L−1 of gold) was added to 25 mL of 

water at around 2 °C (ice-cooled) in a beaker. Then, 1.5 mL of a Na2CO3 solution (21.2 g.L−1) 

and 1 mL of an ascorbic acid solution (7 g.L−1) were added under vigorous stirring. The solution 

became instantaneously dark red.  

 

Attachment on the surface 

 

Deposition of AuNP on the organic monolayer was performed by dipping the 

functionalized silicon substrate into the colloidal solutions. The attachment occurs through the 

interaction between the −NH2 moiety of the organic layer and gold surface. In the case of 

Turkevich AuNP the maximum nanoparticle coverage is reached after 1 h and occurs with an 

initial step of electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged citrate and the −NH3
+ end 

group which is protonated due to the acidity of the Turkevich solution (pH = 5). In the case of 

the asc-AuNP, the solution was first acidified to pH = 6 with a 0.1 M hydrochloric acid solution. 

The solution color remained unchanged. The functionalized silicon surface was dipped into the 

AuNP solutions for 12 min, allowing the particles to become grafted onto the amino-terminated 
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surface while remaining well separated. In both cases, the substrate was cleaned after the dipping 

by several rinses in deionized water and dried with a nitrogen gas stream. 

5.3 Characterization 

5.3.1 Characterization of the SAM 

FTIR characterization of the GOM 

 

All FTIR spectra were taken using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer from Thermo 

Scientific equipped with a DTGS detector in transmission mode at an angle of incidence of 64° 

with respect to the Si surface normal in a dry N2(g)-purged atmosphere and with an unpolarized 

IR beam. The spectra were obtained after the initial molecular attachment and deprotection of the 

carboxylic acid, i.e., after step 3. The reference spectra were recorded in both cases using the 

oxide-free, fully hydrogen-terminated Si(111) surfaces. In the case of SiC11, no oxide was 

detected. This surface remains robust against oxidation as evidenced by the absence of any 

detectable absorption at 1080 and 1240 cm−1 (TO and LO modes of SiO2 oxide) in Figure 5.2. In 

the case of SiC7 a negligible amount of oxide shows up at 1080 cm−1. This oxide uptake is due to 

the time spent by the sample in air, needed for recording the FTIR spectra, and this 

characterization step was discarded for the samples used for STM measures. The negative peak 

at 2093 cm−1 is due to the replacement of Si−H bonds with Si−C bonds in the hydrosilylation 

process. Knowing that a fully hydrogen-terminated Si surface exhibits a Si−H line with an area 

of 0.08 cm−1, an area comparison between the Si−H peak before and after molecular grafting 

shows that a coverage of roughly 1/2 of the surface is obtained for the SiC11 and slightly more 
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for the SiC7. Half of the hydrogen atoms remain on the unreacted silicon atoms as depicted in 

Figure 5.1. The peak at 1713 cm−1 is assigned to the terminal C=O bond. The two peaks at 1280 

and 1410 cm−1 correspond to the C−O bonds, and the 1461 cm−1 band is due to the bending 

mode of the methylene groups of the alkyl chains. The positive peaks in the range of 2880 and 

2920 cm−1 are due to the CH2 chains. They exhibit a higher area in the case of SiC11, confirming 

the presence of a longer chain. 

 

Figure 5.2: FTIR transmission spectra showing the organic monolayer fabrication when the 
surface is terminated with carboxylic acid at step 3 (see Scheme 3). The monolayer was obtained 
by hydrosilylation with ethyl undecylenate (abbreviated SiC11, spectrum a) and ethyl 6-
heptenoate (SiC7, spectrum b). The reference spectra were recorded in both cases using the 
oxide-free, fully hydrogenated Si(111)-(1 × 1) surface. These spectra demonstrate that the 
hydrosilylation process occurs without oxidizing the silicon substrate. From Caillard et al. 
Langmuir (2013). 
 

XPS characterization of the GOM 

 

Surface analysis after molecular grafting using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy after 

step 2 confirms that there is no oxide present (see Figure 5.3) and gave almost identical results 
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for both monolayers: in the vicinity of Si 2p core level shift, there is no evidence of Si oxidation 

(i.e., at 103.2 eV). Moreover, the C1s region shows the specific peaks corresponding to the ester 

(290.0 eV), the C−O bond (288.0 eV), the C−C bond (285.0 eV), and the Si−C bond (284.5 eV). 

This last peak is less intense than the C−O and the ester peaks because it corresponds to carbon 

located deeper in the sample; i.e., fewer photoelectrons can escape. An additional peak is also 

observed at 286 eV and is attributed to organic contamination because of exposure to air after 

surface chemistry during transport to the XPS chamber. 

 

Figure 5.3: XPS characterization of SiC11 and SiC7 molecules after hydrosilylation. The C1s 
peaks between 284.5 and 290.0 eV observed for both SiC7 (a) and SiC11 (b) confirm that the 
molecules are grafted on the surface. The Si 2p regions for SiC7 (c) and SiC11 (d) contain no 
evidence of oxidation. From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
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Ellipsometry characterization of the GOM 

 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were also performed on the samples using an 

HORIBA Jobin Yvon ellipsometer (iHR320). After organic modification, the thickness and the 

dielectric constant of each organic layer are determined using a simple two-layer model similarly 

to previous study7. The thicknesses of the layers derived from the results are 1.6 nm for the SiC11 

and 1.3 nm for the SiC7. These results are in agreement with the expected values (1.67 and 1.28 

nm, respectively) calculated from the geometric considerations: bond lengths and orientation of 

the molecule. 

 

5.3.2 AuNP characterization 

 

AFM was performed on these surfaces using the tapping mode with a Digital Instrument 

DI-3000 (Figure 5.4a) or a Multimode-8 instrument from Veeco (Figure 5.4b) and were 

processed with the software WSxM141. In the case of the Turkevich AuNP, the deposition was 

carried out as a test experiment to make sure that attachment occurred on the oxide-free 

monolayer investigated here similarly to what had been previously demonstrated in other 

publications dealing with monolayer on oxidized silanized silicon surfaces142,136. The amino-

terminated monolayer layer was confirmed as being very efficient at immobilizing the 

nanoparticles7, and the AFM images acquired in tapping mode showed no indication that the 

AuNP were moved by the tip. However, Turkevich nanoparticles are too large (diameter ~15 nm) 
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to exhibit Coulomb blockade at room temperature since this phenomenon requires NPs diameter 

around 5 nm. Therefore, we concentrate on the asc-AuNP. As shown in Figure 5.4b, the asc-

AuNP are randomly distributed over the organic layer and there was no aggregation. Based on 

their profile height, the average size of the nanoparticles is 9.5 nm (standard deviation of 2.5 

nm). Practically, this means that it is possible to find nanoparticles with a diameter between 4 

and 15 nm on a typical AFM or STM image. The roughness of the underlying substrate without 

nanoparticles was measured to be 0.36 nm. 

 

Figure 5.4: AFM images in tapping mode of AuNP deposited on highly ordered monolayers on 
Si(111)-(1 × 1) surfaces. The Turkevich nanoparticles (a, c) were deposited on the SiC11 organic 
layer and the asc-AuNP (b, d) on a SiC7 organic layer. From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
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5.3.3 STM characterization of the assembled system 

 

STM images of the two kinds of organic-functionalized surfaces (see Figure 5.1) were 

recorded in UHV at room temperature prior to AuNP deposition, as shown in Figure 5.5a and b. 

The surfaces are remarkably flat with a rms roughness of 0.33 and 0.38 nm, respectively, in 

agreement with AFM experiments, which indicates that the monolayer is very well ordered. The 

surface shown in Figure 5.5a exhibits parallel lines that are attributed to the silicon terraces9. 

The inset in Figure 5.5b shows that 3 nm large protrusions can be resolved, corresponding to 

bundles of ∼10 molecules142. STM imaging found no notable differences between SiC7 and 

SiC11 surfaces. 

 

After the asc-AuNPs were grafted ex situ as described above, the samples were analyzed 

again by STM. As evidenced in Figure 5.5c and Figure 5.5d, AuNP are clearly visible, with a 

topographic distribution comparable to what was measured by AFM (Figure 5.4). The AuNP 

were strongly attached and could not been displaced by the STM tip as might occur on other 

systems such as self-assembled monolayer on Au(111). The diameters of two particles (marked 

with a cross in Figure 5.5c and Figure 5.5d) were evaluated, taking advantage of their height 

and found to be 7.5 nm for both particles. 
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Figure 5.5: STM images (100 × 100 nm2) of different surfaces of organic layers grafted with a 
Si−C bond to the Si(111) substrate. Surfaces (a) and (c) were prepared with the long chain 
molecule (SiC11) and surfaces (b) and (d) with the shorter chain (SiC7). Inset in image (b) is a 20 
× 20 nm2 zoom of the surface with an enhanced contrast showing the molecular bundles on the 
surface. On both surfaces, asc-AuNPs have been grafted through the −NH2 terminal group of the 
organic monolayer (images c and d). The cross indicates the AuNP where STS was performed. 
Images (a) and (b) have been recorded at room temperature and images (c) and (d) at low 
temperatures (25 and 37 K, respectively). Scanning conditions are given on the images (gap 
voltage and current set point). From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
 

5.4 Results and discussion 

5.4.1 STS measurements 

 

After acquiring an STM image, the current−voltage spectra I(V) were recorded on 

various AuNP selected on the basis of their size (closest to 5 nm) and having sufficient 
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separation from neighboring particles. The tip was placed above each AuNP at a distance 

determined by the current set point used for imaging, typically between 20 and 50pA. At ca. 40 

K, the typical lateral drift was 0.4 nm/min after 1h stabilization time. For each image and before 

I(V) acquisition, this drift was precisely calculated, and a correction was applied so that the tip 

did not move more than 0.01 nm over a nanoparticle during data acquisition. After having 

switched off the feedback loop, a series of 40 spectra were acquired and averaged. However, a 

few curves were usually dropped from the averages because of tip mechanical instability. As 

depicted in Figure 5.6, positioning the STM tip over a gold nanoparticle creates a double barrier 

tunnel junction (DBTJ). The first barrier is composed of the organic layer and the second of the 

vacuum gap between the tip and the nanoparticle. This system can be electrically modeled by the 

circuit represented in Figure 5.6 where each tunnel junction is represented by a capacitance and 

a resistance in parallel. If the two junctions are symmetric, the I=f(V) curve exhibits a Coulomb 

blockade region (−e/2C < V < e/2C) where no current flows through the DBTJ, and an Ohmic 

behavior is expected outside this region. On the other hand, if the DBTJ is asymmetric, the 

I=f(V) curve is staircase-like, and the number of extra electrons simultaneously present in the 

island is a discrete number directly controlled by V68. About 100 AuNPs were investigated under 

different conditions: three different temperature ranges (room temperature, 100 K with liquid 

nitrogen, and 25−40 K with liquid helium cooling), two different monolayer thicknesses (C7 and 

C11), two different substrate doping, and several AuNP diameters ranging from 4 to 10 nm. In 

this chapter, we select a few examples to illustrate the performance of this organic monolayer-

based system, and we restrict ourselves to nanoparticles of one size. Further considerations 

regarding the dependence of STS with NP size will be given in CHAPTER 7. 
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Figure 5.6: Configuration Used To Build a Double Barrier Tunnel Junction with the Tip of the 
STM Placed above a Nanoparticle. From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
 

5.4.2 Coulomb blockade 

 

I(V) spectra on three AuNP of similar size (8 nm) are presented in Figure 5.7: two 

spectra were recorded with the same SiC11 monolayer, but with two different substrate doping 

levels. The third spectrum was taken on the thinner SiC7 layer. They illustrate the understanding 

of the influence of the thickness of the tunnel barrier and the influence of the semiconductor 

doping level on electron transport. The spectra were recorded at low temperatures (25, 37, and 

100 K, respectively). In all three samples, Coulomb staircases were clearly observed (top graph 

of Figure 5.7) and are evidenced by differentiating the i(V) spectrum and calculating 

(di/dV)/(i/V). The quantity di/dV is proportional to the local density of states (LDOS) and allows 

detecting the electrostatic energy levels generated by Coulomb blockade in the metallic island143. 
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Each Coulomb oscillation in the differentiated curve corresponds to a step of the Coulomb 

staircase, indicative of an additional electron stored in the nanoparticle. These results 

demonstrate that the quality of an organic monolayer on silicon can be such that they act as a 

local tunnel barrier between the substrate and a metallic nanoparticle and that it is possible to 

prevent an insulating oxide from being spontaneously formed. However, the exact Coulomb 

blockade behavior depends on many parameters such as the size and shape of nanoparticles, their 

crystallinity144, the presence of an organic surfactant on the nanoparticle, and the actual bonding 

between the nanoparticle and the organic layer. These delicate issues have barely been 

investigated in the literature so far, and we do not address them in detail in the present chapter. A 

further analysis of our acquired data set will be reported in CHAPTER 6 and will focus on the 

transport measurements in a more statistical approach. Nevertheless, we checked that on the 

three nanoparticles discussed herein Coulomb blockade was repeatedly observed during a 

measurement campaign and that for a given particle the positions of the di/dV peaks were 

reproduced within an interval of 0.08 V. 
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Figure 5.7: Tunnel spectroscopy on 8 nm nanoparticles at low temperatures (25, 100, and 37 K, 
respectively) showing Coulomb staircases (upper graph) and its derivative (di/dV)/(i/V) (lower 
graph). Each peak of the derivative corresponds to a supplemental electron added to the 
nanoparticles. Spectra (a) and (c) were recorded on the AuNP marked with a cross in Figure 
5.5c and Figure 5.5d, respectively. The silicon substrates were n-doped in all cases with a 
carrier density of 4.1014 cm−3, 7.1017 cm−3, and 2.1018 cm−3, respectively. From Caillard et al. 
Langmuir (2013). 
 

In the case of the low doped substrate (Nd = 6.1014 cm−3) and with the SiC11 layer (curve 

a in Figure 5.7), the current onset is measured at V0 = 1.37 V, and the second step shows up at V1 

= 1.87 V (see Table 5.1 for an overview of the relevant experimental values). According to the 
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theory developed for Coulomb phenomena on metals70,68, the step position is given by 

Vn = (2n + 1)e2/2C: the current onset is expected at a potential that is the half of the step width. 

Obviously this is not the case in the present experiments since V0 ≠ 1/2(V1 − V0). In order to 

understand the reason for this apparent discrepancy, the doping of the substrate was increased to 

Nd = 7.1017 cm −3, keeping the same molecular insulating layer and the same nanoparticle 

diameter. In this case the current onset was lowered to V0 = 0.85 V, and the first step is measured 

at V1 = 1.22 V (curve b in Figure 5.7). The difference between the measured and theoretical 

onset is due to the strong band bending effect occurring in silicon substrates and particularly in 

those that are low doped. These effects are qualitatively shown in Figure 5.8 where the energy 

profile is drawn as a function of the distance away from the silicon surface. This scheme clearly 

shows the two barriers that an electron needs to cross in order to travel from the substrate to the 

STM tip. In the present case, both barriers are of the order of 1 nm and an electron can tunnel 

through them. 

 

 

Table 5.1: Electric Characteristics of the Coulomb Staircases Measured with Our Silicon 
Substratesa. From Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
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Figure 5.8: Energy Diagram of the DBTJ.  The first barrier tunnel junction is between the 
silicon and the selected AuNP, and the second BTJ is between this AuNP and the STM tip. From 
Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
 

 The profile is derived from the work functions of all the materials of the DBTJ, knowing 

that the Fermi levels should be aligned through the entire structure when no bias is applied145,146. 

For the first barrier tunnel junction (denoted BTJ #1), the work function of silicon WSi is given 

by the sum of the electron affinity of silicon χSi and the energy difference ξ = EC − EF,Si such that 

WSi = χSi + ξ ≈ 4.4 eV. χSi is slightly attenuated by the electrostatic dipole generated by the 

molecular layer. The molecular dipole δ is independent of the applied bias and was evaluated at 

around −0.4 V in similar cases125,147. In Figure 5.8 this dipole shows up as a shift of the vacuum 

level indicative of an electric field close to the organic surface. The Fermi levels of silicon and 

gold are aligned at equilibrium, and since the work function of gold is WAu = 5.1 eV, it results in 

the creation of an electric field between the two materials so that the bands of the semiconductor 

tend to bend upward even at zero applied bias. As a consequence of this band bending, an 
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interface potential is generated, denoted    in Figure 5.8. When a positive bias VSi is applied as 

depicted in case b of Figure 5.8, the band bending is amplified and the electron needs to roll up 

this supplemental hill to reach the tip. As a result, a supplemental amount of energy needs to be 

provided, which is done by further increasing the applied voltage VSi. This effect is all the more 

important when the doping is low. This explains why the steps of the Coulomb staircases were 

detected at higher potential for the low doped samples. Therefore, band bending has two 

consequences: first, the actual interface potential applied to the silicon/organic layer/AuNP 

system is much weaker than the external potential applied by the STM tip, and the electrons need 

to climb this supplemental barrier. Second, the process depends on the thickness of this barrier, 

which can be very thin in the case of high doping allowing the charges to tunnel through it. This 

is not the case for low doped substrates due to band bending. The band bending potential at zero 

bias has been evaluated to be +0.60 V for low n-doped substrate (1015 cm−3) and +0.50 V for 

highly n-doped silicon (1019 cm−3) by Cahen’s group83. Hacker found a value of +0.26 V with 

low n-doped substrate (4.1014 cm−3)125. Although these two values differ, probably because of the 

different ways of estimating the molecular interface dipole, they confirm the order of magnitude 

of the voltage shift observed in our experiments. 

 

Finally, with the shorter SiC7 monolayer, the Coulomb phenomena are even more 

pronounced, as shown in curve c of Figure 5.7: the steps are clearly visible, and the current is 

stronger due to a higher conductance of this thinner organic layer. The current onset is detected 

at 0.80 V, very similar to curve b, because the doping level and nanoparticle diameters are 

identical. The step widths are also comparable. It is not possible to compare the step height since 
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the tunneling conditions were not the same for these three experiments (see last column of Table 

5.1), and the actual tip−nanoparticle distances differ and are unknown in all three cases. 

 

The inset in Figure 5.7 illustrates another consequence of working with a low doped 

substrate. With the high doped substrate, the i(V) is almost symmetric with stairs in positive and 

reverse bias. At positive and reverse biases, the current onset is measured at +0.80 and −0.89 V, 

respectively. However, for a low doped substrate, no current is detected in reverse bias, and the 

junction behaves like a Schottky diode. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 

For the first time, a self-assembled monolayer made with organic molecules covalently 

grafted on oxide-free silicon has been used for measuring Coulomb blockade. This grafted 

organic monolayer consists of a highly ordered 10-carboxydecyl grafted organic monolayer on 

silicon which is further modified with an amine termination designed for covalently attaching 

colloidal gold nanoparticles. By using the tip of an UHV-STM system, above a gold 

nanoparticle, a double barrier tunnel junction was formed and was found to exhibit clear 

Coulomb staircase, as evident in the I−V plots. The influence of the doping level of the silicon 

substrates on the electrical behavior of this system has been investigated. Low doped substrates 

induce a strong band bending near the Si/organic layer/Au junction, so such that the actual 

interface potential is much lower than the applied bias. The step width of the Coulomb staircases 
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is therefore increased, compared to the case of highly doped silicon. Finally, the hydrosilylation 

method for preparing the organic layer was successfully applied for attaching shorter molecules, 

and we also investigated the influence of monolayer thickness on the step heights. Results 

suggest that the step heights are found to be higher for the thinner monolayer as expected. These 

results open a way for using such grafted organic monolayers on oxide-free silicon as active 

layers for molecular electronics. Now that Coulomb blockade is clearly established, and that the 

influence of using a semiconducting substrate was qualitatively discussed we will determine the 

parameters that need to be optimized to obtain more reproductive results (CHAPTER 6). In the 

end CHAPTER 7 will present how to adjust a proper model for understanding in details this 

single electron transport. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONTROLLING THE REPRODUCIBILITY OF COULOMB BLOCKADE 

PHENOMENA FOR GOLD NANOPARTICLES ON AN ORGANIC 

MONOLAYER/SILICON SYSTEM 
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This chapter is the reproduction of a recently submitted paper in Nanotechnology (published by 

IOP Science): 

L. Caillard, S. Sattayaporn, A-F. Lamic-Humblot, S. Casale, P. Campbell, Y. J. Chabal, O. 

Pluchery. Controlling the reproducibility of Coulomb blockade phenomena for gold 

nanoparticles on an organic monolayer/silicon system, 2014. 

 

This is a study on the parameters that have an influence on the reproducibility of single electron 

transport observations using our system. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

Molecular electronics emerged as a leading research topic because molecular 

architectures make possible to engineer structures that inorganic crystalline semiconductor could 

not produce. The achievements of molecular electronics have made possible the invention of 

plastic electronics, of printed electronics, of organic LED to cite a few examples86,148,128. 

Molecular assemblies can be engineered so that they form periodic structures, and give rise to 

macroscopic electrical properties in a similar way as the lattice periodicity in semiconductor 

according to Bloch theorem. However the coupling of molecular structures with standard silicon 

technology requires a control down to the atomic level of the interface between molecular layer 

and a semiconductor substrate. This field of research still requires sustained efforts to reach a 

high level of liability and reproducibility108,148,128 At the heart of the problem lies the question of 
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interface quality between the active molecular layer and the silicon substrate. Interface issues are 

already well known within the realm of standard inorganic electronics, for which the control of 

interface state density is a key parameter that drives the device performance. Such control is also 

needed for organic layers in order to perform reliable electronic functions, such as driving 

charges with high mobility, storing electrons120, or providing a controllable electron flow for 

transistor applications122,121. Controlling the interface quality means controlling simultaneously 

the atomic/molecular organization and the amount of  trapped charges123 or leakage current84. In 

the present study, we investigate the possibility of using hybrid interfaces made of highly 

ordered molecular layers on semiconductor surfaces for single charge electronics. This next-

generation electronics is based on Coulomb blockade and is generated in a structure made of  a 

double-junction tunneling barrier (DBTJ).70  

 

Coulomb blockade is a phenomenon where electrons are driven one-by-one through an 

island which is often a metallic nanoparticle. In term of energy, adding one more electron in the 

island structure costs an electrostatic energy given by e2/2C where C is the equivalent 

capacitance of the structure and e the elemental charge. This capacitance depends on the 

geometry of the architecture such as the nanoparticle diameter, its shape and its distance to the 

electrodes. The particle must be at the nanometer scale in order to be able to observe this 

phenomenon at room temperature because the electrostatic energy e2/2C should be far larger than 

kT. In a practical way, single electron phenomena are detected as a stepwise increase of the 

current going through the island, upon increase of the applied potential. These staircase-like I-V 

curves open the route to a built-in logical electronics where the discrete nature of the current is 
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used to directly implement logical functions56,57,59. Single charge electronics have received a 

strong interest from the scientific community in the early 2000s149,150,143 and more recently some 

single electron transistors have already been fabricated82,151,152,153 as well as memory cells154,58. 

Notable works have shown that it was possible to obtain single-electron transistors by self 

assembling gold nanoparticles on a substrate153 or between metallic electrodes152. But there are 

very few examples of Coulomb blockade obtained with one electrode being semiconducting. 

Single charge transport was observed in a  silicon nanopillar engineered in a way that it includes 

two tunnel barriers in series.80 An interesting prototype was obtained on a bulk silicon using 

photolithography82, but here also, source and drain were established by metallic contacts 

(chromium). Moreover, the yield for fabricating operational transistors remained really low 

(1%). In the literature and to the best of our knowledge two studies describe single charge 

architectures where one of the electrodes is a semiconductor substrate: Radjokovic et al. reported 

it 1996 but their results are frequency dependent and are then more likely to be artifacts115 (see 

CHAPTER 7.4.1) and Tedesco et al. in 2010 acknowledge the difficulty to observe reliable 

single electron transport and stress the importance of the depletion layer in SCs155. Therefore 

using silicon substrate as an electrode is needed to move towards the compatibility with CMOS 

technology. In order to fulfill the requirement of compatibility and of reproducibility at the 

molecular scale, self assembly methods are probably the most promising way.156 It is especially 

true when working with silicon interfaces where the quick uptake of native oxide generates 

interface trapped charges5. Ever since the discovery of atomically flat hydrogen-terminated 

silicon (111) surfaces in 19895 many chemical processes have been developed to graft molecules 

in lieu and place of the hydrogen, whether by using thermal activation6,7,8,125, UV 
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activation8,9,10,126, electrochemical activation11,12 or chlorination8,13,127. The electrical properties 

of the resulting surfaces have been investigated in the context of electronic application128. For 

instance, the work function of such surface has been measured and vary from 4 to 5eV 

depending on the termination13. Results also show that surfaces with very few defects can be 

achieved14,16,17,51,133,157. A density of interface states as low as Dit=2.1011 cm-2 eV-1 has been 

measured on (n) Si(111) functionalized surfaces51. These Si(111) surfaces are stable for a several 

hours in ambient conditions and can remain oxide-free after several post chemical treatments for 

grafting either gold nanoparticles123 or quantum dots21. As a comparison, hydrogen-terminated 

(SiH) surfaces remain stable only a few minutes in typical ambient air (i.e. with some radicals, 

ozone, and low level corrosive gases), typically leading to levels of surface oxidation that are too 

high for electrical devices (e.g., the efficiency of silicon solar cells158 are severely degraded when 

Di>1013 cm-2 eV-1 ). In contrast, organically functionalized surfaces remain stable for several 

days15. The quality of the grafted monolayer is critical for several reasons: it allows the stable 

attachment of a gold nanoparticle, it provides a protecting layer on top of the silicon in order to 

prevent the creation of electron traps due to oxidation, and it is used as an insulator with a 

controlled thickness between the AuNP and the Si bulk 

 

In the present work, we focus on a double barrier tunnel junction where one junction is 

formed by a molecular layer situated between a gold nanoparticle (AuNP) and a silicon substrate, 

and the second junction is formed by the gap between the AuNP and the tip of a scanning 

tunneling microscope (STM) as depicted in Figure 6.1a. We review how to obtain reproducible 

Coulomb blockade behaviors and what are the effects of several key parameters, such as the 
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nanoparticle size, shape and crystallinity, as well as the quality of the GOM and the effect of 

aging of the silicon substrate (local oxidation). 

 

Observation of Coulomb blockade and a Coulomb staircase is carried out with an STM in 

UHV (10-11 Torr) at low temperatures (30-40K), as demonstrated earlier.16 However, as shown in 

this earlier work, the reproducibility of the single-electron transport measurements is a real 

challenge. Coulomb blockade is highly sensitive to the actual morphology and electronic 

properties of the two tunnel junctions. Figure 6.1c shows an STS curve with clear Coulomb 

staircase features obtained on a 6.0 nm AuNP at 40K. However a nearby NP with the same 

morphological characteristics, exhibit no Coulomb blockade even after several tries of data 

acquisitions (Figure 6.1d). The reasons for this no-show are multiple and seven of them are 

schematically depicted on Figure 6.1b: (1) the size of the NP measured by STM might be biased 

since STM topography is based on mapping the LDOS; (2) NP might not be spherical; (3) the 

fact that NP are mono or polycrystalline may also affect the electron transport; (4) the colloidal 

NP might still be surrounded by ligands which will influence the behavior of the tunnel 

junctions; (5) the GOM is made of small molecular domains and at the boundaries the electrical 

properties may fluctuate; (6) the STM tip is not perfectly stable and therefore the second junction 

also fluctuates; and finally (7) the passivation against substrate oxidation carried out by the GOM 

is limited in time and local electrical defects progressively arise. Unfortunately, there is no easy 

experimental setup that allows measuring simultaneously an STS curve and probing the 

parameters listed above. Therefore we will draw our conclusions on a basis of a statistical 

approach. 
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the DBTJ used in the present work for measuring Coulomb blockade in the 
ideal case (a) and in the real experiments where many imperfections may affect the STS 
measures: (1) inaccurate NP size, (2) non-spherical shape, (3) polycrystalline particles, (4) 
remains of molecular ligands, (5) molecular domains boundaries (6) tip instabilities and (7) 
local substrate oxidation. On a same sample, two close-by nanoparticles may exhibit clear 
Coulomb blockade I-V curves (c) or nothing detectable like in graph (d).  

 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Sample preparation  

Surface preparation 

 

Functionalization of atomically flat, H-terminated Si surfaces has been described 

previously.16 Briefly, a 500 micron-thick Si(111) sample is cut into 15x38mm rectangle from a 

N-doped silicon wafer (polished on both sides) with a resistivity of 0.02Ω.cm. It is cleaned in a 
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piranha solution (H2SO4+H2O2 3:2) for 15min at 80°C. The native oxide layer is then stripped 

using a diluted HF (10%) solution for 30sec. The H-terminated surface is etched in a NH4F 

(40%) solution for 2min30 at room temperature to get an atomically flat surface21. The oxide-

free monohydride-terminated sample is then immersed in a neat solution of 10-carboxydecyl 

(SiC11, long carbon chain) or in a neat solution of 6-carboxydecyl (SiC7, short carbon chain). The 

SiC11 grafting is done in a heated solution (200°C), which has been degassed (oxygen free) 

through three successive freezing-pump-thaw cycles using liquid nitrogen. The reaction lasts for 

4 hours. The SiC7 grafting is done using UV activation in a customized quartz cell where the 

sample is sandwiched between two quartz slides in a N2(g)-purged glove box. It is then irradiated 

(with 253, 350 and 375 nm wavelengths) for 4h. UV activation is used for the SiC7 molecules to 

reduce the amount of chemical needed: thermal hydrosilylation requires a higher amount of 

molecules and would require SiC7 molecules to be diluted in mesitylene. The latter has a boiling 

point of 164.7°C, requiring a reaction temperature lower than the preferred 200°C and leading to 

a lower quality surface.  

 

After the reaction, both samples are rinsed in boiling dichloromethane (40°C). Amine-

terminated surfaces are obtained by deprotection for 1min30 in a potassium-tert-butoxide 

solution using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as solvent, and activation for 1min in N-ethyl-N’-(3-

(dimethylamino)propyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) before adding ethylenediamine to the solution and 

keeping it at room temperature for 1h30. The resulting surfaces exhibit an amine group on top of 

the layer as shown in the inset of Fig. 1-a.17,24,133 The samples are then characterized with X-ray 
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photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

measurements in order to assess their quality.  

 

Gold nanoparticle preparation 

 

Gold nanoparticles can then be chemically attached on the amine head groups. Three 

different synthesis methods have been used to prepare the AuNPs. All the chemicals were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

- Turkevich method: The citrate reduction method for synthesizing gold nanoparticles in 

water was pioneered by Turkevich et al. in 1951134 and modified by Frens in 1973135. As of 

today it is one of the most popular methods to synthesize spherical monodisperse gold 

nanoparticles. An aqueous solution of HAuCl4 (20 mL, 0.25 mM) is heated up at 100°C with 

vigorous stirring. Tri-Sodium citrate is quickly added (1 mL, 18 mM), resulting in a change of 

color from yellow to purple within 4−5 min. In this reaction, citrate is first used as a reducing 

agent but also tends to adsorb onto the metallic gold clusters. It results in a size regulation of the 

obtained nanoparticle because the process is slowed down. Moreover, citrate ions are negatively 

charged such that the nanoparticles repel each other138,139. 

- Ascorbic acid method: The method used to synthesize nanoparticles with ascorbic acid 

is described elsewhere140. Typically, 200 μL of an aqueous solution of HAuCl4:3H2O (10 g L−1 

of gold) is added to 25 mL of water at around 0°C (ice-cooled) in a beaker. Then, 1.5 mL of a 

Na2CO3 solution (21.2 g L−1) and 1 mL of an ascorbic acid solution (7 g L−1) are added under 

vigorous stirring. The solution becomes instantaneously dark red. 
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- Natan method: This synthesis is based on the work of Natan and al159 then modified by 

Dong and al160. It is a modified version of the previously described Turkevich method. 2ml of 

HAuCl4 (aq) 1% are added to 2ml of sodium citrate (aq) 1% in 100ml of water at 0°C. 1,5ml of a 

0.075% solution of NaBH4 is then added, resulting in a spontaneous color change to dark red. 

 

 Attachment of gold nanoparticles:  

 

Both Turkevich method and Natan method deposition are performed by simply dipping 

the functionalized surfaces in the colloidal solutions. Turkevich AuNPs are deposited during a 

30 min dipping time whereas 1 min only is needed with the Natan technique. The ascorbic acid 

gold nanoparticle deposition requires a prior step before dipping that consist of lowering the pH 

solution to 6 with a 0.1 M hydrochloric acid solution. A deposition of 12 min is then performed 

to get the desired surface coverage. Several rinsing with deionized water is then needed to 

remove the loose nanoparticles after each deposition. All samples are then dried with a nitrogen 

steam. For each method, the attachment relies on the interaction between the −NH2 moiety of the 

organic layer and the gold surface. 

 

6.2.2 Characterization techniques 

 

XPS analysis is performed with a Quantum 2000 Scanning ESCA Microprobe 

spectrometer (Physical Electronics, USA) equipped with a concentric hemispherical analyzer 

under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (10−10 mbar) and a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source 
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(1.5keV, filament current 20mA). Spectra are recorded at a 45° takeoff angle with respect to the 

surface. A sample area of 100μm × 100μm is analyzed with a pass energy of 46.95 eV for survey 

and 11.75eV for detailed elemental scans.  

 

FTIR spectra are acquired using Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer from Thermo 

Scientific equipped with a DTGS detector. Detection is performed in transmission at an angle of 

incidence of 74° with respect to the Si surface normal  in a dry N2(g)-purged atmosphere. In 

transmission, both sides are probed, thus increasing the signal, since both sides receive the same 

treatment during wet chemical functionalization.  

 

Investigation of gold nanoparticle properties with Transmission electron microscope 

(TEM): TEM images are collected with a JEOL 2010 microscope operating at 200 kV equipped 

with a charge-coupled device camera. Particle size measurements are performed with “ImageJ” 

(Image processing and analysis in Java, Open source). The limit of size detection is about 1 nm.  

 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of the attached nanoparticles are recorded 

using a commercial MultiMode® 8 Scanning Probe Microscope from Bruker Corporation. 

Silicon tips on nitride cantilevers (with a resonance frequency of ~50-70 kHz and a force 

constant of 0.4 N/m) are used. The AFM is operated in tapping mode. Images are obtained at a 

constant speed of 1 Hz with a resolution of 512 lines of 512 pixels each. In our study, AFM was 

used as the main characterization tool to monitor the density of the gold nanoparticles after 

deposition on silicon.  
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Scanning Tunneling microscopy (STM) is carried out with a commercial apparatus 

(Omicron VT-STM) in which the sample can be cooled down to 30-40 K with a coldfinger in 

contact with liquid helium. The base pressure of the chamber is 3.10-11 mbar. After acquiring an 

STM image, current−voltage spectra I-V are recorded with scanning tunneling spectroscopy 

(STS) on various AuNP having sufficient separation from neighboring particles. The tip is placed 

above a given AuNP at a distance determined by the current set point used for imaging (typical 

values for imaging are from 20 to 50pA). A temperature of 40K is obtained with a constant He 

flow that leads to a lateral drift of roughly 0.4 nm/min after 1h stabilization time. For each image 

and before I(V) acquisition, this drift is precisely calculated, and a correction is applied so that 

the tip does not move more than 0.01 nm over a nanoparticle during data acquisition. Series of 

10 sweeps are then acquired for each measurement. Several measurements are done on each 

AuNP. Each curve however is treated individually since the tip can move or vibrate during a 

sweep, which sometimes alters the I-V curve. 

 

6.3 Results  

 

Observation of single electron transport has been optimally achieved using a short 

organic monolayer (SiC7) on AuNP synthesized with Natan method as shown in Figure 6.1c and 

Figure 6.7. A nanoparticle will be considered “consistently active” when it exhibits consistent 

single electron behavior: i.e. a characteristic Coulomb staircase behavior is observed for more 

than two third of the sweeps. In contrast, an AuNP will be considered “occasionally active” 
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when it only displays single electron behavior on occasion, i.e. between one third and two third 

of the time. Several issues can account for this more “erratic” behavior. The approach adopted in 

the present study is based on statistics in order to draw some general conclusions on the effects 

from the parameters listed in the following. 

 

6.3.1 Nanoparticle size and shape 

 

From TEM images we obtain a size distribution of each colloidal solution, as illustrated 

in Figure 6.2. As reported in the literature136,137 the Turkevich method provides particles with a 

narrow size distribution and a diameter than can be adjusted at values above 12 nm by changing 

the ratio of citrate over HAuCl4. A ratio [citrate]/[HAuCl4] = 3 very reproducibly provides 

16.6 nm AuNP as measured for solution #5 in Table 6.1. Smaller particles are achieved with the 

ascorbic acid method (8.9 nm) but with a wider standard deviation (3.5 nm). This standard 

deviation can be narrowed to 1.3 nm by using NaBH4 as reducing agent and citrate as surfactant. 

This is the Natan method which leads to the production of NPs of intermediate size (6.6 nm). NP 

size was also assessed after deposition on the functionalized substrate with AFM and STM. A 

summary is provided in Table 6.1. The size measured with all three methods provides similar 

size distribution. Only with STM, sizes seem to be smaller of 1.0 to 1.5 nm. For example with 

solution #1 in Table 6.1, the same sample is analyzed with AFM provides 9.6 ±1.9 nm and 

8.1±2.1 nm with STM. There is no clear reason for a systematic size deviation with STM, even if 

topography is indirectly measured with STM. However the variation of the typical tip-sample 
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distance due to scanning over different material (NP to GOM) will not exceed 0.5 nm. Therefore 

the different sizes are due to the sampling. Numbers given below were obtained after analysis of 

30 to 100 AuNPs. 

 

Regarding the NP shape, the most regular NP (spherical) are the Turkevich ones with just 

4% of them displaying an aspect-ratio greater than 1.25. The aspect ratio of an ellipsoid is the 

ratio of the long axis over the short axis of the ellipse. On the other hand, ascorbic AuNPs tend to 

produce more non-spherical NP with 26% displaying an aspect-ratio greater than 1.25. On the 

other hand, Natan method produces just 8% of elliptic AuNP. Therefore, since Turkevich AuNP 

are too large for observing room temperature Coulomb blockade, Natan’s method seems to be 

the best option to have spherical and reproducible nanoparticles. 

 

NP type HR-TEM % with A/R >1.25 AFM STM 

Asc  - solution#1   9.6±1.9 8.1±2.1 
Asc  -  solution#2 8.9±1.9 26%   

Natan  -  solution#3 6.6±1.3 8% 6.6±1.3 5.5±1.8 
Turkevich  -  sol. #4   12.3±1.3 12.6±0.9 
Turkevich  -  sol. #5 16.6±1.6 4% 15.6±1.0  
 

Table 6.1: Size distribution of colloidal gold nanoparticles prepared by reduction of HAuCl4 
with three agents: ascorbic acid, NaBH4 with citrate (Natan method) or just citrate (Turkevich 
method). The sizes are measured with TEM, and also after deposition with AFM and STM. 
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6.3.2 Crystallinity of nanoparticles 

 

High Resolution TEM allows the identification of the crystalline character of the NP. For 

monocrystalline particles, parallel atomic planes are visible in the high resolution images. When 

the particles are polycrystalline, this alignment of planes does not span over the whole 

nanoparticle and sometimes two or three families of planes are identified. However sometimes, 

the electron beam cannot travel through the entire particle and this later might look as amorphous 

although it might be a misaligned single crystal. In this case, when it is not possible to determine 

the crystallinity of some particles these particles (roughly 20-25% of all the analyzed particles 

for each method) are labeled as “undefined”. As shown in Figure 6.2 and Table 2.2, Turkevich 

method produces polycrystalline NP exclusively. The preparation method with ascorbic acid 

produces 31% of monocrystalline particles and Natan synthesis 47%. Figure 6.2 summarizes this 

data for the size and crystallinity of nanoparticles. 
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Figure 6.2: TEM images of gold nanoparticles synthesized with Natan method (a, Natan, red), 
ascorbic acid method (b,AA, blue) and Turkevich method (c, Turk, green) with the size 
distribution for each methods. As an inset is added the proportion of monocrystalline (black, 
MC), polycrystalline (dark grey, PC) and undefined nanoparticles (light grey, A) for each 
synthesis method. Such distinction between monocrystalline and polycrystalline can be done 
because of the clear observation of grain boundaries on TEM images. Undefined nanoparticles 
are the one were crystallinity couldn’t be established as they appear featureless. In that case 
they could be amorphous or the orientation of the gold nanoparticle with respect to the electron 
beam couldn't allow a proper identification. Scale bars: 2nm. 
 

6.3.3 Nanoparticle coverage 

 

The nanoparticle coverage after deposition is evaluated with AFM. It must be adjusted so 

that on the one hand, a typical STM image (50x50nm²) contains a amount of particles large 

enough to be investigated using STS, and on the other hand the density in not too high for 

limiting the risk of clusters and electrical interaction between adjacent particles113. Figure 6.3 

shows typical AFM images of AuNP deposited with Natan’s method on a functionalized SiC7 

surface. Figure shows that one minute dipping of the functionalized silicon substrate in the Natan 
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NP suspension yields a nanoparticle coverage of 3.4x1010 NP.cm-2. If the NP were equally 

distant it would corresponds to an average particle-particle distance of 54 nm. The particle are 

expected to be well separated which is confirmed in the AFM image (Figure 6.3a). Notice that 

due to the convolution with the AFM tip, the NP diameter appears larger (20 nm typically) than 

the particle (height estimated with AFM: 6.6±1.3 nm). AFM image for Figure 6.3b is obtained 

after 5 min dipping and the coverage of 1.4x1011 NP.cm-2 produces an average first-neighbor 

distance of 27 nm. This suggests that an ideal density is around 1011 AuNP/cm² for 7 nm 

particles. Similar results were obtained with ascorbic NP and for a 12 min dipping, a coverage of 

7x109 NP.cm-2 has been measured. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.3: AFM images of Natan AuNP deposited on a functionalized surface. Two deposition 
times have been tested: 1min (a) and 5min (b). Scale bar: 50nm. 
 

6.3.4 Removal of ligand by annealing 

 

One origin of STS measurement instabilities might be the presence of ligands around the 

metallic nanoparticles. Ligands are organic molecules that prevent nanoparticles from 
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agglomerating when they are in the aqueous solution. However, they act as electric insulators 

with sometimes hardly predictable properties and this is why their removal is important. The 

three NP preparations we have selected for the present study are characterized by the ligands 

with weak adsorption strength: ascorbate for AuNPs prepared with ascorbic-acid and citrate for 

Turkevich and Natan techniques. Unlike thiol commonly used to stabilize gold nanoparticles, 

citrate and ascorbate are easily replaced by other adsorbates in solution161,162. This is why we 

investigate the effect of a short annealing in ultra-high vacuum (with temperature from 100 to 

250°C) on various samples as a way for removing the organic stabilizing layer. 

 

Regarding the effect on the deposited NP, they were checked with AFM before and after 

the 150 °C vacuum annealing process. The size distribution was found to be similar, as shown in 

Table 6.1. For a suspension of Ascorbic AuNP the average diameter was found to be 8.2+/-3.9 

nm before annealing and 9.6+/-4.4 nm after annealing. These results are in agreement with 

published results: the melting temperature of 5 nm AuNPs is known to be 800 °C163. Moreover 

no changes in the crystalline structure of the AuNPs was detected upon annealing at temperatures 

below 300°C164. 

 

Regarding the effects of annealing on the GOM, a surface is first imaged using our UHV-

STM at room temperature without any further treatment. Typical results show instability of the 

surface and difficulty in obtaining a clean image, in the form of horizontal lines in the images 

that are characteristic of sudden changes in the tunneling current measurement (Figure 6.4a). 

This is caused by molecules physisorbed on the surface such as water molecules, ligands of the 
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AuNP or molecules remaining from the deprotection, activation steps. These molecules tend to 

attach to the tungsten tip and create alternative current paths that result in highly unstable scans. 

Therefore annealing is a decisive step and three temperatures have been tested for a fixed 30 min 

annealing time. As shown in Figure 6.4 after a 250°C annealing, STM images show that the 

surface is damaged (Figure 6.4c): dark areas with almost no AuNPs are detected in many parts 

of sample. The alkyl chains grafted on silicon are known to be stable up to 400°C165. However, 

since these damaged area exhibit a significant decrease in the number of gold nanoparticles, the 

alteration must be at the top part of the molecule where the amine group is located. No single 

electron transport was observed on the few AuNP present in these areas (only 2 AuNP were 

encountered). Figure 6.4b shows a SiC11 GOM with Turkevich AuNP after a 200°C annealing. 

The STM imaging is straightforward and homogenous proving that the surface has not been 

damaged. For all the other experiments, we carried out an annealing at 150-200°C for 30 min 

under UHV and it proved to be optimal.  
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Figure 6.4: STM images of an activated SiC11 surface on silicon with gold nanoparticles 
deposited on top (using Turkevich technique). With no annealing (a), the surface is difficult to 
image due to a too high amount of physisorbed contaminants. With a 200°C annealing (b) we 
have a proper image but 250°C annealing (c) blue area start to appear on the surface that could 
be due to oxidation or degradation of the organic layer. Scale bar: 50nm. 
 

6.3.5 Quality of Si/GOM interface: 

 

It is well known that silicon quickly oxidizes166: for example the image of a clean 

Si(100)-2x1 is completely blurred after 5h STM imaging in a 10-10 mbar vacuum chamber, which 

corresponds to  5 sec stability in a 10-6 mbar vacuum chamber167. Silicon passivation is a serious 

challenge. The SiC7 and SiC11 surfaces studied in this work successfully take up this challenge 

and the influence of oxidation was studied as follows: some samples functionalized with SiC7 

were kept for two days in air. FTIR (see Figure 6.5) and XPS measurement (see Figure 6.6) 

reveal that oxidation is considerably slowed down as we already discussed in our previous 

study16,. In Figure 6.5, we show transmission FTIR data for the UV-SiC7 with the amine 

terminal group and referenced to the oxide-free H-terminated Si(111) surface. The negative peak 
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at 2083 cm−1 is due to the replacement of Si−H bonds with Si−C bonds during the UV 

hydrosilylation process. Comparison of the area of this peak with the positive one in the oxide-

free Si(111) spectra (referenced to the oxidized clean surface, not shown here) provides an 

estimate for hydrogen coverage of roughly ½ of the surface15. Half of the Si-H bonds were 

replaced by the active molecule in a homogeneous manner. The band at 1713 cm-1, corresponds 

to the C=O bond of the ester (see Figure 6.1a), the vibrations at 1280 and 1410 cm-1 correspond 

to the C-O bond, and 1461cm-1 is assigned to the bending mode of the methylene groups of the 

alkyl chain. The carbon chain is also identified by its 2855 and 2920 cm-1 stretch modes (CH2). 

The black spectrum corresponds to a pristine sample and the red spectrum to the same sample 

after two days in air. The latter shows evidence for some oxidation with absorption bands at 

1080 and 1240 cm−1 (TO and LO modes of SiO2), which are negligible for the pristine one. The 

presence of a third carbon peak at 2988cm-1 (CH3) suggests that there is some adventitious 

hydrocarbon at the surface as well. Figure 6.6 shows XPS measurements performed only on a 

UV-SiC7 sample right before gold attachment, as corresponding measurements on samples 

prepared by thermal hydrosilylation (SiC11) have already been published16. There is no intensity 

indicative of oxidation (i.e. a peak at 103.1eV) in the black curves, confirming that the sample 

remains stable when stored in a controlled atmosphere (N2(g) glove box with <0.1ppm of oxygen 

and water). The red curve shows that oxidation starts to form at the interface when the sample is 

placed in air for two days. An estimate of oxidation can be derived from the XPS measurements 

by comparing the area of the shifted core-level Si 2p peak at 103.1eV, normalized to the bulk Si, 

with the area of the C1s peak (associated with C=O) of a pristine surface (which represents ½ of 
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a monolayer). We estimate that the amount of oxidized silicon atoms correspond to 25% of a 

monolayer.  

 

STM images of the oxidized sample show some dark areas that differ from those 

observed when over-annealing the sample. They appear “more noisy”, an observation associated 

with oxidation. The insulating effect of the oxide makes the current less stable leading to this 

apparent “noise”, and preventing a good imaging of the topology. The images show that the 

oxidation is not homogeneous on the surface: it is a localized phenomenon, starting with a patch 

of silicon oxide that spreads with time. It is possible to encounter nanoparticles on these areas, 

but estimation of their size is inaccurate. Once again, no single-electron transport has been 

observed on AuNPs on or next to these areas, indicating that a clean oxide-free surface is 

necessary for devices purposes. For characterization purposes, a sample with some oxidized 

areas can still be used under UHV for single electron transport if NPs are selected away from 

these altered areas, i.e. measurements should only be performed on NPs grafted to oxide-free Si 

patches.  
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Figure 6.5: FTIR spectra of the functionalized surface after deprotection of the carboxylic acid 
for the SiC7 molecule (b) and after two days in air (a). All the characteristic peaks of the 
molecule are being identified on both samples. The sample that stayed in air sample shows signs 
of oxidation with the apparition of the TO an LO peaks and some carbon contamination. 
 

 
 
Figure 6.6: XPS spectra of the Si2P peak (a) taken after activation of the attached SiC7molecule 
(black) and after leaving it in air for 2 days (red). The black curve show is characteristic of an 
oxide free surface whereas the red curve shows the formation of an oxides spot corresponding to 
roughly ¼ of a monolayer.  The insets show a zoom around 103eV where the oxide peak is. STM 
image (b) of an oxidized sample shows that noisy dark area (2) start to appear near pristine 
areas (1). The noisy area has been attributed to localized oxidation spots. Scale bar: 50nm. 
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6.4 Discussion 

 
In this chapter, we mentioned several reasons that may degrade the single charge 

behavior of our DBTJ. Single electron transport has only been observed with oxide-free surface 

that went through a cleaning and ligand-removing process (30min 150ºC annealing). The fact 

that no positive results have been obtained without annealing can also be explained with recent 

work from Xu et al.in 2009. They have shown that ligands that surround a deposited nanoparticle 

widen the Coulomb blockade gap: Increasing the concentration of surrounding molecules 

(hexane) shift the first step to higher bias168. With a 6.3nm AuNP on a gold substrate they shift 

the first step from 0.2V to 1.8V which, if applied to our asymmetrical structure (Silicon substrate 

instead of gold), should displaced the first step to bias that we have not investigated (>2V).  

According to results from Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2 we conclude that Natan NPs provide the 

most reproducible nanoparticles and the most spherical: their shape best matches the ideal DBTJ 

of Figure 6.1. Turkevich NP are too large and ascorbic have ill reproducible shape and sizes. 

However, if no active molecules have been observed with Turkevich AuNP, positive results have 

been obtained with the two other synthesis techniques and with both linker (SiC7 and SiC11) as 

shown in Figure 6.7. As stipulated by previous study68, small NPs are required for single 

electron transport. In particular, theoretical models recommend a diameter smaller than 5nm for 

single electron observation at room temperature (see CHAPTER 2).  
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Figure 6.7: Examples of STS measurements performed on the different surfaces. Silicon surface 
functionalized with SiC11 molecule with an ascorbic acid AuNP of 9nm grafted (a) and a Natan 
AuNP of 6nm grafted (c). Silicon surfaces functionalized with SiC7 molecule with an ascorbic 
acid AuNP of 6nm grafted (b) and a Natan AuNP of 6.5nm grafted (d). Each STS show staircase 
shape that is characteristic of single electron transport through coulomb staircase phenomena. 
An inset for each curve shows an STM image of the investigated nanoparticle. All measurements 
are done at 30K. Scale bar: 50nm. 
 
 

We also assess the question of the influence of crystallinity on electron transport. Lu et 

al. report in 2003 specific Coulomb blockade I-V curves on amorphous and monocrystalline 

palladium NP144. They observe additional steps with monocrystalline NP compared to 

amorphous one and they explain it with discrete resonant tunneling effect that is not visible with 

amorphous NP because of the shorter lifetime of electronic states. However, they do not discuss 

reproducibility of results for both types of NP and we propose a statistical approach to tackle this 
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problem. On the basis of the analysis carried out with HR-TEM we can link crystallinity and 

STS results. For instance, images shown in Figure 6.2 shows representative AuNPs obtained by 

the three different synthesis methods, and the statistical results from a large number of dots (see 

Table 6.2: the total number of AuNP investigated is displayed in the “tot.” column) in shaded 

circles. No particles made by the Turkevich method are single crystal, which may be an 

important clue to their inactivity. In contrast, 31% and 47% of AuNPs obtained with Ascorbic 

acid and Natan methods, respectively, are single crystals. Table 6.2 summarizes these data, 

including the percentage of occasionally active and consistently active AuNPs for these three 

fabrication methods. For AuNP particles synthesized with the ascorbic acid method on a SiC11-

functionalized surface, 41% of particles are occasionally active and 8% of particles are 

consistently active (for a total of 12 AuNPs). On a SiC7-functionalized surface, 52% of particles 

are occasionally actives and 12% of particles are consistently actives (for a total of 25 AuNPs). 

With the Natan method, 45% of particles are occasionally actives and 9% consistently actives on 

SiC11 (for a total of 11 AuNP), and 63% occasionally actives and 19% consistently actives on 

SiC7 (for a total of 16 AuNP).  These results are summarized in Table 6.2 and suggest that an 

increase in the monocrystallinity leads to a higher yield reproducibility of single-electron 

phenomena observation in AuNPs with similar sizes.  A possible interpretation is that the quality 

of the interface between the nanoparticle and the GOM is better when dealing with single 

crystals. For monocrystalline NPs, the probability that the gold surface faces only one 

crystallographic plan is higher. In contrast, polycrystalline particles can offer multiple parallel 

current paths between the gold and the silicon bulk. Single electron transport can still be obtained 
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with polycrystalline particles if the orientation with respect to the surface is optimum (i.e. one 

plane only), but the likelihood is lower than for single crystals. 

 
 
Table 6.2: summary of STS and TEM results on the three different synthesis techniques 
 

The above results also point to the dependence on the thickness of the GOM. A thicker 

(i.e. SiC11) monolayer appears to yield a lower amount of occasionally and consistently active 

AuNPs compared with thinner (i.e. SiC7) monolayer. This may be due to the lower tunneling 

current through thicker organic layers, making it harder to detect single electron phenomena.  

The measured current is lower and closer to the noise level of the electrical measurements. The 

current scale for STS measurements is hardly reproducible: it is highly dependent on parameters 

that are challenging to control such as drift, temperature, quality and shape of the tip (see 

CHAPTER 7.5.1). Typical current for an STS measurement on an AuNP (active or not) on SiC7 

has a value of 174 ± 108pA for V=1.5V at a current setpoint 40pA. On SiC11, this value is 68 ± 

41 pA. It shows that, even though the values fluctuate a lot, the typical current for the longer 

chain is several times lower. Step heights have been measured on a selection of active 

nanoparticles (both Natan and Ascorbic acid) which have been investigated with the same 

current setpoint (40pA). Results give a step height of 29±13pA for NP on SiC7 (total: 41curves) 

 TEM results STS results 

Synthesis 
technique 

Average 
AuNP 

diameter 

Standard 
deviation 

% mono-
crystalline 

 
Tot. 

% Active 
AuNP 
SiC11 

Total 
% Active 

AuNP 
SiC7 

Tot. 

Turkevich 16nm 2 0 92 0 18 0 / 
Ascorbic 
acid 8nm 3.5 31 213 8+41  

=49% 12 12+52  
=64% 25 

Natan 7nm 2 47 34 9+45  
=54% 11 19+63 

=82% 16 
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and 11±7pA for NP on SiC11 (total: 26 curves). This shows that, as expected, the typical step 

height for an active AuNP on SiC7 is higher than on SiC11 even though the value can change a lot 

from one measurement to another. In the lower end of the step height values for AuNP on SiC11 

we have current in the order of a few pA: it becomes comparable with the noise level of our 

STM (2-3pA), therefore the reliability of these value can be questionable and there may be lower 

scale steps that we couldn’t accurately measure. Because of its higher current flux, SiC7 is a 

better choice for single electron transport detection. However, one must consider that SiC11 

GOM is a more stable surface (lifetime: 2 weeks in air) than SiC7 GOM (lifetime: 3 days in air). 

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 

Our study purpose was to have a better understanding on the parameters that are involved 

in the making of a reliable and reproducible DBTJ. Our structure is based on the grafting of a 

molecular layer which would in turn be exposed to uncontrolled environment. Oxidation and 

cleanness of the sample were assessed and determined to be critical parameters: no single 

electron can be observed in a reliable way on an unclean or oxidized surface.  Three types of 

AuNP have been tested and results show that Natan method provide the best reproducibility 

compared to ascorbic acid method and Turkevich method. This is explained by the influence of 

another parameter: AuNP crystallinity. We have shown that, when the amount of 

monocrystalline nanoparticles is increased from 31% to 47%, more actives particles are then 

obtained (from 64% to 82%). The thickness of the GOM has also been identified as an important 

parameter because of the technical limitation of the detection system. With a longer chain steps 
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corresponding to the transport of one electron can be in the order of magnitude of only a few 

picoamperes, which is in the order of the signal to noise ratio of an STM. This is why shorter 

chains are preferred despite their shorter life time in air. After optimization of our architecture 

with respect to the described parameters, we observe single electron transport in 82% of the 

AuNP grafted on our surface. However, consistency of such observation can vary with time in 

one particle: this is attributed to the use of an STM tip as an electrode.  An STM tip should be 

outperformed by a dedicated metallic contact that would remain stable throughout the whole 

measurement. On the other hand, it is interesting to compute the average residence time of the 

electron in the AuNP for both organic layers. In the case of SiC7, a step height of 29 pA yields an 

average residence time of an electron of    

      
 

         

        
       . In the case of SiC11 

             and this residence time is          . If the goal were to fabricate single 

electron memories, the retention time is far too small. But this provides a starting point for 

designing thicker insulating layers and engineer single electron memories with reasonable 

storing times. In the next chapter however, we will rather discuss another device, single electron 

transistors where this quick electron flow is beneficial.  
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CHAPTER 7 

 

COULOMB BLOCKADE: CORRELATION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND 

SIMULATED DATA 
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7.1 Introduction 

 

In this chapter, we are going to use the structure described in the two previous chapters. 

We wish to correlate experimental measurements with simulated data. However we are aware 

that it is challenging to provide accurate interpretation of STS data because several parameters 

are hardly controlled and therefore difficult to include in a model. We can cite a few: the 

mechanical drift of the STM tip, the actual shape of the tip, or the presence of contaminants on 

the tip. STM operates at constant current mode, which means that the distance between the tip 

and sample can vary depending on the nature of the underlying surface. Its actual value cannot 

be easily estimated and it is sometimes hard to know whether a change in current is due to a 

change of conduction of the molecules or a change in height of the tip. Akkerman et al. have also 

shown in a review about molecular conduction 2008 the difficulty of obtaining reliable and 

reproducible data with organic compounds87. In most published work, SIMON, a software based 

on the orthodox theory (see orthodox theory in CHAPTER 2), is used to propose simulation for 

simple systems169. We are going to use a program that has been developed by the Institute for 

Fundamental Electronics (IEF in Orsay, France) and which was designed to model single 

electron transport through a metal nanoparticle (NP) between two metal electrodes. This 

software allows us to modify at ease some parameters such as the barrier height, permittivity or 

dimensions of the system. However, since its main purpose is to simulate DBTJ with metal 

contacts it needs to be modified to be applied on our system: one of the electrodes is made out of 

silicon. One of the main differences regarding the two systems would be the introduction of 
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another phenomenon, specific to SCs: band bending. This chapter goes over the method we use 

to tackle this problem. 

 

7.2 IEF’s simulation software 

7.2.1 Presentation 

 

This simulation program has been developed by Johann Sée and Philippe Dollfus in the 

IEF170,171. It is based on the orthodox theory described in the CHAPTER 2. It has been coded 

using Matlab and can provide an I-V curve depending on several parameters that can be changed 

depending on the geometry of the system (e.g. size of dot, thickness of GOM), the nature of 

components of the system (e.g. electronic affinity, free electron mass) or condition of 

measurement (e.g. temperature).  The simulated structure is shown in Figure 7.1. This chapter is 

not going to provide all the details regarding the theoretical calculation that has been done to 

develop this software. However, it will provide some key elements and approximation that are 

used.  
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Figure 7.1: Scheme of the modeled structure with equivalent electronic schematic 
 

7.2.2 Parameters used 

 

In this software, it is possible to change a lot of parameters depending on the components 

used and the architecture. These are the one considered 

 

Architecture 

 

Dimension of the system have a huge influence on the electric behavior of the structure: 

single electron transport is highly dependent on the capacitance of the system and it has been 

shown in the CHAPTER 2 that typical length must be in the order of a few nanometers to tenth 

of nanometer. Parameters that can be changed are: 
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- dtip: this is the distance between the tip and the AuNP. The medium in between is 

considered to be a perfect vacuum. Its value is difficult to estimate experimentally 

and it was set to be dtip=1 nm. 

- dAuNP: this is the diameter of the AuNP. The gold AuNP is considered to be perfectly 

spherical and homogeneous. It has no surrounding ligand. This value has been 

changed from 3 to 10nm depending on the size of the AuNP in the experimental data. 

- dGOM: this is the thickness of the organic layer. The organic layer is considered to be 

homogeneous and in direct contact with the AuNP. This value has been set to be 

1.6nm and 1.3 nm for long chain (SiC11) and short chain (SiC7) respectively. 

 

Effective electron mass  

 

Effective electron mass is the mass that a single electron seems to have when present in a certain 

medium. Depending on its surrounding, an electron can be considered as a factor of me 

(9.11×10−31 kg), the true mass of an electron (m* = A x me). The factor usually varies from 0.01 

to 10. In our case, the free electron mass has an influence on the current density J of the 

transmitted wave (direct tunneling in Table 2.2). Values chosen for the different materials of the 

system are displayed in Table 7.1. 
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 Effective electron mass reference 
GOM (m*

GOM) 0.25 me 94 
Silicon (m*

Si) 0.26 me 145,172 
Vacuum (m*

Vac) 1 me 173 
Gold (m*

Au) 1 me / 
Tungsten (m*

W) 1 me / 
 

Table 7.1: Chosen values for effective electron mass in our system. 
 

Electronic affinity and work function 

 

Electronic affinity is defined for a given semiconductor as the energy needed to take an 

electron from the bottom of the conduction band inside the material and drive it to immediate 

proximity of this material in the vacuum. The work function of a compound on the other hand is 

defined as the energy needed to remove an electron from the Fermi level of a solid to a point in 

vacuum in the immediate vicinity (i.e. far enough so that the charge is not sensitive anymore to 

its electrostatic image and close enough so that the surface is homogenous beneath the charge) of 

the surface. The work function is usually considered to be a property of a surface of a material 

rather than a property of the bulk. It can be modified depending on doping level or 

contamination. Values chosen for the different materials of the system are displayed in Table 

7.2. 
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 Work function (eV) Electronic 
affinity (eV) 

GOM  WGOM =2.0 / 
Silicon  / χSi =4.05 
Gold  WAu = 5.1 / 
Tungsten  WW = 4.5 / 

 

Table 7.2: Chosen values for the work functions in our system. 
 

The values of the work function give the barrier heights of the two tunneling junction using the 

equations: 

- Silicon-AuNP barrier (1):  
                   

                  

  Eq 7.1 

- AuNP-tip barrier (2):  
             

             

  Eq 7.2 

 

The resulting band diagram can then be deduced and corresponds to the one in Figure 5.8a and 

recalled here in Figure 7.2. Silicon work function WSi is obtained as Wsi = ξ - χSi where ξ is the 

difference between the valence band EC and the Silicon Fermi level EF,Si. 
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Figure 7.2: Energy Diagram of the DBTJ.  The first barrier tunnel junction is between the 
silicon and the selected AuNP, and the second BTJ is between this AuNP and the STM tip. From 
Caillard et al. Langmuir (2013). 
 

Permittivity 

 

The permittivity is the measure of the resistance in the formation of an electric field in a 

medium. Basically it shows the influence of an electric field on a medium and how the 

polarization due to the fixed charges of the medium is opposing it. Especially in the case of 

dielectrics. It is usually noted εrε0 where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.854.10−12 F/m) and εr is 

the relative permittivity of the material. In our case, we set in the case of the GOM εrGOM = 2.2. 

This value is typical for organic layers as shown in various publications83,84,93,174. Notice that this 

is the static value of εr ; the dynamic value (obtained with ellipsometry for example) is linked to 

the optical index (     ) and was measured to be 3.97 for our organic monolayer. 
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7.2.3 Capacitances of the system 

 

As seen in CHAPTER 2 capacitances of the system are critical parameters that have a 

huge influence on the shape of the Coulomb staircases steps. These capacitances depend on the 

nature of the chosen components in the system, but mostly on the dimension of the said system.  

An analytic computation of the two main capacitances of the system is implemented on the 

software: the capacitance between the tip and the gold nanoparticle (1) and the capacitance 

between the gold nanoparticle and the silicon substrate (2). The first one is approximated as the 

capacitance between a sphere and a plane where the plane is the tungsten tip and the sphere is the 

AuNP. This approximation is based on the assumption that the tip “diameter” is significantly 

bigger than the AuNP diameter. This approximation is reasonable since AuNP have a typical 

diameter of 5 nm (radius, 2.5 nm) and the tip radius in our STS experiment is evaluated at 10 nm 

The second capacitance is also assimilated as the capacitance between an infinite plane and a 

sphere where the sphere is the AuNP and the plane is the silicon substrate. Figure 7.3 sums up 

the assumptions made. 
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Figure 7.3: Analytical model used for the computation of the first (a) and the second (b) 
capacitance. 
 

The equation that gives the capacitance of a sphere in front of an infinite plan is175,176:  

              
                   

                      

 
    Eq 7.3 

 

Where D = 2d/dAuNP. 

 

7.2.4 Current flow approximation 

 

The computation of the current flow through the system is carried out using the 

probability of an electron to transfer from the tip to the AuNP and from the AuNP to the silicon 

substrate. The geometry has been approximated to planar surface in order to simplify the 

calculation. The gold nanoparticle is then assimilated as a cylinder, as seen in Figure 7.4, with a 
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cross section equal to 1/10th of the one of the actual nanoparticle. This approximation is based on 

the fact that the majority of the current tunnel through the apex of the tip because of the 

exponential dependence of the barrier transparency with tip-sample distance. Moreover, this 

parameter sets the order of magnitude of the current flow and the value of 1/10 was adjusted for 

computing a current in the order of 10 pA.  We have then             
    . 

 

Figure 7.4: Geometry for calculating the current flow through the nanoparticle. The spherical 
shapes are replaced with planar surfaces. SD and SG are taken as 1/10 of the particle cross 
section (4πR²). 
 

7.3 Additional consideration regarding simulations 

7.3.1 HOMO-LUMO of the GOM 

 

To confirm our approximation that the GOM should behave like a tunneling barrier, 

conductive AFM in UHV measurements have been done on a Si-C7 sample using the equipment 

available in Miquel Salmeron’s group at University of California Berkeley (USA). Results of 
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voltage sweep in contact of the GOM shown in Figure 7.5 suggest that the HOMO-LUMO gap 

is around 5-6eV. This is a bit smaller than data found in the literature which reports HOMO-

LUMO gap in the order of 7-8eV84,86. However this value is high enough for us to consider that 

the molecular layer is behaving like a tunneling barrier at the voltage bias we are using for this 

study (-1.5/1.5V). We assume that the transport in the GOM is dominated by neither the HOMO 

nor the LUMO in the voltage range used. As a consequence the GOM can be modeled as a 

regular tunnel barrier as predicted in CHAPTER 2. 

 

Figure 7.5: Sweeps of voltage done in contact of two different points on a SiC7 GOM using a 
conductive AFM. Each curve is an average of 10 I-V curves. Results suggest a bandgap roughly 
equal to 5-6eV. 
 

7.3.2 Band Bending 

 

As shown before, all materials used in our system have different work functions, 

therefore, once equilibrium is reached at zero bias, a built-in potential is formed. Since the first 

electrode is made out of a non-degenerately doped SC, silicon, the built-in potential will induce 
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the creation of an electrostatic field that will create a depletion layer (or space charge region) 

because of the bending of the bands of the SC145,146. This is why once a voltage bias is applied on 

the system a significant part of the potential is dropped in the depletion region. We must then 

distinguish the voltage applied on the whole system VSTM and the voltage effectively applied at 

the interface between the silicon bulk and the GOM Vinterf. Calculations are done to establish a 

relation between the two potentials. 

 

Most studies done on Coulomb blockade have been carried out using metallic compounds 

as electrodes and theoretical models have been applied to experimental measurements using 

standard approach such as the orthodox theory150,155,177. To our knowledge, no work has been 

done on model that takes into account asymmetrical systems where band bending must be 

considered. We wish to propose a numerical evaluation of the potential Vinterf as a function of the 

applied bias VSTM.  

 

Principle of the calculation 

 

Using the previously described parameters, we can make a band diagram in Figure 7.6. 

We consider that             and the work function can be deduced using the equation:  

                    Eq 7.4 
 

Where ND is the density of donors and NC is the density of states of the conduction band (a 

constant of material). It must be noted that the work function depend on the temperature T.  
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Figure 7.6: Energetic parameters of the DBTJ, before the electrical contacting of the 4 materials 
(a) and after contacting when a negative bias of -1 V is applied (b). 
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Eq 7.4 works in the framework of the Boltzmann approximation which can be used as 

long as the doping level is not too high and the temperature not too low. As an example, at room 

temperature (300K) and with ND=2.1018cm-3 Eq 7.4 yields WSi = 4.12eV but this is no longer 

true at 30K. In the case of our STS, which have been acquired at very low temperature, the Fermi 

Dirac integral must be calculated numerically instead of Boltzmann approximated formula145. 

The silicon substrate is considered grounded as it is the convention in solid state physics. 

However, it must be noted that in the case of the STM, the convention is inverse: the tips is 

grounded. Therefore we must make a distinction between VSTM and VBIAS (opposite sign). Once 

the DBTJ is formed, all the Fermi levels align in order to reach a static equilibrium (see Figure 

7.6a). 

 

Some aspects must be considered: 

- When a negative bias VBIAS is applied, the corresponding energy qVBIAS is positive because 

the charge carriers are electrons (q = -e).  

- Because of the difference in work functions between N-doped silicon and gold, electrons will 

flow from the silicon toward the gold leaving positive holes behind them. An electric field is 

therefore created (built-in potential) until the electron flow is compensated. In the band 

diagram it shows up as a positive bending of the silicon bands and is noted e  . 

- The built-in potential at the silicon-gold is exactly compensated when we apply the flatband 

potential on the system. it is given by145: 

                                Eq 7.5 
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- In Figure 7.6b, the value δ (in eV) is the molecular dipole of the insulating molecular layer. 

This parameter takes into account the non uniform charge distribution within the GOM due 

to difference in electronegativity of the different atoms in the molecules. 

 

Band diagrams in Figure 7.6 help visualizing the DBTJ. It is important to realize that 

they are not square but trapezoidal shaped. As pictured, the band bending can have a strong 

influence on the first tunnel barrier. Therefore it is important to evaluate eφS and the thickness of 

the depletion layer, Wdepl. 

 

Calculation of the potential profile of the DBTJ in a simple case with Southwick model  

 

Free available software can be used to perform preliminary calculations. Southwick et al. 

proposed a model in 2006 that allows the calculation of the electrostatic potential profile at room 

temperature (T=300K) and without molecular dipole (δ=0)178. Results plotted in Figure 7.7 

show a band bending of -0.5V (+0.5V in the energy diagram) with a depletion zone 20 nm thick. 

It is quite clear that electrons will not be able to tunnel through it but will have to climb it. As a 

consequence, a voltage of ~0.5V must be applied on top of the potential bias in order to 

overcome this barrier. 
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Figure 7.7: Potential profile of a DBTJ at 300K for a n-doped silicon substrate (ND = 2.1018 

cm-3) The values given on the graph correspond to the potential distribution across the different 
layers when the applied bias is set at -1.0V. The band bending is of -0.52 V and the depletion 
layer extends over a depth of 20 nm. The flatband potential is Vfb = 0.982 V in the present case 
the molecular dipole was set to 0 in this calculation. Using software from Southwick et al. IEEE 
(2006). 
 

Exact calculation for planar DBTJ (1D model) 

 

Despite its usefulness, the model proposed by Southwick and Knowlton178 is based on the 

Boltzmann approximation. As a consequence it is only accurate when this approximation is 

valid: which is not the case when dealing with temperature lower than 100K. Moreover, this 

model cannot take into account the molecular dipole δ. An alternative model that takes into 

account these limitations has been programmed with Igor Pro. The Poisson equation is solved in 

the silicon following the derivation explained by Sze145 and using the equation: 

                                 Eq 7.6 
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If we consider only one dimension, the Poisson equation reduces to                 .  

In Eq 7.6 we can see that VBIAS compensates for the potential drop on top of the flatband 

potential: band bending    , the potential across the two barriers (the GOM,      and the 

vacuum gap     ) and the molecular dipole δ/e. The calculation principle can be summarized as 

follows: 

- The flatband potential is calculated using Eq 7.5 or the Dirac integral for low temperatures. 

- Band bending potential     is taken as an input parameter and all other potential are 

considered as functions of   . Once    is known, it is possible to derive the electric field at 

the interface between the GOM and silicon. We assume that the GOM doesn’t contain any 

fixed charges; therefore the electric field is constant across the organic layer. As shown in 

Figure 7.7, the potential depends linearly with the distance from the surface. 

- Because of its metallic nature, the electric field in the AuNP is null and the potential is 

constant. However there are charges located at the surface and that are responsible for an 

electric field across the gold-vacuum interface. From there, it is possible to evaluate the 

linear potential across the second barrier (vacuum between the tip and the AuNP). 

- The molecular dipole is estimated from the literature125,174,179,180. 

Eq 7.6 therefore gives the bias potential VBIAS as a function of   . This can be reversed, giving 

expressions of   ,      and      as functions of VBIAS. For a simple 1-D case at 300K, our 

calculation of band bending potential with respect to the applied voltage is in accordance with 

Southwick model. 
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Computation of the Fermi-Dirac Integral: cases of high doping and low temperatures 

 

When Boltzmann approximation applies, Eq 7.4 is obtained with the integration of the 

following equation of the carrier density in the conductance band: 

  
 

  
     

 
 
     

  
   Eq 7.7 

 

Where   

 

 is the Fermi-Dirac integral given by 

 

  
 
     

  

      
  

 

 
 Eq 7.8 

  

In the case of the Boltzmann approximation, we consider that      
  

    which simplifies the 

denominator the integral to e-(x-y). With such simplification, the integral can be calculated by 

integration by parts and the result is Eq 7.4. However, this doesn’t hold up in the case of heavily 

doped SCs and for low temperature: the integral must be calculated. 

 

Approximation to the 3-D geometry 

 

Our calculation were compared with the work done by Feenstra et al. on GaAs in 1987 

where he calculated the band bending induced by an STM85 (see in CHAPTER 2, Figure 2.10). 

In this simple case of a single tunnel junction, our results are in accordance with Feenstra’s (not 

shown here). However, the case considered here, is a simple one: a 1-D planar tunnel junction. 

Later, he developed a 3-D model that takes into account the geometry of the end of the STM tip 

which cannot be approximated as an infinite plane. In his work the tip is considered to have a 
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hyperbolic shape and that induces a significant change in the band bending181. For example the 

band bending changes from 2.0 eV for the 1-D model, to 0.6 eV when the tip radius is 5nm and 

has a shank opening of 90°. This calculation was done when the tip was 1 nm away from the 

sample and with an N-doped SC (ND = 1.1018 cm-3). A FORTRAN program has been made 

available to calculate these effects in other cases182. Unfortunately getting information about the 

tip shape is challenging and as of today we haven’t implemented this 3-D correction. Therefore 

we make an estimation of the correction factor, using Feenstra’s results, and apply this to fit 

experimental data181. The 3-D band bending potential (noted        is linked to the planar band 

potential (         ) with the relation: 

                  Eq 7.9 
 

With   derived from Feenstra’s work and indicated in Table 7.3 below. 

 

NP diameter (nm) 5 7 9 15 
Corr factor   3.7 3.3 3.1 2.8 
 

Table 7.3: Correction factor for different AuNP diameters. 
 

7.4 Experimental results analysis 

 

Prior to being able to compare simulated data with experimental one, we need to assess 

some questions regarding acquired STS data. We need to distinguish actual Coulomb staircase I-

V characteristics curves from artifacts such as parasitic oscillations occasionally encountered. 
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Moreover, a statistical study has been carried out so that positions of Coulomb steps are 

evaluated with various samples and error bars can be calculated. This allows a sound comparison 

with the calculated Coulomb blockade characteristics. 

 

7.4.1 Parasitic oscillations 

 

As reported in a few amount of publications these past 15 years113,115,66,183,184, some 

groups have detected oscillations when dealing with DBTJ. On some of our aging samples, we 

have experienced the same phenomenon. These oscillations can be mistaken for negative 

differential resistance because of the decreasing current with increasing voltage. Oscillation 

period are highly dependent on the overall scanning time of the raster time (time spent by the tip 

at each voltage in the voltage sweep). Furthermore the frequency is low (multiples of 30Hz)66 

and is not dependent on the size of the AuNPs. Practically speaking, changing the sweeping rate 

of the STS curve drastically changes the period width of the observed oscillations (see Figure 

7.8a in our system, and Figure 7.8b as reported by Park et al. in 2000 when doing STS on silver 

nanoparticle on a silicon substrate113).  
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Figure 7.8: (a) STS measurements done on a gold nanoparticle in our system at three different 
raster times. The other parameters used for these measurements are summarized in (c). (b) 

Sequentially taken dual I–V curves, on silver nanoparticle deposited on silicon,  revealing 
current oscillations with the different periods, where the scan time tS is 0.8 and 1.4 sec, 
respectively. From Park et al. JVST B (2000). 
 

Origin of theses oscillations is still unknown; they cannot be attributed to Coulomb 

blockade effect because of their dependence with measurement parameters (raster time).  

Moreover they are unlikely to be related to the nature of the equipment used (i.e. due to electric 

noise caused by the feedback system of the STM) because of the fact that it is reported by a wide 

variety of groups with different systems in different area of the world. One group reported it on 

partially oxidized silicon surface183. The attributed the apparition of such oscillations to the 
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introduction of electron traps due to slow oxidation of their substrate. Xie et al. also reported in 

2001 that by approaching the tip from the surface, the oscillations tended to disappear184: they 

attributed it to the fact that electrons would tunnel directly to the bulk. They concluded by saying 

that this phenomenon is closely linked to surface states creation, and approaching the tip allow 

the electron to not be affected by them. Our case however is a little different since approaching 

the tip will not change the distance between the AuNP and the silicon substrate at the surface of 

which electron trap can be formed. Theoretical approach has been considered to model this 

phenomenon using electron-phonon interaction in electron traps185. However it is very complex 

and, to our knowledge, no recent study has been done to validate it. Nevertheless very recent 

results obtained by O. Pluchery in M. Salmeron’s group in Berkeley tend to show that our 

samples have the ability to trap electrons for a longer time that initially expected. This 

phenomenon was detected when doing charging experiments of individual nanoparticles with the 

tip of a KPFM. This points to some unexpected capacitive phenomena that might show up in the 

organic layer. 

 

However in the present series of experiments, a systematic method was established to 

insure that Coulomb blockade is actually detected and not oscillations. A smaller number of 

acquisition points (around 250 pts for a -1.5/1.5V acquisition compared to 400 points usually) 

and a faster raster time (1msec instead of 5msec) drastically decrease their occurrence. In order 

to make sure that the Coulomb staircase observed in our system are not due to this kind of 

current oscillations, we have decided to use the method proposed by Park et al. Once we detect 
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single electron transport, we change the raster time of the STS measurements and make sure that 

the step width remain unchanged (see Figure 7.9a in our system and Figure 7.9b by Park et al.). 

 

Figure 7.9: (a) STS measurement done on a 5nm AuNP at different voltage raster time (1 and 
5msec). Widths of the coulomb staircase’s steps remain constant. The other parameters used for 
these measurements are summarized in (c).  (b) Similar observation with STS done on silver 
nanoparticle from Park et al. JVST B (2000). The time corresponds to the time of the whole 
acquisition. 
 

7.4.2 Step width analysis 

 

From the orthodox theory, it is expected that the steps of the Coulomb staircase I-V 

curves are directly linked to the capacitance of the system and all have the same width for 

assuming that the system remain stable throughout the whole measurement. A statistical analysis 

has been done on 30 particles synthesized using Natan techniques (see CHAPTER 6) deposited 
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on a Si(111) SiC7 functionalized (see CHAPTER 5) with a resistivity of 0.02 Ω.cm. Step widths 

have been measured using the distance between each peaks observed in the derivative of the I-V 

curve. We have determined that all steps measured on a particle have equidistant width for a 

positive bias with an error averaged at ±6,8mV. Measurements of step width are plotted in 

Figure 7.10 as function of nanoparticles diameter with respective error bars. AuNPs diameter 

has been estimated using the profile function on STM: this must be noted that this way of 

evaluating the size of the nanoparticle is not the most accurate as STM is not only influenced by 

topographic change but also change in density of electronic state. However we can clearly see 

the linear dependence of step width with respect to AuNP diameter. For example we can see that 

a AuNP with a diameter of 5nm exhibits Coulomb staircase with equidistant steps and each steps 

are ~330 ±7mV. 

 

Figure 7.10: Step width of AuNPs with respect to AuNP diameter. Measurements were done on 
at 40K 30 AuNP synthesized using Natan technique deposited on a SiC7 GOM grafted on a N-
doped silicon substrate (0.02 Ω.cm). Average error bar: 6.8mV. 
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7.5 Simulation results 

7.5.1 Example of simulation results using IEF’s software 

 

Here are a couple of examples of cases that have been investigated using IEF’s software 

without taking into account the band bending correction. 

 

Influence of tunneling cross section 

 

Influence of varying the tunneling cross section approximation discussed in 7.2.4 can be 

investigated using IEF’s software. The cross section considered for the current flow from the 

AuNP to the substrate and from the tip to the AuNP is equal to a fraction of the AuNP area. We 

change it from           to          in order to check the influence on the Coulomb 

staircases. Results displayed in Figure 7.11 for an AuNP with a diameter of 8 nm, suggest that 

the width of the steps is unchanged but their heights are heavily impacted. This shows that, 

depending on the geometry of the AuNP, and certainly also the geometry of the tip, the current 

scale can vary a lot without changing the step width. Therefore we chose to consider the step 

width to be a more reliable and more reproducible measurement. 
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Figure 7.11: Simulated STS (a) and derivative (b) showing influence of tunneling cross section 
at T=30K. 
 

Influence of temperature 

 

We also investigated the influence of temperature on our system. Results showed in 

Figure 7.12 for an AuNP with a diameter of 4 nm suggest that the low temperature is critical to 

observe single electron transport. Even at 30K the steps are quite shallow because the 

capacitance value of the vacuum gap and the GOM are close (0.8aF and 1.6aF respectively). At 

100K the step are barely visible in this simulation and would be hard to be observable in 

experimental condition because of the noise. At room temperature, no steps are visible. 
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Figure 7.12: Simulation data showing the influence of temperature on simulated STS on a 4nm 
AuNP. Temperatures considered are 30, 100 and 300K. 
 

7.5.2 Band bending calculation results 

 

As shown previously, the band bending is an extra barrier that electron need to climb in 

order to go through the DBTJ. The reason is that the depletion layer’s thickness is around 20 nm 

for a doping of 2.1018 cm-3, which is too wide for electron to tunnel through. We derive the 

potential effectively applied on the interface (Vinterf) by subtracting the potential of band bending 

   to the applied bias. We can then plot the Vinterf as a function of VBIAS. 

                        Eq 7.10 
 

It is important to notice that    is a function of VBIAS. 
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Six selected cases for calculating the band bending 

 

Three different doping levels at two different temperatures are considered: low doped N-

Si (denoted N), highly doped N-Si (N+) and degenerately doped N-Si (N++). Values of Vflatband 

and Vthr are reported in Table 7.4 and correspond to the boundaries of the three regimes of the 

SC operation: inversion, depletion and accumulation. Parameters of the simulations are the same 

as the one reported earlier in this chapter. Columns marked with a (*) correspond to cases where 

the Boltzmann approximation is not valid and the Fermi-Dirac integral had to be calculated. The 

correspondence between resistivity and dopant concentration is obtained from an online 

calculator186 whose results are based on a 1981 publication187. For example, results show that an 

N+ silicon sample will work in the depletion regime with VBIAS = -1 V at 300K. The regime will 

change to inversion if VBIAS < -1.427 V. However at 40K, at VBIAS = -1 V, N+ silicon will be in 

accumulation mode and be in depletion regime if VBIAS < -1.053 V. It will never reach inversion. 

 

Name r (Ohm.cm) ND (cm-3) T Ec - Ef Vflatband Vthr 

N 1-5 2.1015 300K 0.247 0.803 −0.726 
40K * 0.023 1.027 −∞ 

N+ 0.01-0.02 2.1018 300K 0.068 0.982 −1.427 
40K * −0.003 1.053 −∞ 

N++ 0.001 7.1019 300K * −0.046 1.096 −12.8 
40K * −0.057 1.107 −∞ 

 

Table 7.4: Input parameters for SC used to run our Poisson solver and some results: Ec-Ef is the 
position of the Fermi level relative to the conduction band. Vflatband is the applied potential where 
the semiconductor is flatband (band bending is null). Vthr is the threshold potential at which the 
semiconductor goes from depletion to inversion. Temperatures marked with a star (*) indicates 
cases where Boltzmann approximation is not valid and the Fermi-Dirac integral was calculated. 
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Application to the STS data 

 

In order to use the simulated data to interpret STS data, we need to identify the correct 

sign convention. Figure 7.13 provides a visualization of the SC different states depending on the 

VBIAS. Two scales are distinguished: one corresponding to the STM convention and the other one 

corresponding to the usual convention in semiconductor physics. Using the example of a N+ 

semiconductor at 300K, when a STM bias of +1.2 V is applied, the semiconductor is in 

depletion. It is in inversion at 2.0V. 

 

 

Figure 7.13: Evolution of the state of the semiconductor with the applied bias. This sketch 
represents the two scales. Values are given for n-doped Si at 300K taking into account the 
molecular dipole. 
 

The six cases reported in Table 7.4 are considered and their interface potential Vinterf are 

plotted in Figure 7.14 as a function of VSTM. For N-doped silicon the interfacial potential 

depends highly nonlinearly on the applied bias. When no external bias is applied to the sample, 
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the interface bias at the DBTJ is -0.70 V at 40K. Moreover the two curves are very different at 

300K and 40K. However for N+, the temperature dependence is only visible for STM bias higher 

than +0.8 V, and the two plots tend to be linear.  For N++, the semiconductor behaves like a 

metal (degenerate doping) and the interface potential depends linearly with the applied potential 

and is not dependent on the temperature. We can also see that the slopes of the curves at 40K are 

equal to 1 except between from ~ -1.5 V to ~ -1 V for the N sample and from ~ -1.5 V to ~ 0.6 V 

for the N+ curve. This means that the curve is essentially shifted from the one obtained for metal 

or degenerated SC. 

 

Figure 7.14: Plot of the interface bias as a function of the applied bias for a DBTJ.  The three 
doping of our experiments are considered. 
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7.6 Experimental correlation with simulated data 

 

In light of all the elements discussed in this chapter, we show a comparative study of 

experimental data obtained using STS on our structure with simulated data obtained using the 

programs considered in this chapter. 

 

7.6.1 Band bending correction 

 

Experimental data and simulated data were normalized for better viewing in this section: 

as shown before, the step height is non-reproducible and can change from one curve to another 

even in the same set of measurements. In this case, experimental data are obtained on a Natan 

AuNP with a diameter of 9 nm deposited on a SiC7 GOM grafted on a N+ doped silicon 

substrate. Temperature during measurement was 40K. Simulated data are obtained using the 

parameters discussed earlier, corresponding to experimental architecture. It must be noted that 

the distance between the tip and the AuNP has been estimated using the Isetpoint current (40 pA): 

we adapt the tip-AuNP distance parameters in our software for the current to be roughly 40 pA at 

a voltage bias 1.5 V which is the one we used for STM imaging. We estimated it to be around 1 

nm. The diameter of the AuNP is directly correlated with the step width: from experimental 

curve we obtain an equivalent capacitance (see orthodox theory in CHAPTER 2) equal to Ceq = 

0.8 aF. This slight discrepancy between the actual measured AuNP diameter with STM (9 nm) 

and the theoretical estimation (8 nm) may be caused by the error induced by the STM 
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measurement (STM provide topographical and electronic density information instead of just 

topographical) and by the approximation in the capacitance calculation in the software. When 

comparing simulated data with experimental one, the first noticeable difference as outlined by 

Figure 7.15a (black curve is simulated data and red curve is experimental) is evident shift in the 

voltage scale. At this stage, simulated data do not take into account the voltage drop in the band 

bending: the effectively applied voltage is therefore lower and an additional bias is needed to 

overcome the first barrier. Vinterf is then replaced with VSTM in the simulated data following the 

relationship proposed in Figure 7.14 and the obtained result is shown in Figure 7.15a (blue 

curve). We can see that the whole curve is shifted toward positive bias as expected but 

experimental and simulated data still don’t match. As discussed earlier we have to apply a 3-D 

correction factor following the work done by Feenstra et al. in 2003181: for a 9nm AuNP we 

apply a correction factor α=3.1 (see Table 7.3). Results are displayed in Figure 7.15b inset and 

they show a convincing correlation between simulated and experimental data: in the derivative 

curve, each peak corresponds to a step and we can clearly see the quality of the alignment 

between experimental and simulated data. However, the band bending correction is not just a 

shift, but in low bias there is a dilatation of the simulations. Looking at the derivative of the 

obtained results (in Figure 7.15b) reveals that the first step of the simulated data is elongated. In 

that range, simulated and experimental data do not fit anymore. More study must be done, but 

Feenstra et al. predicted in 1987 that in low bias, the depletion layer is small enough for the 

electrons to tunnel through it85. This is not implemented yet in this correction but this overlooked 

phenomenon can have an influence on the experimental data obtained at low bias. The same 

observation has been done with smaller AuNP as shown in Figure 7.16. It must be noted that the 
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3-D correction factor is smaller when dealing with smaller AuNP, which means that the shift is 

not as strong from the uncorrected data, and the first step is not elongated as much (see Figure 

7.16b). 

 

 

Figure 7.15: STS curves obtained on a 9 nm Natan AuNP deposited on a SiC7 GOM grafted on a 
N+ doped silicon substrate. Experimental data are compared to simulated data and Band 
bending corrected simulated data (a) and 3-D corrected simulated data (b-inset). Derivative of 
experimental and 3-D corrected simulated data are shown in (b). 
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Figure 7.16: STS curves obtained on a 5 nm Natan AuNP deposited on a SiC7 GOM grafted on a 
N+ doped silicon substrate. Experimental data are compared to simulated data and Band 
bending corrected simulated data (a) and 3-D corrected simulated data (b-inset). Derivative of 
experimental and 3-D corrected simulated data are shown in (b). 
 

It is also interesting to see if the correction fits when we are dealing with degenerately 

doped (N++) silicon sample. We have plotted experimental results done on a 7nm AuNP on 

Figure 7.17a and we can see that the band bending correction doesn’t change much, as the 

expected from Figure 7.14, because the bulk behaves similarly to a metal substrate. There is no 

need in using a 3-D correction factor in this case as the influence of band bending is minimal. It 

is however interesting to note from the derivative plot (Figure 7.17b), that this time, it is not the 

simulated curve which have an elongated first step, but the experimental one which have a 

contracted one. As an important point, it must be noted that even though statistical study tends to 

show that experimental curves have equidistant steps with an error of 6.8mV, for bigger AuNP 

(the one where we detect the more steps, because they are smaller), their width sometimes 

increases with voltage bias. This is clearly visible in the example shown in Figure 7.17b. it is 
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important to note that steps observed experimentally are more pronounced than simulated one. 

Our interpretation of this is the fact that the experimental DBTJ is less symmetric than the 

simulated one: the difference between the resistances of the two junctions is larger 

experimentally than the one expected from simulated results. The smaller the differences of 

resistance and capacitances are, the smoother the steps are (when they are identical, we have a 

linear I/V curve, see CHAPTER 2). Another possibility is that there can still be some underlying 

oscillations (see section CHAPTER 7.4.1). 

 

Figure 7.17: STS curves obtained on a 7 nm Natan AuNP deposited on a SiC7 GOM grafted on a 
N++ doped silicon substrate. Experimental data are compared to simulated data and Band 
bending corrected simulated data (a). Derivative of experimental and band bending corrected 
simulated data are shown in (b). 
 

7.6.2 Nanoparticle size dependence 

 

We have seen in Figure 7.10 that the step width was directly linked with the capacitance 

of the system which in turns is related to the AuNPs’ diameter. According to experimental data 
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we can extract a linear fit. From simulated data we can extract the step width with respect to the 

AuNP sizes. An error of 0.5nm in the STM measurements of the AuNP diameter is assumed and 

represented on the graph. Results are plotted in Figure 7.18 and show that we have a good fit for 

AuNP with a diameter higher than 5nm but when the AuNP becomes smaller the fit doesn’t 

match anymore. However, we can see that, for smaller AuNP the step width becomes closer to 

the maximum of the voltage bias we have applied on our AuNP: this means that for smaller 

AuNP, we cannot see 2 steps, which is a minimum for us to be able to accurately measure the 

width. In that case we cannot pretend to propose a perfect match. 

 

Figure 7.18: Comparison between experimental fit (blue curve) obtained from Figure 7.10 with 
results obtain from simulated data (red curve). AuNP diameter is estimated with a 0.5nm error 
with the STM profile and is shown in the experimental fit (blue area). 
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7.6.3 Future work for single electron simulation 

 

We have distinguished clear conditions to observe Coulomb blockade using our system 

and used IEF software to compare obtained results with simulated data. We have added band 

bending as an external parameter of the software and obtained convincing correlation with 

experimental data. This correlation was obtained with parameters that are in accordance with the 

nature of materials used in our structure. This shows that our simulation tool can convincingly 

predict experimental behavior. However, additional work still needs to be performed to improve 

the quality of this correlation. We need to implement band bending directly into the IEF program 

transparency of the tunnel barrier can be estimated accounting the band bending. Doing so will 

allow a more accurate simulation of band bending effect by taking into account the effect of 

tunneling through the depletion layer at low bias. The 3D geometry of the tip needs also to be 

accounted more accurately in the software with the possibility to change parameters such as the 

tip diameter, the distance between the tip and the AuNP, and between the tip and the surface. It 

must also be noted that we have not been able to propose simulation that could accurately fit 

with experimental I/V curve in negative bias. This must be considered in future work. Finally, a 

better understanding of parasitic oscillations is required to decrease their likelihood of 

occurrence. 
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7.7 Toward single electron transistor (SET) 

 

The understanding gained in studying and simulating our DBTJ is a good step toward the 

fabrication of SET using our system. Several designs for working prototypes have already been 

proposed and preliminary work toward the fabrication of these structures has been done. Two 

different structures have been considered, both of them using an STM tip. 

 

7.7.1 Gold strip transistor 

 

In order to build a functioning SET it is necessary to introduce a third contact on our 

system. This can be achieved by building a gold stripe on half of the sample using UV-

lithography. Process flow and final structure are shown in Figure 7.19. A 5nm layer of Al2O3 are 

deposited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) on a COOH terminated GOM using the same 

process designed in Y. Chabal’s group and described by Peng et al. in 201251. A resist is spin 

coated in the sample and half of it is exposed to UV light using a chromium mask. Half of the 

resist is then removed with a developer and a 30 nm thick gold layer can be evaporated on the 

surface. half of the gold is then lifted off using boiling acetone and the underlying Al2O3 layer 

can be removed with a quick HF 10% dip. The unprotected GOM can then be activated (grafting 

of the diamine as discussed in CHAPTER 5) and AuNP can be deposited. 
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Figure 7.19: Process flow (a) and final structure (b) of the gold strip transistor. 
 

Integrity of the GOM has been monitored using XPS after Al2O3 removing (see Figure 

7.20). The fact there is no significant peak at 103.1eV shows that little to no oxidation is detected 

suggesting that the GOM’s integrity is preserved throughout the whole process. Three main 

peaks are detected on the C1s area: 285eV for the carbons of the alkyl chain, 286eV for carbon 

contamination and 290eV for the carbon of the carboxylic acid. These results are very similar to 
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the XPS results shown in Figure 5.3 in CHAPTER 5 except for the fact that there is no peak at 

288eV because the carboxylic acid is deprotected. A peak at 284.5eV that correspond to the Si-C 

is not detected because these spectra are not high resolution. 

 

Figure 7.20: XPS measurements done on the GOM after Al2O3 removal. Selected areas 
correspond to the Si2p peaks (a) and C1s peaks (b). 
 

The interface between the gold stripe area and the GOM can be observed using SEM and 

STM. SEM images are easily achievable with successive zoom-in and are displayed in Figure 

7.21a showing that the interface is well defined compared with a bad interface obtained using a 

Kapton®  tape instead of a UV lithography resist (Figure 7.21b). STM image of the interface is 

trickier to obtain because of the impossibility to zoom on several order of magnitude size scales. 

We proceeded as follow: the tip was placed on top of the GOM and on STS acquisition was 

performed. The tip was then moved 10 micrometers toward the gold strip and another STS was 

acquired on the reached area. This process is repeated up until the STS acquired correspond to 

STS acquired on gold instead of on GOM (Figure 7.22b shows the noticeable difference). Once 

the gold layer is reached, the process is repeated but the tip is displaced on the other direction 
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with smaller steps (e.g. 1µm) up until we reach the GOM. By decreasing the distances by which 

we move the STM tip, we can reached the interface and image it as shown in Figure 7.22a. This 

technique must be used in order to position the tip for the transistor architecture to be complete. 

 

Figure 7.21: SEM images of the interface between the GOM and the gold layer obtained with 
UV lithography (a) and with a kepton tape (b). Scale bars are 1µm and 20 nm for (a) and 10 µm 
and 1 µm for (b). 
 

 

Figure 7.22: STM image of the interface between the GOM and the gold layer obtained with UV 
lithography (a) with STS measurements on gold and GOM (b). The current scale for the STS on 
GOM is on the left, the current scale for STS on gold is on the right. 
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We have shown that we are capable of producing the wanted sample in order to build an 

SET architecture using a gold strip on the GOM. We can also reach a wanted area using the STM 

tip on our sample. However, as of this day we have not been able to obtain conclusive data and 

this will be the object of further study. 

 

7.7.2 Silicon on insulator (SOI) based transistor 

 

A simpler architecture has been considered using a functionalized SOI silicon sample. 

The STM has been modified in order to be able to image the surface of the SOI wafer when the 

bias voltage is applied with respect the silicon membrane instead of the silicon bulk. Applying a 

gate voltage on the silicon bulk is expected to force a different SC regime on the silicon 

membrane in order to shift the Coulomb staircase I-V characteristic curve as shown in the 

previous section. Some prototypes have been built following the architecture shown in Figure 

7.23 in order to be able to prove that imaging on the membrane is possible. However, dimensions 

of the SiO2 box and Si membrane and the doping level of the membrane and the bulk must be 

optimized for single electron transport observation.  In our case we used a lowly doped bulk 

(500µm thick) with a low doped silicon membrane. The box (oxide layer) was 100 nm thick and 

the silicon membrane was 65 nm thick. In this case it is expected that all the gate voltage is lost 

on the bulk: a highly doped bulk is required. 
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Figure 7.23: Architecture of the SOI based SET. 
 

7.8 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter we have shown that it is possible to correlate experimental data with 

simulation. IEF’s software, with band bending modification allowed us to accurately predict 

electrical behavior on AuNP deposited on the GOM. A 5nm and a 9nm AuNP deposited on a 

highly doped functionalized substrate (r = 0.02 Ω.cm) have been successfully modeled and 

simulated results show convincing correlation with experimental one. The shift of the I-V curve 

toward higher bias is explained by the band bending effect that is highly dependent on the 3-D 

shape of the structure. With degenerately doped substrate (r = 0.001 Ω.cm) our simulations tools 

predict a behavior that is similar to the one using metallic substrate. This has been confirmed 

experimentally with a 7nm AuNP. We have also shown experimentally that the diameter of 

AuNP influence the shape of the steps in the Coulomb staircase characteristic I-V curve. 

Simulated data are consistent with experimental one for AuNP bigger than 5nm. For smaller 

AuNP, model predicts a strong increase of the Coulomb steps with decreasing AuNP size that 
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has not been confirmed experimentally. It is important to stress that our fits are not perfect 

because of the relative instability of any system using an STM and because of some uncovered 

phenomena (such as tunneling through the depletion region at low bias) that we still need to 

quantify in order to have a better understanding of our overall structure. This work is a step 

toward the development of a working model for SET. We also propose design along with 

experimental protocol to make working prototypes of SET. These proposed SET designs are 

direct follow up of the achievement done using our architecture. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

SILICON PATTERNING: AN OPTIMIZATION PROCESS FOR HYBRID 

PHOTOVOLTAICS 
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8.1 Introduction: 

 

Finding ways to improve solar cells efficiency has been a leading technological issue. 

Among all the solutions being investigated, changing the architecture of solar cells has been seen 

as one of the most promising approaches188,189,190. Designing tailored structures at the interface of 

active material can have several beneficial effects for light trapping 117, increasing charge 

collection 116 or, like on our case, increasing in the amount of active material on the surface by 

increasing the surface area133. Silicon is the most common substrate used in solar cells 

technology and micro-processing technology. Consequently, the technologies involved in the 

fabrication of patterned silicon are mature. Examples of fabrication techniques are UV 

lithography191, E-beam lithography62, interference lithography192 or nanoimprint lithography64. 

Each of them has its own advantages and drawbacks, so that the most appropriate technology can 

be selected depending on the goals. In this case, we decided to fabricate silicon nanopillars. A 

cheap and efficient way to produce this kind of pattern is to use nanosphere lithography193,194,195 

that can provide a wide array of repetitive nanoscale feature using minimal equipment and time, 

as described below. 

 

SEM and AFM images in this chapter have been obtained using the equipment described 

in CHAPTER 4 unless specified. 
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8.2 Fabrication of silicon nanopillars 

 

The goal is to fabricate silicon nanopillars with a diameter in the range of several 

hundreds of nanometer. In order to do so, the process pictured in Figure 8.1 is followed.  

 

The first step consists in cleaning a wafer (with its native oxide) using a piranha solution 

(H2SO4+H2O2 3:2) for fifteen minutes. Wafers with (100) and (111) orientations can be used but 

the orientation does influence the etching direction during the metal-assisted etching step196. The 

second step is the self assembly of polystyrene beads on top of the clean silicon wafer. 200nm 

and 500nm beads, purchased from Sigma Aldrich, have been deposited with two auto assembly 

techniques: spin coating and fishing. Once adsorbed on the surface, the beads are reduced in size 

in step 3 with Reactive Ion Etching (RIE): O2 plasma is used because it does not etch the 

underlying silicon for the doses used. The resulting polystyrene mask, with open areas developed 

during the plasma etching, is used to pattern metal deposition in between the beads in step 4. The 

beads are then removed by sonicating the sample in methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) in step 5 (Note: 

this step is optional). A gold pattern is obtained defined by the ordered holes in it. Silicon 

nanopillars are produced using metal-assisted etching (step 6), and the gold film removed in an 

aqua regia solution (HNO3+HCl 1:3) for 15min. 
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Figure 8.1: overview of the process used for silicon nanopillars fabrication. 
 

8.3 Nanosphere lithography 

  

Nanosphere lithography is based on the self assembly of polystyrene nanoparticles. In 

order to achieve this, two techniques have been investigated. For both techniques a critical 

parameter for a good coverage is the size distribution of the purchased polystyrene beads. As the 

beads get smaller, the coefficient of variation (CV) of diameter gets worse and it becomes harder 

to self assemble them. Typically the one used here have a CV lower than 5%. 

 

8.3.1 Spin-coating 

 

We initially followed the protocol found in the literature193: a solution of beads is 

prepared by mixing 350µl of the purchased solution (sigma Aldrich) with a 50µl solution of 
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surfactant (triton X-100 diluted in methanol 1:400). The solution was then spin coated on a 

2x2cm clean silicon sample using a commercial spin coater with a two-step program. step1: spin 

with 300rpm to evenly disperse the solution on the sample for 10sec; step2: increase spin to 800 

rpm for 2 minutes to remove the excess solution from the sample. The resulting surface is then 

examined with SEM to determine the beads coverage on the sample (see Figure 8.2). The bead 

assembly was typically good in localized areas only, with large open areas elsewhere. The 

coverage varied from ~10 to 40% depending on the sample. Even with our best samples, this 

coverage was not deemed sufficient to proceed any further. This is why we looked into an 

alternative self-assembly technique. 

 

Figure 8.2: SEM images of a silicon substrate with a layer of polystyrenes nanoparticles with a 
diameter of 500nm deposited with spin coating. Insets show several zoom-in that gives indication 
of a good localized assembly of the beads despite a low coverage (~15%). Note: the image has 
been taken with a low resolution JEOL tabletop SEM. 
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8.3.2 Fishing 

 

In order to achieve a better coverage, an alternative method has been used, based on a 

modified version of what has been described in the literature197,198. The process, summarized in 

Figure 8.3, is as follows: several droplets of a mixture of beads solution with methanol (1:1) are 

drop cast on a large and clean silicon wafer. As the solution dries, it spreads evenly on the 

surface providing a disperse monolayer of particles on the surface. A water bath is prepared 

using clean distilled water (18 MΩ), in which a small amount of ammonium dodecylsulfate 

(ADDS) (60 µl at 2% for a surface area of ~700 cm2) is introduced. The ADDS, used as a 

surfactant to lower the surface tension of the water bath, keeps the beads in a semi-compact layer 

and prevent them from spreading everywhere on the water surface. The beads layer is then 

slowly transferred at the surface of the water by dipping the wafer into the liquid. The layer 

remains at the surface but is very fragile. So, more ADDS (200 µl at 2% for a surface area of 

~700 cm2) is added to the water densify the layer enough for the next step. Another clean wafer 

is then used to fish the layer in suspension on top of the water and let to dry.  
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Figure 8.3: overview of the fishing process. 
 

This process results in a dense monolayer of beads on the surface, as confirmed by SEM 

(Figure 8.4). Images show a ~95% coverage at the surface. The monolayer is divided in 

individual “grains” of perfect packing. Grains have a typical size between 5 to 30µm2. There are 

defects on this surface but the overall coverage is acceptable and produces good size samples (up 

to 5x5cm, potentially higher).  
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Figure 8.4: SEM images of a silicon substrate with a layer of polystyrenes nanoparticles with a 
diameter of 500nm deposited through fishing. Insets show several zoom-in that give indication of 
a good coverage of the surface (~95%). Beads are organized in 5 to 30µm2 grains. Note: the 
image has been taken with a low resolution JEOL tabletop SEM. 
 

8.3.3 Plasma etching and metal deposition 

 

In order to build a proper mask with nanosphere lithography, we need to modify the 

shape of the nanobeads. This is done using O2 plasma etching at low power: 60mTorr of O2 with 

a power of 50W. The low power allows us to have a good control over the resulting size of the 

etched beads. Several different times have been tested as shown in Figure 8.5 (top part). The 

shape of the etched beads determines the size of the holes in the metal film, and therefore the 

diameter of the final nanopillars. The metal deposited in our case is gold: it is a good catalyst for 
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the next step, i.e. for metal-assisted etching. Silver has also been tried, but it gives us worse 

results because of the relative instability of the silver in the metal-assisted etching solution. A 

layer of 40nm gold is therefore deposited with an e-beam evaporator under high vacuum (10-6 

Torr). The lower part of Figure 8.5 shows the resulting gold masks after gold deposition and 

beads removal with sonication. A standard time of 120 sec of RIE has been selected with a 

variation of +/- 15sec depending on how thick the pillars need to be. When RIE step is skipped, 

the surface is covered with triangular shaped gold nanoparticles that can be harvested in a 

solution after strong Sonication195. 

 

Figure 8.5: AFM images of a silicon substrate with a layer of polystyrenes nanoparticles with a 
diameter of 500nm deposited through fishing. Upper part corresponds to the resulting surface 
after different times of RIE. Lower part corresponds to resulting surface after gold deposition 
and beads removal for some selected times. Scale bars are 500nm. 
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8.4 Metal assisted etching 

8.4.1 Basic principle 

 

Metal assisted etching is a chemical process used to etch silicon, which is based on 

selective oxidation and etching in the presence of a metal catalyst. The process consists of 

immersing a sample in a solution of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

diluted in a solvent (in our case, ethanol, EtOH). The overall concept relies on the reduction of 

the H2O2 compounds in the presence of metal. This allows the oxidation of the underlying 

silicon. The underlying oxidized silicon is then etched away in a HF solution: the silicon is 

therefore etched in the direct proximity of the metal which means that a metal negative mask can 

be used to transfer a pattern to the silicon bulk. The chemical reactions involved in the process 

are196: 

Oxidation of hydrogen peroxide on the metal: 

                   Eq 8.1   
 

Dissolution of silicon: 

                      
 

 
      Eq 8.2     

 

Leading to the following overall reaction: 

   
 

 
                     

 

 
      Eq 8.3 

 

The etching process is still not fully understood but can be described this way (see Figure 8.6 

from Huang and al.196): (1) The hydrogen peroxide is reduced at the surface of the noble metal 
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due to its catalytic activity. (2) The holes generated during this previous reaction then diffuse 

through the metal to reach the silicon that is in contact. (3) The injected holes induce the 

oxidation of the silicon that is then dissolved by the HF present in the solution. By products are 

extracted through diffusion around the metal. (4) The reaction is fastest in the direct vicinity of 

the metal because this is where there is the highest concentration of holes. The pattern of the 

metal is then transferred onto the silicon. (5) If the rate of holes injection in the silicon is faster 

than the dissolution of the silicon, holes can diffuse anywhere on the sample: the silicon can be 

etched anywhere and it can result in the fabrication of microporous silicon199.  

 

 

Figure 8.6: Scheme of processes involved in metal-assisted chemical etching. The numbers are 
explained in the text. From Huang et al. Adv. Mater. (2011). 
 

8.4.2 Selected recipe 

 

We decided to use gold as a noble metal. However, gold does not stick well on oxidized 

silicon surfaces. As shown in the previous part, metal-assisted etching releases gaseous 
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dihydrogen as a byproduct. Therefore, the reaction induces the formation of bubbles that can 

slowly make the gold mask pop out. To stabilize the gold mask, a low concentration of H2O2 has 

to be used at first. After some time, the concentration can and needs to be increased because the 

gold mask is buried in the silicon and remains stable enough for the reaction to continue. The 

standard recipe is as follows: 

1. 8 min with a volumetric ratio of HF/EtOH/H2O2 : 1/1/0.01 

2. 2 min with a volumetric ratio of HF/EtOH/H2O2 : 1/1/1 

The obtained structure is displayed in Figure 8.7 and clearly shows that the shift in the H2O2 

concentration had an effect on the direction of the etching. 

 

Figure 8.7: SEM images of silicon nanowires. Top view (a) and side view (b) of Straight pillars 
obtain with 500nm beads.  Scale bars: 1µm. 
 

8.4.3 Effect of H2O2 concentration 

 

As mentioned earlier, the hydrogen peroxide concentration has an influence on the 

direction of the etching. The gold mask is loosely attached to the silicon and a high concentration 
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of H2O2 can make it pop out. It is then possible for the gold mask to move laterally during the 

etching process as reported in the literature196,199. The reason for such instability remains unclear 

but can be controlled by varying the hydrogen peroxide concentration as shown in Figure 8.8. 

Experimentally, the maximum instability occurs when the volumetric ratio is around 

HF/EtOH/H2O2 : 1/1/0.1. It is then necessary to quickly increase the H2O2 concentration to reach 

1/1/1 to ensure that the etching direction remains straight. Another way to obtain fully straight 

pillars is to keep a very low ratio (1/1/0.01) throughout the whole process. With a low H2O2 

concentration, a 1h etching is needed to etch 3µm long pillars. 

 

Figure 8.8: SEM image of silicon nanowires with H2O2 concentration variation during the metal 
assisted etching. The change in concentration has a visible effect on the shape of the silicon 
nanowires. Scale bar: 1µm. Note: the image has been taken with a low resolution JEOL tabletop 
SEM. 
 

8.5 Achievable structures 

   

Using nanosphere lithography combined with metal-assisted etching makes it possible to 

fabricate a wide variety of shapes for silicon structures. 
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8.5.1 Silicon nanopillars 

 

The shape of the silicon nanopillars can be tuned with the control over several 

parameters: 

- RIE time: changing the O2 etching time will change the diameter of the silicon pillars. But it 

will not change the density of the pillars on the surface: so to have a denser array of smaller 

pillars it is necessary to start the process with smaller beads. 

- Beads size: Only two sizes have been investigated: 500 and 200nm. There is limit on how 

much this can be done: when dealing with smaller beads, there is an increased difficulty in 

obtaining a good self-assembled monolayer. Also, the thinner the pillars are, the more fragile 

they are and their size must be adapted accordingly 

- Metal-assisted etching time: the heights of the pillars are set by the metal assisted etching 

time. It is a trade-off between an optimized surface area increase and a good stability of the 

pillars in liquid environment. If the pillars are long, they tend to collapse because of 

capillarity effect. A way to avoid such effect would be to use supercritical drying. But with 

the extensive amount of wet chemical processes used on the pillars (functionalization, NQDs 

deposition,…), that option was not selected. 

- SEM images of examples of some possible shapes obtained with varying some of the 

parameters are displayed in Figure 8.9. 
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Figure 8.9: SEM images of silicon nanowires. Side-view of Straight pillars obtained with 500nm 
beads (a) and 200nm beads (b). Pillars can be etched for a longer time which gives them a more 
slender aspect (side-view, c) but it makes them collapse when it is overdone (top view, d). Note: 
images (c) and (d) have been taken using a low resolution JEOL tabletop SEM. Scale bars: 1µm. 
 

8.5.2 Bent Silicon nanopillars 

 

As seen before, the metal assisted etching step is strongly dependent on the hydrogen 

peroxide concentration in the solution. This can lead to bent nanopillars as seen in Figure 8.7 

and Figure 8.8. Increasing the etching time at the intermediary concentration can lead to some 

more extreme nanopillars structures. The metal assisted etching process flow is as follow: 

Etch 1: 8min with a volumetric ratio of EtOH/HF/H2O2: 1/1/0.01 
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Etch 2: 4min with a volumetric ratio of EtOH/HF/H2O2: 1/1/0.1 

Etch 3: 2min with a volumetric ratio of EtOH/HF/H2O2: 1/1/1 

Figure 8.10 illustrate the main resulting structures. They display very long and thin membrane 

between the upper and lower straight extremities. A top-view, near the edge of the cut sample, 

allows us to estimate size of the thin part. 

 

Figure 8.10: SEM images of bended silicon nanowires. Side-view (a) and top view (b). Scale 
bars: 1µm. 
 

But to properly characterize it, we sonicated the sample in EtOH for 30 min for the pillars 

to break down and go into the solution which was drop cast on another sample. Dimensions are 

display in Figure 8.11. We can also see that the process can be repeated at will so we can have 

staircase-shaped pillars (Figure 8.11a). These repeated steps seem to provide a better stability of 

the overall structure compared to simple nanopillars of the same size because each pillars 

supports its neighbor. 
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Figure 8.11: SEM images of bended silicon nanowires. Double bended silicon nanowires are the 
result of repeating the process twice (a). When broken down with Sonication, pillars can be drop 
casted on a flat surface (b) where we can estimate more accurately the dimensions (c) the 
thickness of the thin part is estimated to be 80nm. Note: picture (a) have been taken using a low 
resolution JEOL tabletop SEM. Scale bars: 1µm. 
 

8.5.3 Silicon polydiameter pillars 

 

Dual diameter pillars have received some attention in the context of solar-cell 

optimization because their shape can minimize surface reflectivity (smaller flat area at the top) 

and enhance the surface area (bigger pillars at the bottom) while remaining relatively sturdy118. 

We propose an alternative way of building such structure out of silicon using nanosphere 

lithography and metal assisted etching shown in Figure 8.12. Samples with a gold mask are 

prepared with nanosphere lithography using the same protocol as previous experimental work 
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except for a higher RIE etching time. A RIE etching time of 135sec is used and provide a gold 

mask with bigger holes than for standard nanopillars. A slow metal assisted etching (with a 

concentration of EtOH/HF/H2O2: 1/1/0.01 for 20 min) is then performed to build the upper part 

of the dual diameter pillars. We then decrease their diameter by slowly etching them with a KOH 

solution (30%) for 30sec at room temperature. As mentioned before, the gold mask does not 

stick well to the silicon and is likely to be removed of the surface during the KOH etch because 

KOH etches under it. However, the fact that it is stuck at the bottom of the pillars stabilizes it. 

KOH etching is an anisotropic etching technique so the resulting structure has some faceting of 

the upper part of the pillars. A second etch is then performed (with a concentration of 

EtOH/HF/H2O2: 1/1/0.01 for 30 min) in order to form the base of the pillars. 

 

 

Figure 8.12: Protocol overview of the fabrication of the silicon dual diameter pillars. 
 
 

By adjusting the KOH time (e.g. 10sec instead of 30sec), it is possible to do several KOH 

etching cycles to build polydiameter pillars in order to smooth the transition between the top part 

less reflective, and the lower part which have a higher surface area. SEM images of obtained 
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surfaces are displayed in Figure 8.13 and show the general shape of the obtained structures. 

Having a smooth transition between upper pillar part and lower pillar part can have the 

advantage of making the pillars sturdier. 

 

Figure 8.13: SEM images of the structure obtain with KOH etching. Dual diameter silicon 
pillars (a) are obtained after one cycle. Triple diameter (b and c) and quadruple diameter (d) 
are respectively obtained after 3 and 4 KOH etching cycles. All structures are obtained using 
nanosphere lithography with 500nm beads. Scale bars: 1µm. 
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8.6 Optimizing NRET in hybrid NQDs/silicon structures by controlled nanopillar 

architectures 

 

This section is a direct reproduction of a study that has been published in Applied Physics 

Letter in 2013133: 

O. Seitz., L. Caillard, H. M. Nguyen, C. Chiles, Y. J. Chabal, and A. V. Malko. “Optimizing Non-

Radiative Energy Transfer in Hybrid Colloidal-Nanocrystal/silicon Structures by Controlled 

Nanopillar Architectures for Future Photovoltaic Cells.” Applied Physics Letters 100, no. 2 

(January 9, 2012): 021902. 

 

This publication is providing experimental evidence for the optimization of PL counts from 

grafted NQDs using patterned silicon. Standard silicon nanopillars have been used as described 

in this chapter. I initially worked with a postdoc, Oliver Seitz, to fabricate the patterned surface 

(Si nanopillars), following the method described in this chapter. I was solely responsible for the 

fabrication of nanopillars, and then for all functionalization after Oliver Seitz left. 

 

8.6.1 Introduction 

 

Silicon-based solar cells are still dominating the market, despite impressive progress in 

organic bulk-heterojunction systems that involve high photon absorption and cheaper production 

costs as compared with traditional crystalline Si-based technology. The primary issues faced by 
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organic-based photovoltaic (OPV) cells are their limited stability and poorly controlled interface 

quality, leading to insufficient carrier transport and collection. On the other hand, silicon-based 

PV cells suffer from weak absorption, requiring thick Si films. 

 

A mechanism alternative to direct charge generation and separation is offered by non-

radiative energy transfer (NRET) in hybrid nanostructures comprising of strongly absorbing 

components, such as organic molecules or inorganic nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs) and 

highly conductive, ultra-thin and potentially flexible semiconductor (SC) layers. Light absorption 

in such structures is followed by longer-range energy transfer into SC layers21,200, in which 

charge separation and collection are easily accomplished via the built-in electric fields, thus 

entirely avoiding interface charge separation issues inherent to traditional organic devices. In all 

cases, substrate nanostructuring improves the performance by providing a larger absorption due 

to the increased surface-to-volume ratio and benefits to enhanced exciton extraction. Several 

nanostructure architectures have been considered, such as one dimensional nanostructures 

(nanowires and nanorods)116,190,117. Particularly useful are OPV devices made in the form of 

nanopillars that can be fabricated by several methods, such as nanoimprinting (applicable to soft, 

organic based devices) or by controlled etching of the underlying inorganic substrate. Such 

nanopillars can be easily doped to form radial p-n junctions. These structures have been shown to 

have an advantage in carrier collection and device efficiency over planar devices because the 

shorter distance minority carriers must travel to reach p-n junction188,189. Additionally, such 

structures have improved optical absorption through photon scattering/reabsorption within the 

nanostructured substrate as well as due to potential for light coupling in photonic structure. High 
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concentrations of nanopillars would increase the effective absorption in both the active material 

(NQDs) due to higher concentration per unit area, and in the underlying thin Si substrate by 

efficient energy transfer into the thin film, ultimately increasing the light conversion efficiency. 

 

Despite the potential advantages of one dimensional structures, light conversion 

efficiencies that are obtained with organic nanoimprinted solar cells are presently lower than 

their planar versions due to difficulties in controlling the surface passivation of the 

nanostructures, leading to exciton trapping and recombination24. Further, ordinarily used 

dropcast or spin-cast NQD films on unpassivated surfaces provide poor control of the placement 

at and chemical bonding to the surface200. The situation is particularly difficult when the 

substrates are not well chemically passivated by a stable oxide (as is the case for oxide-free 

silicon). Yet, the attachment of NQDs on high quality surfaces with low interface state density is 

required for advanced applications. Methods for functionalizing and stabilizing defect-free 

surfaces have been developed7,17,24,  but surfaces may not always remain chemically stable 

during the NQD attachment process. Substrate oxidation and formation of trapping sites that 

occur on the outer NQD ligands201 may open an effective channel for electron scavenging that 

may hinder NRET related phenomena. 

 

In this work, we controllably prepare large area, high aspect ratio Si nanopillar structures 

and demonstrate the grafting of dense monolayers of colloidal CdSe/ZnS NQDs positioned at 

well-controlled distances from Si interfaces21. For oxide-free silicon surfaces, we show that a 

grafted organic monolayer completely passivates the Si surface through the formation of a Si-C 
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bond (i.e., prevents subsequent oxidation)7, as clearly demonstrated on flat silicon surfaces17, and 

leads to an amount of interface states that remains negligible for most applications (i.e., 

comparable to what is typically seen with thermally grown silicon oxide)17, while providing 

functional headgroups for attachment of NQDs21. In addition to passivating the interface, a linker 

assisted deposition guides the creation of a single, tightly controlled monolayer of NQDs at pre-

determined distances that densely covers the side facets of the Si nanopillars. High-resolution 

SEM analysis of nanopillars reveals a close packing of nanocrystals on the vertical sides on the 

nanopillars with densities similar to those on planar Si surfaces. Using photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy we register ~35 fold increase of NQD surface coverage as compared to the planar 

Si/NQD structures This increase is consistent with the increase in surface area obtained by 

forming the nanopillars and available for dense NQD monolayer grafting. Importantly, time-

resolved PL measurements reveal that the NQD PL decay is much faster (~15 fold) compared to 

NQD/glass reference samples. Comparison with planar NQD/Si samples indicates that NRET 

into Si nanopillar substrate continues to be the dominant mechanism of energy transfer. The 

possible coupling of the NQD emitted light into the waveguiding modes within Si nanopillars 

and/or the change in the NQD radiative lifetime due to photonic crystal structure further 

contribute to the enhanced exciton depopulation dynamics. 

 

8.6.2 Preparation: 

 

Silicon nanopillars preparation is initiated by using polystyrene monodisperse 

microparticle 0.5 µm size in water (Sigma-Aldrich), following previously described 
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procedures196,197 ,198. Briefly, a mixture of ethanol/microparticle (1/1, v/v) is dispersed on a clean 

Si wafer by drop casting and drying. The layer of particles is then lifted off the wafer by 

inserting into a water bath containing a small amount of ADDS. The layer is then transferred on 

a clean silicon substrate and left dry in ambient. Prior to deposition of 40 nm gold layer via e-

beam evaporation the microparticle size is reduced using O2 Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) plasma. 

The pillars are formed by leaving the structure for 10 min in a mixture of ethanol (98%), HF 

(49%) and H2O2 (30%) with a volumetric ratio of 1/1/0.01, then more of H2O2 is added to bring 

the ratio to 1/1/1 and left for 2 min. Finally, the gold is removed from the sample by using an 

aqua regia solution (15 min) and the remaining microparticles are washed away by using a 

piranha solution (20min). 

 

Surface functionalization is based on two approaches depending on the starting surfaces 

(oxide-free Si or pure glass) and is described elsewhere16,21. Note that in the present study, the 

silane used is 0.2% of C11-Ald instead of AUTES due to the use of water soluble quantum dots. 

Water soluble colloidal NQDs are purchased from Invitrogen (Qdot 565 ITK amino (PEG), # 

Q21531MP) and used as received. NQDs attachment is performed differently depending on the 

head group: (a) for carboxyl terminated head groups, the sample is immersed in an MES (2-

morpholinoethanesulfonic acid) solution containing EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide) (0.8 mg/ml) and with NQD concentration of ~15 nM; (b) for aldehyde terminated 

head groups, the sample is exposed to NQD solution containing some sodium cyanoborohydride 

(5 mM). (Note: for the thin glass slides, a homemade holder is used to perform the adsorption 
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only on one side of the slide.) The samples are left 40 min for adsorption, rinsed at least twice 

with Deionized water and dried under N2 gas. 

 

8.6.3 Results and discussion 

 

To characterize the surface structure as well as the NQDs coverage, we performed SEM 

imaging on the nanorodes. Figure 8.14 shows a picture and SEM top view images of the 

nanopillars structure. This protocol results in the formation of highly uniform, large area (~5 cm2 

in the shown case), close-packed formation of upright standing, ~300 nm diameter, ~500 nm 

pitch (center to center separation), Si nanopillars on Si substrate. After GOM functionalization 

and attachment of NQDs at higher concentration (~250 nM) used for PL measurements, the SEM 

cross section of the structure at different magnifications is shown in Figure 8.15a and Figure 

8.15b. The resultant nanopillars are isolated and close-packed, with a change of direction 

observed along the pillar axis (Figure 8.15a). This reproducible change is explained earlier in 

this chapter. Using the SEM scaling, the length of the pillars can be estimated between 3.5 and 

4.0 µm, leading to an estimated increase of surface area of ~20 times, as compared to the starting 

flat silicon substrate. Note that this increase does not take in account the increase of surface area 

induced by the increase of the surface roughness due to the etching process. At higher 

magnification (Figure 8.15c), the HR-SEM picture reveals the presence of a homogeneous, 

close-packed NQD monolayer wrapped around the nanopillars with a size distribution in the 4-6 

nm range. The presence of this layer confirms the realization of the NQDs/nanopillar attachment 
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process and implies the presence of a dense GOM on oxide free Si nanorods with a 

predetermined distance of 1.6 nm between the dots and the Si substrate. 

 

Figure 8.14: Digital camera picture and SEM top view imaging of Si nanorods. From Seitz et 
al., Applied physics letter (2012). 
 

 

Figure 8.15: (a)-(c) SEM cross-sectional images of Si nanorods’ structure at different 
magnifications after functionalization and attachment at high concentration of NQDs. Well 
resolved individual NQDs are seen on panel (c). From Seitz et al., Applied physics letter (2012). 
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To characterize the surface coverage and study the effects of energy transfer, we used 

typical microscope-based µPL that has the required single-photon sensitivity21. Measurements of 

the PL intensity (Figure 8.16a) confirm dense packing, monolayer arrangement of NQDs on the 

side walls of the nanopillars. The PL intensity measured for the Si nanopillar sample is 

approximately 35 times larger than PL intensity of the planar Si/NQD sample, which is prepared 

using the same concentration of NQDs for grafting. This number compares well to the expected 

increase of the surface area, with some discrepancy that may come from incomplete NQD 

coverage of the trenches between the pillars, thus increasing the proportion of the PL coming 

from the densely covered side surfaces vs. the flat substrate (see the inset to Figure 8.16a). 

 

 

Figure 8.16: (a) PL spectra of NQDs grafted on glass, planar Si and Si-nanopillars for similar 
starting NQD concentrations. Inset: Schematics of nanopillar structure (b) PL decays for the 
same set of samples. Dashed lines are fits to monoexponential decays (top and middle curves) 
and to biexponential decay (bottom curve).From Seitz et al., Applied physics letter (2012). 
 

Further, we recorded time-resolved PL dynamics for (i) the Si/NQD nanopillar sample, 

(ii) the planar Si/NQD sample, and (iii) the NQDs grafted on a glass substrate, used as a 

reference. All samples were prepared using the same starting NQD concentration (i.e., 15 nM) 
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for grafting to ensure similar surface coverages. The NQD PL dynamics (recorded at the peak 

position, i.e., λ~570 nm) differ greatly, with those on the Si nanopillar sample being the fastest as 

seen in Figure 8.16b. A monolayer of NQDs deposited on glass has a monoexponential PL 

transient with decay time τglass=21 ns, attesting to the high quality of the commercial NQDs. The 

NQD dynamics on the planar Si/NQD sample also exhibit a nearly monoexponential decrease, 

with much faster dynamics, τSi=3.5 ns, as compared to the reference on glass. In previous work21, 

our team characterized the PL decay rates for NQDs grafted at well defined distances from 

planar Si surfaces. The large observed difference in PL dynamics is fully described by 

modification of the radiative and non-radiative decay rates for an emitting dipole placed near 

high refractive index (nSi~4), weakly absorbing (Im(ε)~0.3) Si surface. The observed ratio of 

total decay rates ΓSi/Γglass=(21/3.5)=6 is in excellent agreement with the theoretical calculations 

that predict (i) the NRET contribution accounting for a factor of 2.5, and (ii) the change in the 

radiative rate due to presence of highly polarizable Si substrate accounting for a factor of 2.4. 

 

The observed fast decay component τfast=1.5 ns is, therefore, indicative of 

additional/enhanced decay channels that are responsible for exciton depopulation when NQDs 

are placed on nanopillars. Two possible mechanisms are possible: (1) further modification of 

NQD radiative rates when placed in the photonic crystal structure, and (2) coupling of the NQD 

emission into quasi-waveguide modes of the nanopillars, thus further reducing the PL decay 

times. The former mechanism has been extensively studied in different photonic structures for 

both colloidal NQDs as well as for epitaxial quantum dots grown in situ in microcavities (so 

called Purcell effect)202,203. The later mechanism has been recently discussed in the context of the 
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plasmonic-based light coupling204. Further optical experiments are currently being performed to 

clarify these mechanisms in Si nanostructures. 

 

8.7 Conclusion 

 

Nanosphere lithography, combined with metal assisted etching provides a relatively easy 

and cheap way to fabricate silicon nanowires with a wide variety of shape and size. In the frame 

work of the enhancement of quantum dots based solar cells it has been decided to use standard 

silicon nanowires. We have then prepared large-area, regular arrays of 3D Si nanopillars and 

grafted monolayers of colloidal CdSe/ZnS quantum dots. Such 3D nanopillar structures gave an 

effective increase in surface area of ~20 fold without compromising the interface quality and 

without detectable evidence of surface states (if created) that typically hamper the performance 

of composite nanostructured devices. We have clearly demonstrated that in such hybrid 

architecture, NQDs’ grafting still produces close to ideal monolayer coverage similar to what is 

achieved on planar Si substrates. PL spectroscopy measurements have revealed considerable 

acceleration of the PL dynamics of NQDs positioned on the nanopillars due to the combined 

effects of the non-radiative and radiative energy transfers. Such a photon harvesting architecture 

would potentially allow the combination of effective exciton collection from NQDs to Si via 

energy transfer mechanisms and improved carrier extraction via built-in electric fields of radially 

doped p-n junctions. This approach may prove useful for the development of thin-film, flexible 

Si solar cells with power conversion efficiencies approaching the efficiencies of thick, crystalline 

Si devices205, but at much lower production costs and higher throughput.  
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CHAPTER 9 

 

DITHIOL AND DIAMINE BASED MULTILAYER CDSE NANOCRYSTAL QUANTUM 

DOTS FABRICATION 
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9.1 Introduction 

 

Considerable progress has been done in the field of organic bulk heterojunction systems, 

whether it is in photon absorption or in optimization of cost fabrication. But despite all this work, 

traditional Si-based PV cell technology still dominates the market. It is mainly due to the fact 

that OPVs have limited time stability in typical ambient environments and poorly controlled 

interface quality, all of which have a direct influence on carrier transport and collection. 

However, silicon itself in silicon-based PV cells has a weak absorption, requiring thick Si films, 

further increasing the production cost.  

 

Energy transfer from organic molecules or inorganic nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs) 

to a semiconductor (SC) layer through non-radiative energy transfer (NRET) is believed to be an 

interesting method to increase efficiency. The light absorbed in the NQDs is transferred to a 

conductive and thin SC layer where excitons are generated and charges separated via a built-in 

electric field (in p-i-n junctions). Along with NQDs stability compared to organic materials, one 

of the main advantages is that charges do not need to be transferred from the NQDs to the silicon 

layer, thus avoiding interface charge capture issues typically occurring in traditional OPVs. It has 

been demonstrated that a dense monolayer of CdSe/ZnS NQDs can be attached on passivated 

silicon substrate using self assembled monolayer21. Efficiency has been improved by increasing 

surface area through patterning by taking advantage of the widespread knowledge on silicon 

patterning133. Study has also been performed suggesting that potentially cheaper thin silicon 

should provide better efficiency than thick bulk because of introduction of additional radiative 
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energy transfer routes through wave-guiding in the thin silicon membrane206. In order to further 

improve the efficiency, the number of layers attached to silicon needs to be increased as well to 

fully capture the solar radiation. Doing so increases the number of NQDs on the surface in turn 

improving the light absorption, thus maximizing the energy transferred to the bulk through 

NRET. Such improvement can also open the road to the ordered attachment of successive 

monolayers of NQDs with a tailored absorption profile. A wider spectral range can be absorbed 

by the NQDs and transferred to the silicon bulk. Such enhancement is possible because of the 

relatively long-range nature of NRET (compared to charge transfer) and RET and by inter-dot 

energy diffusion21,200. 

 

The fabrication of ultrathin films of quantum dots or nanoparticles has already been 

achieved on several substrates (silicon, metal, glass,…)207 using different techniques such as 

layer-by-layer assembly207,208,209, spin casting210 or Langmuir-Blodgett deposition211.  Multilayer 

quantum dots systems, fabricated using layer-by-layer assembly techniques with polymer films, 

have been shown to enhance luminescence of NQDs207. Such systems have also been obtained 

with self-assembly of polyelectrolytes, such as, positively charged 

poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA), polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), and 

quaternaryammoniumion cationic starch (QAICS), stacked with negatively charged NQDs212. 

These techniques offer possibilities to build thick films of NQDs on a flat surface which in turns 

allow tuning fluorescence intensities and quantum yield by changing NQDs sizes (aka 

wavelength emission). It also takes advantage of fluorescence resonance energy transfer. 

Multilayers of CdSe/ZnS QDs have been controllably fabricated through layer-by-layer chemical 
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grafting using dithiols, and characterized using XPS and PL measurement213. XPS measurements 

offer a good estimate of the density of NQDs attached on the surface by performing 

measurements between each grafting cycle. PL measurements also provide an estimate of the 

converage and determine, through decay-time measurements, the mechanisms involved in energy 

transfer.  

 

 Our approach is to build similar systems using dithiol and diamine and characterize them 

with XPS and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements. The use of dithiol has been 

motivated by the fact that thiol group –SH has a good affinity with ZnS protective shell and 

therefore allow a stable attachment of the NQDs. The interaction between thiol and zinc atoms 

has been modeled and shows that a liaison is created between them33,34. It is also the case with 

sulfur atoms, but with a lower binding energy33,34. Amine has a similar affinity albeit not as 

strong. It has been shown that amine could lead to an increase in photoluminescence 

counts214,215, leading to their description as “perfect ligands” for Cd/Se NQDs216. Some negative 

influence on photoluminescence has been reported for both thiol217 and amine218 ligands. In 

constrast to the previously mentioned study, our work is based on ZnS-capped CdSe NQDs. We 

focus on the influence of dithiol and diamine groups on the energy transfer between NQDs and 

determine the most promising fabrication method. 
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9.2 Experimental method 

9.2.1 Surface preparation 

 

The starting surface, corresponding to the first step in the Figure 9.1a, is prepared as 

follows. A thick thermal oxide (2µm) is first grown on top of the silicon substrate. This oxide 

layer needs to be of high quality (see CHAPTER 1.2.1) to ensure that no energy can be 

transferred from grafted NQDs to the substrate206. The SiO2 film is then functionalized in order 

to build a dense monolayer23. To do so, SiO2 surfaces are initially cleaned using piranha solution 

(1:2 volumetric ratio of hydrogen peroxide / sulfuric acid) and dipped into a solution of 20ml of 

toluene with 40µl of active molecule for 12 hours at 70°C. The functionalization is done in a dry 

N2(g)-purged atmosphere (in a UNIlab Glovebox Workstation MBRAUN). What we call active 

molecule here are the molecules that we intend to graft on the surface. Two such molecules have 

been tested in order to have two different active groups on our surface: 11-

aminoundecyltriethoxysilane (AUTES)23 to get a terminated amine group and 11-

mercaptoundecyltrimethoxysilane (MUTS) to get a thiol terminated group. Both samples are 

then rinsed and sonicated in toluene for 30sec. The resulting surfaces are used to attach 

NQDs21,213,108.  
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Figure 9.1: The successive steps for preparing the two kinds of multilayers (DT based and DA 
based) considered in this study. 
 

9.2.2 Multilayer fabrication 

 

The surface prepared in the previous paragraph is used as a starting surface for the 

growth of multilayer samples. These steps are shown in Figure 9.1b-f. NQDs (CdSe core with 

ZnS protective layer, purchased from Invitrogen) are then attached on the surface by leaving the 

samples 90min in a solution of 20µl of colloidal NQD605 diluted in 2ml of hexane and then 

rinsed twice and sonicated in hexane for 30sec (b). Multilayers are obtained by dipping the 

previous surfaces in either a solution of 1,6-hexanedithiol (DT, various concentration from 10-

1Mol/L to 10-4 Mol/L in ethanol) for 60 min for MUTS functionalized surface or 1,6-

hexanediamine (DA, with various concentration from 10-2 Mol/L to 10-7 Mol/L in toluene) for 
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60min  for amine terminated surfaces (c). All surfaces are then rinsed twice and sonicated for 

30sec in their respective solvent (ethanol and toluene). NQD605 deposition can then be 

performed again using previous technique (d). At the end of the process, depending on the 

starting active molecule, we obtain multilayer of NQDs functionalized with thiol (e) or amine (f). 

NQDs deposition and diamine/dithiol attachment are repeated to add extra layers on the surface. 

 

9.2.3 Characterization 

 

Several techniques are used in this chapter to characterize the resulting surfaces including 

XPS, microphotoluminesence (PL) time-resolved spectroscopy, UV-vis absorption 

measurements, atomic force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. All the equipments 

and techniques use for this work have been described in CHAPTER 4. 

 

- XPS characterization: Cd d5/2 peak (405.3eV) area is compared to Si 2p peak (at 103.1eV, 

because we are dealing with silicon oxide), which is used as normalizing reference for the 

whole process. Ratios are plotted with the number of multilayer grafted. 

- Microphotoluminesence (PL) time-resolved spectroscopy: Such apparatus allows us to 

identify emission wavelength of deposited quantum dots with PL measurement. Decay 

measurement, in combination with PL measurement allows us identify energy transfer: slow 

radiative transfer or fast decay which is usually attributed to non radiative energy transfer. 

- UV-vis absorption measurement: Grafting of up to 10 layers of NQDs absorbing at 565nm 

is performed on a thin glass sample using the same method as the one described in the 
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surface preparation section. This is done in order to monitor the growth of a thick photoactive 

film with UV absorption measurement. 

- Microscopy measurement: In order to obtain a good estimate of topography of the surface, 

AFM and SEM are used. Images of a monolayer of NQD deposited on an oxide substrate 

have been obtained to investigate the density of the starting monolayer. For better images 

with SEM, oxide free silicon is used instead of silicon oxide (because SiO2 is an insulator); 

the oxide free functionalization method is the same as the one described in CHAPTER 5 

(SiC11). 

 

9.3 Results and discussion: 

9.3.1 Multilayer grafting 

 

The fabrication of multilayer can be monitored with XPS and UV-vis absorption 

measurements. Figure 9.2 displays the ratio between the ratio between the cadmium Cd3d peak 

and the silicon Si2p peak after each layer being grafted on a surface up to 3 layers. A linear 

increase of the ratio is observed using DA and DT showing that materials are added on the 

surface. It is therefore assumed that we are successively adding more layers of quantum dots as 

depicted in Figure 9.1. A similar observation can be made by looking at Figure 9.3 that displays 

UV-vis absorbance as a function of grafting cycles of NQDs on a thin glass substrate only with 

DA (no DT). We can see that more and more quantum dots are attached on the surface even 

when we are dealing with an extended number of grafting cycles (up to 10 cycles). 
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Figure 9.2: Ratio of Cd3d5/2 on Si3d3/2 peaks obtained using XPS measurements done on NQDs 
multilayers fabricated using DA (black) and DT (blue). 
 

 

Figure 9.3: Absorption measurements done on a thin glass substrate on which up to 10 cycles of 
NQDs 545 grafting have been performed. 
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9.3.2 Effect of NQDs functionalization on PL measurement 

 

 Before doing any PL measurement on a multilayer, we need to investigate the effect of 

DA and DT on the photoluminescence of one monolayer of NQDs. Monolayers are exposed to 

different concentrations of DT in ethanol and DA in toluene. Time-resolved PL and 

measurements of PL count are performed on each samples in order to study the possible effect on 

the photoluminescence (thus the decay mechanisms). 

 

Effect of Dithiol:  

 

In order to investigate the effect of DT in our system, a monolayer of NQDs deposited on 

a MUTS surface (see Figure 9.1 after step b) is exposed to several solutions of DT in ethanol 

with concentration varying from 1 to 10-4 mol.L-1.Using the reference with no exposure to DT, 

the results are displayed in Figure 9.4. The functionalization of CdSe NQDs induces a big drop 

in the photoluminescence count (see inset Figure 9.4). It is strongly related to the concentration 

of the DT solution in ethanol as the loss in PL count scales with DT concentration. The reference 

yields a maximum of roughly 9300 counts/sec, which is ~6 times higher than the maximum 

obtained with a surface exposed to a solution with a low concentration of DT (10-4 mol/L). It can 

go up to 60 times higher when compared with surface exposed to high DT concentration (1 

mol/L). Such trend cannot be attributed to the loss of NQDs attached on the surface as the ratio 

between Cd3d5/2 and Si2p3/2 is roughly the same for each DT concentration and for the reference 

(see Figure 9.5, the slight decrease in the ration can be attributed to the screening of the NQDs 
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on the surface by the amount of DT on top of it: an increase in the probability of photoelectrons 

to be absorbed by the layer of DT ligands). Time-resolve spectroscopy (see Figure 9.4, recorded 

at the peak position, i.e., λ=605nm) shows that the decay is much faster after functionalization 

and correlates with DT concentration. The decay time for the reference sample is ~12.3nsec. This 

value drops and remains quite stable (~6nsec) for low DT concentrations (10-4 to 10-2 mol/L). For 

high DT concentrations, the drop is larger (to ~2nsec for 1mol/L). It is then assumed that there 

are fast mechanisms that are becoming dominant mechanisms for photoluminescence decay 

when we functionalize NQDs with DT. It has been shown that typically thiol groups have a big 

influence on NQDs CdSe217,219,220. It is due to a photocatalysed oxidation process: when a hole is 

formed due to the formation of an exciton, it is captured by a thiol which leads to the creation of 

a thiol radical. The latter can be stabilized with another thiol radical while creation a disulfide 

bond. This process is the favored one because the thiol redox energy is lower than the 

semiconductor valence band217. Time-resolved PL results suggest the dominance of this more 

efficient relaxation process, which interferes with any study of subtle phenomena such as NRET. 
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Figure 9.4: Influence of DT concentration, varying from 1 to 10-4mol/L in ethanol, on a 
monolayer of NQDs grafted using MUTS. The influence is investigated through time-resolved 
spectroscopy and Photoluminescence counts (inset). We observe a big loss in the PL count and a 
much faster decay compared to the reference data (no DT). 
 

 

Figure 9.5: Evolution of Cd3d5/2 on Si3d3/2 peaks ratio obtained with XPS with the DT 
concentration (black) compared to the evolution of PL count (blue). The evolution of the ratio 
suggests that the DT passivation has little to no influence on the number of quantum dots present 
on the surface. 
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Effect of diamine:  

 

Similar experiments have been done using DA instead of DT: a monolayer of NQDs 

deposited on a silicon surface functionalized with AUTES is exposed to several solutions of DA 

in toluene with different concentration. The results are displayed in Figure 9.6. NQDs 

functionalized with DA show an increasing PL count. The maximum PL count is around 

6000counts/sec for the reference sample. This number can reach 10000 counts/sec after 

functionalization with a 10-5 mol/L DA solution in toluene. With higher concentration (10-2 

mol/L) the PL count reaches 14000 counts/sec.  The photoluminescence decay (recorded at 

λ=605nm) remains relatively slow and stable with the DA concentration below 10-4 mol/L: we 

measure a value around 12.1nsec. When the concentration reaches 10-3 mol/L, the decay time is 

even slower suggesting that the radiative energy transfer is becoming an even more predominant 

energy transfer mechanism. The decay time increase up to 12.8nsec and 13.6nsec for 10-3 mol.L-1 

and 10-2 mol.L-1 respectively. It is assumed here that the DA functionalization effectively 

passivates the surface of the NQDs, removing recombination sites and traps. This passivation is a 

necessary enhancement for energy transfer characterization.  
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Figure 9.6: Influence of DA concentration, varying from 10-2 to 10-7mol/L in toluene, on a 
monolayer of NQDs grafted using AUTES. The influence is investigated through time-resolved 
spectroscopy (a) and Photoluminescence counts (b). We observe a big gain in the PL count and 
a stable decay time compared to the reference data (no DA). 
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9.3.3 Photoluminescence measurements of multilayers  

 

Multilayers have been fabricated on silicon oxide using DA with a concentration of 5.10-2 

mol/L in toluene as a double linker between each NQDs layers. Up to three layers have been 

stacked this way and the different steps have been monitored with PL measurements (Figure 

9.7). All PL measurements have been done after DA passivation of the last NQDs layer 

deposited. The results show an increase in the maximum count with the number of layers added. 

The maximum PL count at ~605nm varies from 15000 ± 300 counts/sec with only the first layer 

to 18500 ± 300 counts/sec after adding the second layer and 19500 ± 300 counts/sec after adding 

the third and last layer. The PL gain is noticeable with the second layer, but it is not double and 

certainly not triple when adding the third layer. This can be explained by the fact that the second 

and third layers do not have the same quality as the first one as every defect on a layer has a huge 

influence on the quality of the next layer. Another reason can be that a non-negligible part of the 

energy does not decay radiatively but can be transferred non-radiatively (NRET) between each 

layer (see inter-dot energy transfer in CHAPTER 3). It is possible because of the size 

distribution of the NQDs: transfer can only be done from one NQD to another with a lower 

energy (higher wavelength). The density of NQDs in a monolayer is such that the distance 

between each NQDs is big enough to prevent NRET between them as shown in a previous 

study21. But there can be transfer between NQDs of each layer (which will be the topic of 

CHAPTER 10). Time resolved spectroscopy measurements (see inset Figure 9.7) show that the 

decay is faster as the number of layers increases: there is a decay of 13.2nsec with one layer, 

10.4nsec with two layers and 10.2nsec with three layers. These numbers suggest that a fast 
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mechanism is being more important the more NQDs layers we add on our surface. This fast 

mechanism has been associated with the NRET between two NQDs of different layers.  

 

 

Figure 9.7: PL measurement evolution with increasing number of layers grafted on an AUTES 
functionalized silicon substrate. The PL count increase with additional layers but the PL gain 
decrease after the second layer. µPL measurements (inset) show a faster decay time as we add 
layers on the sample suggesting that faster energy transfer mechanism are being more prevalent. 
 

9.3.4 Density of layers 

 

We have shown that we can add more material on the surface. The more grafting cycle 

being done, the more quantum dots are being attached on the surface.  Here we investigate 

whether we add additional layers on the surface or just keep adding material in the first imperfect 

monolayer. AFM images of a monolayer of NQD deposited on an oxide substrate have been 

obtained to investigate the density of the starting monolayer as shown in Figure 9.8. Monolayers 

deposited on AUTES and on MUTS are of similar density (1012 NQD/cm2) according to AFM 
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images (Figure 9.8). But this microscopy technique cannot provide an accurate representation of 

the actual density. SEM pictures can more clearly and quantitatively give the coverage of the 

first layer. We use a monolayer of NQDs with known density for comparison. For better images, 

oxide-free silicon surfaces need to be used instead of silicon oxide; the functionalization method 

is done with a SiC11 molecule. Figure 9.9 shows the comparison with a monolayer obtained 

through assembly method (work done by Sara Rupich in UT Dallas in the Spring 2014). From 

this comparison, we see that we have a poor coverage with the grafting method: roughly 30% of 

the surface is covered with NQDs (which correspond to roughly 3.1012 NQD/cm2 for 4nm 

NQDS). 

 

 

Figure 9.8: AFM image in tapping mode of a NQD monolayer deposited on AUTES (a) and 
MUTS (b). The density is roughly estimated around 20 000 part/µm2 for both surfaces. Scale 
bars: 500nm. 
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Figure 9.9: SEM images of NQDs deposited on amine terminated functionalized silicon. The 
deposition has been done through usual grafting (a) and through self assembly technique (b). 
Scale bars: 20nm. 
 

According to these results, it is then assumed that each grafting cycle does not produce a 

full monolayer, but just about a third of a monolayer. But, since absorption measurements in 

Figure 9.3 show an increase in counts bigger than three times of the initial deposition, it is then 

assumed that, with successive cycles, we can grow more than only one layer. Therefore, although 

this technique can build multilayers of quantum dots, it is not efficient as more than one cycle is 

needed to graft each layer. Other techniques need to be considered for applications such as solar 

cells. For instance, auto assembly seems more reliable as shown by Sara Rupich’s recent work. 

 

9.4 Conclusion 

 

We have successfully demonstrated that we can fabricate NQDs multilayers using DT 

and DA as double ligand between each layer. XPS and UV-absorption results support the 
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conclusion that multilayers can be grown. Photoluminescence measurements suggest that DA is 

more suited for a controlled light harvesting because of its passivating effect of the NQDs 

interface with atmosphere. In contrast, DT introduces new transfer mechanisms that are not 

suitable for an efficient and reliable system.  While these depositon techniques can be use in 

order to study the mechanisms of energy transfer (like the cascade effect in CHAPTER 10), they 

are not, however, reliable enough to build a high amount of defect-free layers on silicon for solar 

cells fabrication.  
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CHAPTER 10 

 

EFFICIENT DIRECTED ENERGY TRANSFER THROUGH SIZE-GRADIENT 

NANOCRYSTAL LAYERS INTO SILICON SUBSTRATES 
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This chapter is a direct reproduction of a study that has been published in the Langmuir journal 

in 2013: 

De Benedetti, William J. I., Michael T. Nimmo, Sara M. Rupich, Louis M. Caillard, Yuri N. 

Gartstein, Yves J. Chabal, and Anton V. Malko. “Efficient Directed Energy Transfer through 

Size-Gradient Nanocrystal Layers into Silicon Substrates.” Advanced Functional Materials, May 

1, 2014. 

This work gives experimental evidence of optimization of the energy transfer between NQD and 

silicon with taking advantage of the multilayer fabricated in CHAPTER 9. Bilayers of NQDs 

are grafted on a functionalized surface where each layers is made NQDs with a different 

wavelength. Energy transfer between different NQDs and between NQDs and the substrate are 

studied. Along with De Benedetti W. and Rupich S., I was in charge of the fabrication of the 

samples following the method described in CHAPTER 9. 

 

10.1 Introduction 

 

There has been a significant interest in nanostructured photovoltaics221 as a broad 

platform that can potentially enable cost-effective production of efficient and flexible solar cell 

modules. A multitude of structures utilizing different materials and architectures have been 

studied and while substantial progress has been achieved, their specific challenges and 

limitations are well recognized (see a well-referenced review article221). Since some of those 

limitations stem from the functional demands placed on the materials involved, it becomes 

important to understand if those demands could be alleviated by employing different operational 
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principles. Such an opportunity may arise in energy transfer (ET) based hybrid 

nanostructures222,103 that seek a clear separation of the functionalities of the different materials 

components: one component of the hybrid structure is chosen for its strong light-matter 

interaction while the other for its high charge carrier mobilities. The strong near-field 

electromagnetic interaction is responsible for inter-conversion of neutral excitations, excitons 

and electron-hole pairs, between the components. In the photovoltaic (PV) mode of operation, 

solar light is harvested in the highly absorbing component followed by exciton diffusion and ET 

across the interface with the subsequent separation and transport of charge carriers entirely 

within the high-mobility semiconductor component. This separation of functionalities is 

conceptually reminiscent of photosynthesis223,  where solar energy is absorbed in light-

harvesting antennae and then relayed to reaction centers that enable charge separation. Hybrid 

architectures operating on ET principles should thus be contrasted with conventional221 charge 

transfer based PV nanostructures. Many charge transfer based structures, for example, rely on 

exciton fission at the interface resulting in charge carriers on both sides and therefore place high 

demands on carrier mobilities in both components as well as on the microscopic quality of the 

interface. 

 

We have recently shown108,206 that a combination of colloidal NQDs with ultrathin 

crystalline Si layers could be an attractive practical realization of ET-based hybrids for thin-film 

solar cells that would take advantage of the beneficial properties of both components. On the one 

hand, Si layers in such devices are effectively sensitized via ET from NQDs. Hence, the issue of 

weak solar light absorption in Si is no longer a defining factor in the overall design of the solar 
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cell and the thickness of the crystalline Si layer can be substantially reduced to fractions of a 

micron in our experiments206. On the other hand, NQDs, well-known as good light absorbers and 

emitters, are no longer required to exhibit good charge carrier transport in their assemblies. We 

have experimentally demonstrated very efficient (close to 90%) ET coupling between individual 

proximal NQDs and Si substrates over a wide spectral range as enabled via both non-radiative 

(NRET) and radiative (RET) mechanisms21,108,109,206.  Hybrid structures with ET coupling can 

also be realized in different three-dimensional geometries133200224. Given the maturity of Si 

technology and chemical processability of colloidal NQDs, NQD/Si hybrid structures are 

expected to be manufacturable without major new developments. 

 

Further assessment of the practical viability of NQD/Si hybrids requires fabrication and 

analysis of energy flows in structures with optically thick, multi-layer NQD arrays that would 

provide sufficient absorption of the incident solar light. While significant research has been 

carried out on various “NQD solids” due to the NQD’s unique physicochemical properties of 

band-gap tunability, photostability and solution processability attractive for optoelectronic 

applications, most of the effort has focused on the improvement of carrier mobilities in these 

arrays225. For example, lead chalcogenide NQDs have been employed in conventional PV 

nanostructures97,221 due to their superior performance in the near-infrared (NIR) spectral region 

in comparison with organic dyes; however, low charge carrier mobilities hinder progress in such 

NQD based solar cells. While sharing the requirement of good light absorption with conventional 

architectures, ET-based structures, in contrast, do not use charge transport within the NQD arrays 

and therefore are amenable to different property optimizations. 
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It is worthwhile to recall that charge and energy transfer processes have very different 

relevant spatial scales. Charge transfer relies on the overlap of the electronic wave functions and 

is therefore determined by angstrom-scale interactions; the ligands on NQDs can strongly 

influence charge transport in NQD solids. On the other hand, ET processes rely on relatively 

long-range electromagnetic interactions: the typical length scales are several nanometers for 

NRET and are even longer ranged for radiative transfer processes. RET from NQDs into Si 

substrates is expected to be efficient over distances of tens of nanometers108,109,206. 

 

One of the important requirements for assembling NQDs in our structures is to minimize 

the number of energy (exciton) scavenging events and thereby preserve their high quantum 

yields (QYs). This is a significant practical issue as it is known that the deposition of densely-

packed NQD films commonly leads to substantial reductions in the photoluminescence (PL) QYs 

as compared to QYs in solutions226. Contributing to the deterioration of the PL QY in dense 

arrays is the NRET-mediated diffusion of excitons towards “defective” NQDs that act as 

excitonic traps where “dark-state” excitations are irrecoverably lost. One can envision various 

approaches to battle such energy losses. The direct approach is the reduction of the dark-exciton 

traps by appropriate chemical and growth routes that would tightly control the resulting structure 

and passivate defect sites. Recent work227 demonstrating low-threshold lasing with dense NQD 

films illustrates that issues of high-QY arrays can be successfully addressed via proper 

fabrication. 
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One can also utilize accelerated directed migration of excitons from their generation 

locations towards the high-mobility semiconductor substrate. This design would mitigate exciton 

scavenging that is more frequently encountered in the random diffusion process. The idea of 

exciton drift can be naturally pursued in assemblies with engineered NQD size (band-gap) 

gradients. Indeed, several groups have demonstrated this effect in bilayer104 and multilayer228,229 

configurations where different size NQDs are arranged in layer-by-layer geometries on neutral 

glass substrates. Since quantum confinement in NQDs results in larger exciton energy for smaller 

diameter dots (of the same composition), the NRET processes enable fast directed migration of 

relaxed excitons towards the layer with the largest dots. While short interlayer NRET times of 

fractions of a nanosecond were reported, the graded films in previous studies104,228,229 were not 

optimized to maintain high overall QYs and no attempts were made to convert excitons into 

accessible excitations inside conducting media. 

 

In this chapter, we explore these two approaches via a detailed spectroscopic study of 

energy relaxation pathways in size-gradient, dense NQD bilayer structures carefully grafted on 

planar Si and SiO2 substrates. NQD grafting via grafted organic monolayers (GOMs) of 

functionalized molecules assures both the electronic purity of the underlying substrate51 and the 

uniform placement of NQDs allowing for the ET processes to be studied unobscured. 

Additionally, the linker strategy enables us to carefully build up the subsequent NQD 

monolayers in a controlled manner. By using time-resolved PL measurements of the donor and 

acceptor NQD emission, we find that energy is unidirectionally transported into the Si substrate 

via sequential exciton NRET migration and direct RET coupling to the Si substrate. Based on the 
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analysis of the experimentally measured ET times between NQD layers and Si substrates, we 

estimate the overall transfer efficiency of the donor excitons in the outmost layer into Si 

substrate approaching ~90%. Our measurements and observations are in a good agreement with 

theoretical analysis of NRET- and RET-mediated energy transport in the absence of detrimental 

energy-scavenging mechanisms. These results suggest that linker-assisted assembly can enable 

the fabrication of defect-free NQD multilayer structures with unimpeded energy flows into the 

underlying semiconductor substrate. This further supports the concept of ET-based hybrid 

nanocrystal/Si thin film PV devices, where bandgap-engineered optically thick NQD layers are 

used as primary solar photon absorbers to further funnel excitons into high-charge-mobility 

ultrathin Si substrates. 

 

10.2 Preparation method 

 

The preparation of bilayers on SiO2 was done following the method detailed in the 

CHAPTER 9: an AUTES functionalization of the glass was done before attachment of NQDs. 

different kind of quantum dots were used for each layer. Linkers between each layer were amine 

based (DA). Bilayers done on oxide free silicon were done using the long chain GOM (SiC11) 

described in CHAPTER 5 instead of the AUTES functionalization. The rest of the process is 

similar with the process done on SiO2 sample. The last layer for each sample was passivated with 

amine based linker. Two DA have been tested ethylenediamine (C2 short chain) and 1,6-

hexanediamine (C6, long chain). 
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10.3 Results and discussion 

10.3.1 Bilayer on glass 

 

We studied and compared the time-resolved decay of excitons in photoexcited NQDs in 

monolayer and bilayer arrangements on SiO2 and Si substrates as schematically shown in Figure 

10.1a and Figure 10.4a. NQD monolayers were attached to the substrates via amine terminated 

GOMs. In the bilayer samples, a second layer of NQDs was linked to an underlying monolayer 

of NQDs via short alkyldiamines. We have used two different sizes of CdSe/ ZnS core shell 

NQDs, whose PL emission spectra are centered approximately at 545 nm and at 585 nm. We 

refer to them as donor (D) and acceptor (A) NQDs, respectively, as they act in the capacity of 

energy donors and energy acceptors in the bilayer configuration. The experimental PL data for 

NQDs on SiO2 substrates are collected in Figure 10.1 and the data for NQDs on Si substrates in 

Figure 10.4. With the selected NQDs, the emission spectra of Ds and As are well separated as is 

clear from the figures. Moreover, the ~0.16eV difference in energy of the respective excitons is 

large enough to prevent thermally activated exciton transfer from A to D at room temperature. 

Under this condition, the simplest linear kinetic model describing the time evolution of the 

number of donor, ND , and acceptor, NA , excitons from their original quantities ND(0) and NA(0) 

at time t = 0 is given by equations230: 

 

   

  
            Eq 10.1 

   

  
            Eq 10.2 
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Here, w is the rate of the exciton transfer from the excited donor NQD to the acceptor NQDs, 

while γD and γA are the decay rates of the D and A excitons due to all other radiative and non-

radiative processes. (It should be kept in mind that γD and γA rates can themselves depend on the 

configuration under study.) The solutions to Eq 10.1 and Eq 10.2 

 
            

        , Eq 10.3 
 

            
     

      

       
    

       
      , Eq 10.4 

 

can be exploited in the analysis of the experimental data in the bilayer samples. When compared 

with the PL dynamics of the monolayers, the important qualitative features of the solutions are 

the acceleration of the D decay in Eq 10.3 due to exciton transfer to A (here it is a mono-

exponential decay), and the appearance of the corresponding energy “in-flow” in the acceptor 

dynamics in Eq 10.4. These salient features are exhibited by the experimental data in panels (c) 

and (d) of Figure 10.1. 
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Figure 10.1: (a) Schematics of the monolayer and bilayer placement on SiO2 substrate. (b) PL 
emission spectra for donor monolayer (NQD-545, ML), acceptor monolayer (NQD-585, ML) 
and bilayer (NQD-545 on NQD-585, BL) samples grafted on SiO2. The spectra represent three 
different samples. (c) PL dynamics at donor emission peak (545 nm) for donor monolayer (top 
trace) and bilayer (bottom trace) samples. Traces are shown along with the fitting curves. (d) PL 
dynamics at acceptor emission peak (585 nm) for acceptor monolayer (bottom trace) and bilayer 
(top trace) samples. Fitting curves are also displayed for panels (c) and (d). From De Benedetti 
et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. (2014). 
 

Figure 10.1b shows the PL spectra of D and A emission in monolayer and bilayer 

samples grafted on SiO2 substrates. It is clearly seen that in the bilayer sample, the relative PL 

intensity from the donor NQDs is much smaller than the PL from the acceptor NQDs. This is 

indicative of efficient ET from the donor to the acceptor layer as characteristic of short-distance 
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NRET processes229. It may be unreliable to make quantitative assessments of the efficiency and 

rates of the NRET process from PL intensity (or photon count) measurements as, for instance, 

varying NQD surface coverage would inherently affect the comparison between samples. A 

direct and much more reliable quantitative approach is to study changes in the PL dynamics 

which are unaffected by the number of photo-excitations and rather are determined only by the 

rates of the relevant processes109. Figure 10.1c shows a drastic acceleration of the donor PL 

intensity decay in the presence of acceptors in the bilayer configuration (bottom trace, BL) as 

compared to the donor decay in the monolayer configuration (top trace, ML): the respective 

decay times are found as               and              . The faster donor PL decay in the 

bilayer structure clearly demonstrates the presence of an additional decay channel, which is 

NRET from the donor to the acceptor layer. A good estimate of the interlayer rate w can be 

derived already from the raw data. Indeed, in the case of the SiO2 substrates, the D decay rate γD 

into other channels can be approximated by its value          
   in the donor monolayer 

configuration. This arises from the fact that these other decay channels for samples on the SiO2 

substrate are presumed to be purely radiative108,206. The distance from the donor layer to the SiO2 

substrate in the bilayer, while larger than in the donor monolayer, is still only about 10nm so that 

the change in the donor radiative rates between the bilayer and monolayer samples is small108,206. 

In this approximation, the interlayer NRET time τw = 1/w is then found from 

      
       

   to be τw~2.0 nsec. The efficiency of the interlayer NRET (defined as a 

fraction of the overall decay rate) is correspondingly evaluated as 

            
           . This result strongly suggests that NRET from the donor to 

acceptor NQD layers is highly efficient. A more accurate analysis taking into account that 
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bilayer’s       
  would lead to a slightly shorter interlayer NRET time and a bit higher 

efficiency. 

 

An important counterpart in the detection of the interlayer NRET is the observation of the 

energy “in-flow” in the A layer. To this aim, in Figure 10.1d we directly compare the time 

evolution of the PL of the acceptor layer in the bilayer structure (top trace, BL) to the PL of an 

acceptor monolayer on SiO2 (bottom trace, ML), where no ET would occur. It is clearly seen that 

the A emission rises slower in the bilayer sample, consistent with ET from the D to A layer. For 

a clearer demonstration of the changes in the acceptor PL emission, we selected a bilayer sample 

with a somewhat higher concentration of donor NQDs. Indeed, as per Eq 10.4, changes in the 

rise time of the acceptor can be obscured if the initial number of excitons in the A layer, NA(0), is 

appreciably greater than the initial number ND(0) of donors excitons. Since the laser excitation of 

the donor NQDs also creates excitons in the acceptor NQDs and the absorption cross-section of 

the bigger-sized NQDs is larger, a larger number of excitons could be created in the acceptor 

layer. This is why samples with higher D concentrations are more desirable when probing 

acceptor rise times (Figure 10.1d). 

 

While the simple kinetic Eq 10.1 and Eq 10.2 feature single values of various rate 

constants resulting in the monoexponential D decay in Eq 10.3, the real samples are well known 

to frequently exhibit more variations. In fact, in several instances, we observed the presence a 

relatively weak second exponent in the D decay in bilayer structures as seen in Figure 10.1c. 

The second component may arise from a distribution of distances between the donor and 
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acceptor NQDs, e.g. due to some small inhomogeneities in the NQD placement. In such cases, 

the experimental data is processed for fitting with weighted contributions from two rates:  

w = C1w1 + C2w2, where coefficients C1,2 satisfy C1 + C2 = 1 and w1,2 are NRET rates derived 

from biexponential fits to the donor decay traces. 

 

The experimental traces in Figure 10.1 are overlayed with fitting curves from the kinetic 

model showing satisfactory agreement. In particular, the solid black curve in Figure 10.1d fits 

the acceptor dynamics in the bilayer configuration using Eq 10.4. All of the kinetic rate 

parameters for this equation (the donor and acceptor decay rates in the monolayers and the 

NRET rate in the bilayer) were first independently measured, thus leaving the relative initial 

number of D and A excitons, ND(0)/NA(0), as a fit parameter. The displayed agreement between 

the model fit and experimental data is achieved for the ratio of ND(0)/NA(0) ~ 1.2. This value 

appears reasonable given the ratio of the D and A monolayer PL intensities in Figure 10.1b 

although we cannot make a direct comparison. The satisfactory quantitative characterization of 

the bilayer configuration on SiO2 substrates can be used to extract information on the interlayer 

NRET interactions for analysis and comparisons with hybrid configurations on Si surfaces. 

 

From Figure 10.1d, it is also clear that the acceptor exciton decay rates in the bilayer and 

monolayer configurations are very close:          ; moreover, the observed decay time of 

   
           is very similar to the previously measured decays108 in submonolayer samples. 

The latter observation is also true for the donor exciton decay in Figure 10.1c, where the 

measured decay time      closely matches our measurements in submonolayer samples. As the 
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exciton decay in submonolayer samples is largely determined by the spontaneous decay rates of 

individual NQDs, our measurements of the PL kinetics in mono- and bilayers strongly indicate 

that no substantial detrimental exciton-scavenging channels were introduced when we fabricated 

dense NQD samples with our linking approach. 

 

10.3.2 Theoretical model 

 

This model is essentially the product of Malko et al. and Gartstein et al. work. 

 

It is interesting and instructive to discuss the experimentally observed trends in the 

context of a related simpler theoretical model system which is depicted in Figure 10.2a. The 

theoretical analysis of the modification of the electromagnetic decay rate of an electric dipole 

emitter in the vicinity of stratified dissipative and non-dissipative substrates is well known231,232 

and we described details of its applications for similar systems in several recent 

publications108,109,206,233,234. Comparing exciton decay times τ1 and τ2 (without and with the 

acceptor layer, respectively) in model configurations of Figure 10.2a should be similar to 

comparing donor decay times      and       in the experimental monolayer and bilayer 

configurations. The computational results displayed in Figure 10.2b and Figure 10.2c clearly 

illustrate how ET from the donor exciton into the acceptor layer is sensitively dependent on both 

the distance z to the layer and on the layer’s dielectric/optical parameters n and a . 
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Figure 10.2: (a) Schematics of a related simpler model system where a single randomly oriented 
electric-dipole donor exciton decays in different configurations: when in vacuum, its radiative 
decay time is τ0, when in the vicinity (at distance z) of a substrate, the decay time is τ1, and when 
at the same distance z from the acceptor layer on top of the same substrate, the decay time is τ2. 
In calculations, the acceptor layer is a macroscopic slab of thickness d = 5 nm that is 
characterized by its absorption coefficient a and refraction index n. Panels (b) and (c) show the 
results of computations for the ratio of decay times τ1/τ2 as a function of the absorption 
coefficient a of the A layer in the model system. This ratio can be compared to experimental 
ratios        

   for the donor decays in the monolayer and bilayer configurations. Results in 
panel (b) are for the SiO2 substrate with a refraction index nG = 1.5, results in panel (c) are for 
the Si substrate whose complex dielectric function at the emission wavelength λ0 = 545 nm is as 
reported by Aspnes and Studna108,107. Each panel features results calculated for two different 
distances z of 4 and 5 nm, and for two different values of n = 2 and 2.5 as indicated. Also shown 
in panels (b) and (c) are the corresponding coordinated ET efficiencies into the A layer defined 
as a fraction of the overall decay into all channels (upper curves referring to the right axes). (d) 
ET efficiency from donor NQDs into the Si substrate in the bilayer configurations. Different style 
curves are coordinated with the lines in panel (c). The lower group of curves shows the direct ET 
into Si as a fraction of the donor decay into all channels. For the total ET (the upper group of 
curves), the direct ET is complemented by the sequential ET process via the acceptor layer. 
Here, the efficiency of the ET into the acceptor layer is taken from panel (c), and 90% of the 
acceptor excitons are assumed108to be further transferred into Si. From De Benedetti et al., Adv. 
Funct. Mater. (2014). 
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We show the results calculated for a range of values of these parameters that we expect to 

find in our experimental systems. The diameters of the NQDs used are about 4.7 nm and 5.3 nm 

for NQD-545 and NQD-585, respectively. The length of different linker molecules is assessed to 

be between 1 and 2 nm. The chemistry of our linkers ensures their direct attachment to the NQD 

body and to the substrate surface. One can thus estimate distances z from the centers of spherical 

NQDs (associated with the position of the point-like electric-dipole emitter) to the underlying 

(effective) surface108. For the effective absorption coefficient a of the acceptor layer that is 

treated in calculations as a continuum slab of thickness d = 5 nm, in Figure 10.3 we also provide 

the results of our measurements on a monolayer of the acceptor NQDs. The experimentally 

measured optical density was converted here into the absorption coefficient assuming that the 

monolayer constitutes an absorbing slab of the same thickness d. 

 

Figure 10.3: The wavelength dependence of the effective absorption coefficient of the acceptor 
layer as derived from the measured raw data on optical density of the monolayer of acceptor 
NQDs under the assumption of layer thickness of 5 nm. From De Benedetti et al., Adv. Funct. 
Mater. (2014). 
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The results of Figure 10.3 yield a value of a ~ 1.4 × 104 cm−1 at the donor emission 

wavelength λ0 = 545 nm. We consider this value only as representative—we are not pursuing 

actual fits with the computational data in this chapter and rather concentrate on semi-quantitative 

understanding. Overall, the experimentally observed value of        
          on SiO2 substrates 

(Figure 10.1) can be rationalized in the context of computational results in Figure 10.2b, 

particularly given the fact that extra dielectric screening takes place in experimental samples due 

to the presence of the donor layer, which is absent in the model system. The same theoretical 

panel (b) also shows that the ET efficiency into the acceptor layer is very high, in excess of 80% 

for all the curves shown and at or above 90% in the expected experimental region. Here, 

efficiency is defined as a fraction of the overall decay rate of the donor exciton. Indeed, the rate 

of NRET into the A layer here should dominate with respect to the rates of otherwise radiative 

processes. The latter are only modestly accelerated from the spontaneous vacuum value in the 

vicinity of SiO2 substrates: the computations yield τ1/τ0 ~ 1.63 at z = 4 nm and τ1/τ0 ~ 1.55 at z = 

10 nm. This weak distance dependence of the radiative processes has already been mentioned 

earlier in this chapter. 

 

On the other hand, the exciton decay is expected to be greatly affected in the vicinity of 

Si substrates: the computations give τ1/τ0 ~ 9.96 at z = 4 nm, which reduces to τ1/τ0 ~ 6.95 at z = 

5 nm and falls to τ1/τ0 ~ 3.63 at z = 10 nm. The main reason for this strong distance dependence 

is that NRET into Si is a very substantial contributor whose rate drops precipitously within 

several nanometers21,108,109,206. However, even weakly distance-dependent RET process have 
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much higher rates into Si than into SiO2 due to higher refraction index of Si. With stronger 

competition from ET into Si, the ET efficiency for the donor exciton into the A layer should be 

lower on Si substrates than on SiO2 substrates. This is quantitatively illustrated in Figure 10.2c. 

The computational data in this panel suggests that the ratio        
   of the decay rates in the 

monolayer and bilayer configurations on Si substrates should be substantially smaller than that 

measured on SiO2 substrates: for this model, we expect values within the 2–3 range. 

 

10.3.3 Bilayer on Silicon 

 

Comparison of the experimental data for the monolayer and bilayer configurations on Si 

substrates is shown in Figure 10.4. Similar to samples on SiO2 substrates, the PL intensity of the 

donor emission in bilayers on Si is strongly reduced in comparison with the acceptor emission 

(Figure 10.4b). The quantitative results for samples on Si substrates are however quite different 

from samples on SiO2 substrates. First, the donor decay time in the monolayer configuration on 

Si is much faster (Figure 10.4c):               , about 6.2 times as fast as the decay in 

monolayers on SiO2 . This agrees well with our previous measurements108 at the donor 

wavelength and the computational results from the model system. The acceleration of the decay 

is caused by the combined effects of NRET and RET into the Si substrate21,206. Second, an even 

faster donor decay is observed in the bilayer samples:               (the value is derived from a 

double exponential fit to the decay curve in Figure 10.4c), but the ratio of the decay times: 

   
    

     , is now substantially smaller than the value obtained for the samples on SiO2 
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substrates. With a single exponential fit to the decay curve, the extracted value               

results in an even smaller ratio        
       . These smaller values are very much in line with 

the theoretical expectations of the τ1/τ2 ratio shown in Figure 10.2c for the model system. As 

discussed above, the smaller ratio is a result of a decreased ET rate from the donor into the Si 

substrate in the bilayer configuration: at such distances from the substrate, NRET does not add 

significantly to the RET contribution. (For smaller distances from the donor to the Si substrate in 

the monolayer configuration, NRET is a major decay channel.) On the other hand, NRET from 

donor NQDs into the acceptor layer would have practically the same rate w on either substrate—

if no changes in the acceptor layers exist—and it is tempting to use the information extracted 

from samples on SiO2 substrates for the analysis of the experimental data on Si substrates. 

Equating the donor decay rate γD + w in Eq.3 with the observed inverse decay time     
   in the 

bilayer configuration and taking τw ~ 2.0 ns from measurements on SiO2, one would arrive at the 

efficiency w/(γD + w ) of ET into the acceptor layer equal to ~ 55% for               and ~ 

80% for              . While the former efficiency estimate appears too low to be consistent 

with the model predictions in Figure 10.2c , the latter estimate is in good agreement with the 

range of expectations from the model guidelines. The self-consistency of the second estimate can 

further be verified by evaluating the rate         
        and comparing it to the 

rate          
  , where we find              for              , a very reasonable ratio from 

the theoretical view point. On the other hand, if                is used with the same values of w 

and       that would lead to an obviously incorrect value        . Given the variations in linkers 

and grafting procedures on different surfaces, some variations in the acceptor layers on different 

substrates are possible, and then the interlayer NRET rate w could be somewhat different in the 
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configurations on SiO2 and on Si. With these uncertainties, it appears unwarranted at this stage to 

look for a more detailed quantitative agreement with the computational results obtained for an 

approximate model system. 

 

 

Figure 10.4: (a) Schematics of the monolayer and bilayer NQD placements and of the relevant 
ET processes on Si substrates. (b) PL emission spectra of donor monolayer (NQD-545, ML), 
acceptor monolayer (NQD-585, ML) and bilayer (NQD-545 on NQD-585, BL) samples grafted 
on the Si substrates. (c) Compared are the PL dynamics at the donor emission peak (545 nm) for 
the donor monolayer on SiO2 (top trace), donor monolayer on Si (middle trace) and donor in the 
bilayer on Si (bottom trace) configurations. Traces are shown along with the fitting curves. (d) 
Comparison of the PL kinetics at the acceptor emission peak (585 nm): acceptor monolayer on 
SiO2 (top trace), acceptor monolayer on Si (bottom trace), and acceptor in the bilayer on Si 
(middle trace). The inset more clearly shows the delayed rise time and the fitting curves. From 
De Benedetti et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. (2014). 
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We further ascertain ET from the donor to the acceptor layer by comparing the acceptor 

PL kinetics curves. Figure 10.4d and its inset clearly show a delayed rise time of the acceptor PL 

in the bilayer configuration – as expected from Eq 10.4. As we discussed above, the evolution of 

the PL dynamics curves can strongly depend on the interplay of the kinetic rates (w, γA) as well 

as on the initial ratio ND(0)/NA(0) of photogenerated excitons. With much higher decay rates on 

Si substrates, the resulting decay of the acceptor PL is much faster, which often complicates a 

quantitative delineation of the rise and fall pattern; however, a delayed rise-time pattern is still 

clearly observed for the bilayer configuration. Additionally, a visually satisfactory fitting can be 

done, as the inset shows for the particular fit that resulted in the values of ND(0)/NA(0) ~ 2.4 and 

τw ~ 3nsec. While these may be reasonable estimates by themselves, their precise quantitative 

consistency with the donor-decay results is not as clear and we do not rely on them for any firm 

quantitative conclusions. Once again, this may be reflective of the delicate nature of the linking 

and grafting procedures that may result in variations between different samples. However, it is 

reassuring that the kinetic parameters derivable from different fitting routines appear to be within 

reasonable variation ranges. As an example, different estimates that we extracted for interlayer 

NRET rates in different samples vary at most by a factor of 2. 

 

Just as in the case for samples on SiO2 substrates, we stress that the decay times for 

acceptors in the monolayer and bilayer configurations on Si surface are evidently very close to 

each other, see Figure 10.4d. Moreover, they are close to the donor decay times and to our 

earlier results108 for the submonolayer samples. This indicates that the grafting and linking 

procedures we used allowed us to avoid the formation of any appreciable number of energy 
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trapping and scavenging sites, otherwise the PL lifetimes would have become even shorter due to 

additional PL quenching channel(s). In support of this conclusion is the rather faithful 

correspondence between experimental data and theoretical expectations from the simple model 

system that does not invoke any detrimental energy scavenging processes but incorporates only 

well-characterized radiative and non-radiative processes of ET and photon emission. 

 

10.3.4 Efficiency 

 

The experimental data we obtained can thus allow for full rationalization on the basis of 

well-defined ET pathways without a need to invoke poorly characterized non-radiative exciton 

trapping/scavenging mechanisms discussed for NQD solids. The good correspondence between 

our experimental observations and the theoretical expectations from the simple model system in 

Figure 10.2 suggests to use the model’s help in the further analysis. We are particularly 

interested in the efficiency of ET from the donor NQDs into the Si substrate in the bilayer 

configuration, an important measure for photovoltaic applications. Figure 10.2c shows the 

efficiency of NRET from the donor exciton into the acceptor layer as a fraction of the overall 

donor decay. Consistent with our experimental data for the bilayers on Si substrates, it is clear 

that the majority of the photoexcitations created in the donor NQD layer are first transferred into 

the acceptor NQD layer, the precise quantity being dependent on values of system parameters. In 

addition, a portion of the donor excitons are transferred directly into the Si substrate. At this 

distance ≈10 nm from the substrate, this direct ET is mainly realized via the longer-range RET 

coupling but there is still some contribution from NRET108,109,206. The lower group of curves in 
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Figure 10.2d shows the computational results for the efficiency of the direct ET as fraction of 

the overall donor decay. The precise quantity here is also evidently dependent on the values of 

the system parameters. The excitons that are first transferred into the A layer would, in turn, be 

efficiently transferred into the Si substrate via the combined effects of NRET and RET108, 206 

from the acceptor NQDs. Our prior studies108 showed that the efficiency of this ET is close to 

90%. Using this number we calculate the total efficiency of direct and sequential ET from donor 

NQDs into Si shown in Figure 10.2d as the upper group of curves. These curves are nearly on 

top of each other and remarkably display an efficiency approaching 90% with practically no 

dependence on the system parameters. The assumption of 85% efficiency of ET from the 

acceptor NQDs into Si results in the total ET efficiency close to 85% and also showing very little 

dependence on the values of system parameters. 

 

Figure 10.2c and Figure 10.2d illustrate that the weakly varying total efficiency can be 

seen as a result of the complementary characters of the direct and sequential processes. This can 

also be understood from another viewpoint: by recalling that the only losses for ET in our model 

correspond to NQD excitons decaying via photon emission, the process responsible in particular 

for the PL used in experimental measurements. The photon emission process is suppressed in the 

vicinity of the interface and is only weakly distance-dependent at the distances studied. In fact, 

approximately half of such photons109 would be emitted in the direction of Si and additionally 

absorbed in thick enough substrates. We however follow our definition of ET in references108, 206 

and do not include such photons in the calculation of radiative ET efficiency. The efficiency of 
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ET into Si is thus evaluated as only due to near fields (NRET and RET into 

evanescent/waveguiding modes) that would be applicable even for ultrathin substrates206.  

 

10.4 Conclusion 

 

In this work, we have extended our grafting and linker-assisted strategies to fabricate 

dense NQD bilayers on Si and SiO2 substrates. We performed a detailed comparative study of 

the NQD PL decays in monolayer and bilayer configurations. Our experimental results and their 

good agreement with theoretical expectations from a basic electrodynamics model indicate that 

the resulting NQD structures do not possess any appreciable number of exciton/energy 

scavenging defects. We also showed that bandgap-gradient NQD structures can assist in efficient 

directional “funneling” of NQD excitons into the underlying Si substrate. This demonstration of 

very efficient (nearly 90%) ET into Si from the outer NQD layer in the bilayer configuration 

complements our earlier findings of highly efficient ET from the proximal NQDs to validate the 

concept of excitonic sensitization of ultrathin Si layers from the adjacent NQD assemblies. The 

efficacy of the fabrication approach we used is expected to be maintainable in building multi-

layer optically thick NQD solids with little or no energy scavenging losses. It is conceivable that 

high efficiencies of overall ET from such multi-layer structures into Si substrates are possible to 

achieve by further enhancing the interlayer NRET through appropriate linking and optimization 

of the bandgap-gradient NQD structures. ET processes and efficiencies could likely be improved 

by utilizing NQDs of various compositions and sizes. The reported results thus further support 
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our proposition that NQD/Si nanostructures are attractive materials systems for practical 

realization of energy-transfer-based thin-film photovoltaic devices. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE 
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In this thesis we have shown the advantages and the potential of using a GOM in two 

different applications. As demonstrated, grafted organic monolayers offer good perspectives in 

terms of stability and electronic properties. Along their physical properties, GOM also have the 

advantage of being a relatively easy, cheap and versatile process. We have mainly used GOM on 

oxide free silicon and on thermally grown silicon oxide which can be used in technologies that 

are CMOS compatible. The first part of this thesis gives an overview and a theoretical 

background on the topics tackled in this work. We provide an overview on oxide free silicon and 

silicon oxide in CHAPTER 1. Succinct theoretical background and state of the art on single 

electron transport is summed up in CHAPTER 2. In this chapter we also provide theoretical 

tools to understand challenges that are inherent in the architecture we propose. In CHAPTER 3 

we explain the different phenomena involved in NQD solar cells. We also give an overview of 

achievement already done in this topic.  CHAPTER 4 reports a list of the characterization 

techniques used in this work as well as the kind of information each technique can provide. 

Significant achievements were obtained in both projects I have worked on. 

 

 In the framework of single electron transport, we have used a GOM on oxide free silicon 

for three main reasons: 

- It is an insulator with a controllable thickness 

- It is a protective layer in that ensure the quality and the stability of the silicon surface 

- It can be used as an anchor for colloidal AuNP grafting. 

We have proposed an experimental protocol and we have successfully observed single electron 

transport using this structure and a STM in UHV as detailed in CHAPTER 5. We have also 
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provided a study in order to identify parameters that are critical to the reproducibility of the 

observation of single electron transport using our architecture in CHAPTER 6. The level of 

contamination and oxidation were reported to be important parameters as well as AuNP size and 

crystallinity. From this study we could deduce an optimal recipe from which we could extract 

exploitable data.  These positive results were then analyzed and compared with a theoretical 

model based on the “orthodox” theory in CHAPTER 7. We adapted a software that was 

originally designed for structure with only metals as contacts. Since we use silicon as one of the 

contact, we had to take into account additional phenomena such as band bending. We also 

provided new design that can be exploited for fabrication of future prototypes of SET. In light of 

all these achievements, our theoretical model must be improved in order to take into account 

effect that we have not considered yet such as tunneling through the depletion layer at low bias. 

One of the goals is to expand our model to be able to simulate a whole SET structure. STM is a 

very useful characterization tool and allow us to obtain a significant amount of interesting data. 

However, our aim must be to design prototypes that do not rely on the use of STM as one of the 

contact. This necessary step toward implementation of this technology to concrete application 

could also largely simplify the model and increase reproducibility of fabricated prototypes. 

Indeed, we could remove a significant amount of uncertainties that is inherent in an STM (shape 

of the tip, drift, contamination, temperature gradient …). 

 

 The second part of our work also took advantage of the use of the GOM, but in the 

framework of quantum dots solar cells. Once again the GOM was used as a passivating layer to 

protect the underlying silicon surface. It was also an anchor for NQDs grafting which allow the 
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precise geographical situation of NQDs with respect to the surface. Recent work made in our lab 

already proved that energy absorbed by grafted NQDs could be transferred to a silicon substrate 

through different mechanism using our GOM. In this work we have shown that we could not 

only use a GOM on a planar surface, but also on a patterned silicon surface such as silicon 

nanopillars. We proposed a protocol process to build the patterned surface and our experimental 

results in CHAPTER 8. The photoluminescence counts were greatly improved on the patterned 

surface because there were more NQDs grafted on the surface and because of light trapping 

effect. We have also been able to identify the different transfer mechanisms involved in this 

process. Another way to graft more NQDs on the surface is to fabricate multilayer of quantum 

dots on a planar surface. We proposed in CHAPTER 9 an experimental protocol to build such 

structure. We have shown with the help of XPS and photoluminescence results that our resulting 

surface had a significant increase in photoluminescence count. This improvement can be 

optimized when grafting multilayer of NQDs with a gradient of size so that energy could be 

transferred between NQDs all the way to silicon. We have shown, in CHAPTER 10, 

experimental evidences for such directed transfer between different NQDs and from NQDs to 

silicon. We also provided a comprehensive analysis of the energy transfer mechanisms involved 

when the substrate is oxide free silicon and silicon oxide. Results were found to be in accordance 

with theoretical expectation. These results are important steps for NQDs solar cells fabrication. 

In order to push forward this project we need to improve our multilayer technique in order to 

make it more reproducible and more reliable. The density of the layers must also be improved 

and positive results have already been obtained by Rupich et al. in 2014. An improved multilayer 

fabrication technique could then be used to build thick multilayers of NQDs with a size gradient 
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that could greatly optimize the photoluminescence count, and increase the range of the absorbed 

light to the NIR. In our lab we have also recently shown evidence for optimized RET from 

NQDs to a 70nm thin silicon membrane using waveguiding206. This shows that all the 

improvement discussed in this project can be applied on a thin silicon membrane to avoid the use 

to an expensive thick monocrystalline silicon bulk. Thick multilayer of NQDs must be combined 

with silicon membrane patterning (using an SOI wafer) to design of a promising solar cell 

prototype based on our achievement.  
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

 

 

A:  Acceptor 

ADDS:  Ammonium dodecylsulfate 

AFM:   Atomic Force Microscopy 

ALD:   atomic layer deposition 

APTES: 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane 

AuNP:  Gold nanoparticle 

AUTES: 11-aminoundecyltriethoxysilane 

BL:   Bilayer 

BTJ:  Barrier Tunneling Junction 

C11-Ald: Triethoxysilyl undecanal 

C2:  Ethylenediamine 

C6:  1,6-hexanediamine 

CMOS:  Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 

CV:  Coefficient of variation 

D:  Donor 

DA:  Diamine 

DBTJ:  Double Barrier Tunneling Junction 

DMSO: Dimethyl Sulfoxide 
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DT:  Dithiol 

EDC:  N-ethyl-N’-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)-carbodiimide 

EtOH:  Ethanol 

FRET:  Forster resonant energy transfer 

FTIR:   Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 

GOM:  Grafted Organic Monolayer 

HOMO: Highest occupied molecular orbital 

IEF:  Institut de l’électronique fondamentale  

INSP:   Institut des NanoSciences de Paris 

KPFM:  Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy 

LDOS: Local density of states 

LUMO:  Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

MEK:  Methyl Ethyl ketone 

MES:  2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid 

ML:   Monolayer 

MOSFET: metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor 

MUTS: 11-mercaptoundecyltrimethoxysilane 

NIR:   Near Infra-Red 

NP:   nanoparticle 

NQD:   NanoQuantum Dot 

NRET: Non-Radiative Energy Transfer 

OPV:  Organic Photovoltaic cells 
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PV:  Photovoltaic 

QY:  Quantum Yield 

RET:   Radiative energy transfer 

RIE:  Reactive Ion Etching 

SAM:  Self Assembled Monolayer 

SC:  Semiconductor 

SEM:  Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SET:   Single Electron Transistor 

SiC11:  Ethyl undecylenate 

SiC7:  Ethyl 6-heptenoate 

SOI:   Silicon on insulator 

STM:   Scanning electron microscopy 

STS:  Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy 

TEM:   Transmission electron microscopy 

UHV:  Ultra High Vacuum 

UPMC: Université Pierre et Marie Curie 

UTD:   University of Texas at Dallas 

XPS:   X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
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THESIS SUMMARY 

 

 

 

ENGLISH: 

Progresses made in the field of functionalization on oxide-free silicon and SiO2 allow for 

promising outcomes in a wide variety of topics. Grafted organic monolayer (GOM) on oxide-free 

Si have been fabricated using thermal and UV hydrosilylation and characterized using FTIR and 

XPS. The obtained amine terminated GOM has been used for nanoparticle deposition. Colloidal 

gold nanoparticles (AuNP) have been deposited and single electron transport measurements have 

been performed using STM under UHV: A double barrier tunneling junction was formed with 

the GOM as the first barrier and the vacuum between the scanning tip and the AuNP as the 

second one. This structure is known to exhibit single electron transport through Coulomb 

staircase phenomenon. Evidence for its occurrence was obtained at 30K and a study was done in 

order to determine critical parameters for results' reproducibility. Optimal recipe were obtained 

and experimental and simulated data were compared. The latter were acquired using a recently 

developed theoretical model based on the orthodox theory that has been modified to model our 

system more accurately. Our goal is to develop an alternative technology to build single electron 

transistors that are compatible with current Si-based technology. Nanoquantum dots (NQDs) 

were also deposited on the GOM for NQD solar cells applications. Energy transfers through 

radiative and non-radiative mechanism between NQDs and substrate were observed on plane 



 

 

surface in recent work using photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. We show evidence of 

optimization of the PL count using GOM on silicon nanopillars and with successive grafting of 

NQDs to form multilayers. We also show evidence of directed energy transfer from NQDs to the 

silicon substrate using bilayers of NQDs with a size gradient. All these achievements can be 

combined for the fabrication of NQDs solar cells prototypes with an enhanced efficiency that 

could compete with existing technologies. 

 

 

FRANCAIS: 

Les progrès obtenus dans le domaine de la fonctionnalisation du silicium non oxydé offrent de 

belles perspectives dans de nombreux sujets. Des couches moléculaires greffées (GOM) sur du 

Si non oxydé ont été fabriquées avec de l’hydrosilylation thermique et UV pour ensuite être 

caractérisées par XPS et FTIR. Sa terminaison amine permet le greffage de nanoparticles d’or 

colloïdes (AuNP). Celles-ci ont été déposées et des mesures ont été prises avec un STM sous 

UHV: une double jonction tunnel est formée avec comme première jonction la GOM, et comme 

seconde, le vide entre la pointe et l’AuNP. Ce type de structure est connu pour permettre 

l’observation de transport à un électron grâce au phénomène de blocage de Coulomb. Des 

preuves de son observation ont été obtenues à 30K et nous proposons une étude pour identifier 

les paramètres nécessaires à leur reproductibilité. Nous proposons un protocole optimal et nos 

résultats expérimentaux sont comparés à des résultats obtenus grâce à un simulateur récemment 

développé, fondé sur la théorie orthodoxe, que nous avons modifié pour correspondre à notre 

système. Notre but est de développer une technologie alternative pour la fabrication de 



 

 

transistors à un électron compatible avec la technologie Si actuelle. Pour des applications 

photovoltaïques, des boîtes quantiques (NQDs) sont aussi déposées sur la GOM. Des transferts 

radiatifs et non radiatifs d’énergie ont récemment été observés entre NQDs et substrat sur 

surfaces planes à l’aide de mesure en photoluminescence (PL). Nous améliorons la PL en 

greffant la GOM sur des nano-piliers de silicium et en déposant des couches successives de 

NQDs pour former des multicouches. Nous proposons aussi des preuves expérimentales du 

transfert d’énergie dirigé entre NQDs jusqu’au substrat avec des bicouches de NQDs avec 

gradient de taille. Combiner tout ces résultats peut donner lieu à la fabrication de prototypes de 

cellules solaires efficaces pouvant rivaliser avec les technologies actuelles. 

 


